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ABSTRACT
NLP Driven Models for Automatically Generating Survey Articles for Scientific
Topics
by
Rahul Kumar Jha
Chair: Dragomir Radev
This thesis presents new methods that use natural language processing (NLP)
driven models for summarizing research in scientific fields. Given a topic query in the
form of a text string, we present methods for finding research articles relevant to the
topic as well as summarization algorithms that use lexical and discourse information
present in the text of these articles to generate coherent and readable extractive
summaries of past research on the topic. In addition to summarizing prior research,
good survey articles should also forecast future trends. With this motivation, we
present work on forecasting future impact of scientific publications using NLP driven
features.
xi
CHAPTER I
Introduction
The exponential growth of scientific output has created new challenges for re-
searchers. New researchers often find themselves struggling with the massive amount
of prior literature in their chosen fields that they must understand before being able
to make new contributions of their own. Experts in any research area also face the
challenge of keeping up with the progress of their rapidly growing fields. Additionally,
scientific research today tends to be highly interdisciplinary, which means researchers
are expected to understand many related fields in addition to their own field in order
to pursue interesting research projects.
The dissemination of scientific literature through electronic means goes some way
towards solving this problem. Traditional publishers such as Elsevier and ACM are
increasingly offering electronic access to their publications through online portals.
Easy access to electronic versions of scientific publications has created opportunities
and demand for tools that allow researchers to quickly find the relevant research in
their area. Two major commercial search engines catering to this demand are Google
Scholar and Microsoft Academic Search. In addition to offering a simple search
interface to look for the most relevant papers in any area, they offer additional tools
to help researchers. For example, Figure 1.1 shows the output of Microsoft Academic
Search for the query question answering. The output, in addition to the relevant
1
Figure 1.1: Results displayed by Microsoft Academic Search for the query Question
Answering.
papers in the area, shows some of the top authors and main venues. It also shows
topic definitions that it extracts from relevant papers, and shows a plot of citations
to papers that belong to the topic in the past few years. All of this is potentially
useful information for someone looking to learn more about a scientific topic.
These simple retrieval technologies, though useful, are not enough. Researchers
need tools that can summarize and present relevant literature in a way that makes
it easy for them to understand the main sub-problems in the area, their relationship
to each other and the contributions of the main papers. The traditional means of
acquiring this kind of knowledge about a scientific field is a survey article written
by experts in the area. However, the rapid growth of publications, especially in
technological fields, has meant that the supply of such survey articles has not kept
up with the demand. Good human written survey articles do not exist for many
2
The recent interest in computational lexicography has fueled a large body of recent
work on this 40-year-old problem ,e.g., Black (1988) , Brown et al. (1991) ,
Choueka nd Lusignan (1985) , Clear (1989) , Dagan et al. (1991) , Gale et al. (to
appear) , Hearst (1991) , Lesk (1986) , Smadja and McKeown (1990) , Walker
(1987) , Veronis and Ide (1990) , Yarowsky (1992) , Zemik (1990, 1991).
Word-sense disambiguation is a long-standing problem in computational linguistics
(e.g., Kaplan (1950) , Yngve (1955) , Bar-I-Iillel (1960) , Masterson (1967)), with
important implications for a number of practical applications including
text-to-speech (TI’S) , machine translation (MT), information retrieval (IR), and
many others.
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) has been found useful in many natural language
processing (NLP) applications ,including information retrieval (Krovetz and Croft
1992; McRoy 1992), machine translation (Brown et al. 1991; Dagan, Itai, and
Schwall 1991; Dagan and Itai 1994), and speech synthesis (Yarowsky 1992).
WSD has received increasing attention in recent literature on computational
linguistics (Lesk 1986; Schi.itze 1992; Gale , Church , and Yarowsky 1992;
Yarowsky 1992, 1995; Bruce and Wiebe 1995; Luk 1995; Ng and Lee 1996; Chang
et al. 1996).
Given a polysemous word in running text, the task of WSD involves examining
contextual information to determine the intended sense from a set of predetermined
candidates.
It is a nontrivial task to divide the senses of a word and determine this set, for
word sense is an abstract concept frequently based on subjective and subtle
distinctions in topic, register, dialect, collocation, part of speech, and valency.
Figure 1.2: Part of the summary for the topic of word sense disambiguation generated
using our current system. The system finds the most relevant sentences that should
be included in the summary using a relevance model and uses a discourse model for
presenting the sentences as a coherent summary with appropriate context for each
sentence.
scientific fields and the ones that do exist get outdated quickly.
In this thesis, we present Natural Language Processing (NLP) based methods that
aim to fill this gap. We explore algorithms that in addition to retrieving documents
relevant to a scientific topic, also generate natural language summaries similar to
human written survey articles. For example, in response to the query word sense
disambiguation, our system can generate the summary shown in Figure 1.2.
In addition to enabling better search technologies, trying to solve the above prob-
lems allows us to investigate the process of scientific research as a social process.
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Scientists in any field discuss research problems, come up with shared terminology
that evolves over long periods of time, and record their arguments as text narratives.
This is a process of social “meaning making” that has traditionally been studied un-
der social semiotics (Leeuwen, 2004). We refer to the linguistic data that emerges
out of such social processes as collective discourse. In this thesis, we look at scientific
discourse as a special form of collective discourse.
We now present an outline of the components a system needs in order to generate
a summary given a query provided by a user and a corpus of scientific publications.
Our corpus is the ACL Anthology Network1 (Radev et al. , 2013). This outline also
serves as a roadmap to the chapters in this thesis.
1. Process Input Query and Build a Target Document Collection: The first
task is to process the input query and build a collection of documents that we
need to summarize. In Chapter III, we compare several methods for building
document collections in response to queries and find that a simple model we
propose called Restricted Expansion produces reasonable results. A descrip-
tion of this method was first published in Jha et al. (2013). We also look at
the problem of predicting future importance of recently published papers on a
topic that have not had a chance to accrue citations. Such papers may not be
deemed important by a simple citation counts based retrieval model, but might
be included by a good survey due to high expected impact in the future.
2. Aggregate Relevant Text: Once we have a target document collection, we need
to find the text that will be used to summarize these documents. Previous
research has shown that in the domain of scientific publications, documents
citing the target documents provide useful information for summarizing them
(Mohammad et al. , 2009). In Chapter IV and Chapter V, we explore several
ways of operationalize this idea and present ways of aggregating text that are
1http://clair.eecs.umich.edu/aan/index.php
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suitable to build the kind of summaries that we aim to produce. Some of these
results were previously published in Jha et al. (2013).
3. Build a Content Model for Input Text: Once the input text segments for
the summarization system are available, we need to create a data structure
to represent the information present in these segments that allows us to build
a summary. The main output of such a data structure is a relevance score
assigned to the elementary discourse content units (sentences in our case). In
Chapter IV, we explore existing network based models for this problem (Erkan
& Radev, 2004; Qazvinian & Radev, 2008a). We also experiment with Bayesian
content models (Daume´ & Marcu, 2006; Haghighi & Vanderwende, 2009) and
present a new way to combine the information from these models with network
based models. In Chapter V, we present a set of new content models that ex-
ploits the network structure between citing and cited documents in the input
set. Some of these results have been previously published in Jha et al. (2015b)
and Jha et al. (2015a).
4. Generate Coherent Output Text: Using the above components, we can find
relevant sentences in the input set and generate summaries, but the output
summaries generated in this way are usually not very readable. To generate
coherent summaries, we need to identify the main topics we would like our
summary to talk about and infer the right order of presenting these topics. In
addition, since the sentences are used outside their original context, we also
need to make sure we include appropriate context necessary to understand each
sentence in the summary. We discuss all of these issues in Chapter VI where we
present a complete pipeline for generating coherent surveys for scientific topics.
Many of these results were published earlier in Jha et al. (2015b).
We first begin by a description of the related work in Chapter II. This is followed
5
by algorithms for various components in Chapter III, IV, V and VI as described
above. Finally, Chapter VII concludes the thesis along with pointers to future work.
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CHAPTER II
Related Work
The work in this thesis draws upon and makes contributions to several different
fields that have traditionally worked independently from one another. Thus, the
related work is quite large. We will make an attempt to summarize the work most
relevant to the material in this thesis, pointing the readers to comprehensive surveys
when possible. The related work is broadly divided into four main sections.
• Summarization: Summarization has been studied as a problem in computa-
tional linguistics since the early work of Luhn in 1958 though a lot of major
techniques appeared during and after the 1990’s, driven by the TREC, DUC,
and MUC conferences. I will summarize relevant work in salience models, co-
herence models, discourse oriented summarization, post processing strategies,
and automated coherence scoring.
• Scientometrics: In this section, I will discuss and relate the work done in the
field of Scientometrics on measuring scientific impact of entities (papers, au-
thors, institutions etc.), modeling the history and dynamics of scientific fields,
forecasting future impact of authors and papers, and models for literature
search.
• Modeling scientific text: In this part, I will focus on the work done in
modeling the text of scientific articles. Specifically, I will look at two main
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threads of research: 1) analysis of citation text and 2) analysis of discourse
structure of scientific text.
• Repurposing scientific text: In this section, I describe research that draws
upon ideas discussed in the previous sections to use the text in scientific papers
for new interesting applications. This includes work on finding new science using
literature mining, scientific article summarization, survey article generation for
scientific topics, and scientific indexing and retrieval.
2.1 Summarization
The problem of automatic text summarization is now one of the standard tasks
in the field of natural language processing. Starting from the seminal work of Luhn
(1958), research in automatic summarization has made great progress with many dif-
ferent variants of the problem and several classes of methods explored in the commu-
nity. The Document Understanding Conferences (DUC) and now the Text Analytics
Conference (TAC) have provided the main thrust of research in this area by creating
standardized data and evaluation methods.
Summarization methods can be divided into two major classes: single document
summarization and multi-document summarization. Single document summariza-
tion deals with creating short summaries of a single text document. Multi-document
summarization is the problem of summarizing a collection of documents that are top-
ically related in some way. Other classifications of summarization methods includes
indicative vs informative and extractive vs abstractive. A large number of recent
summarization methods are extractive, which means they pick the most relevant sen-
tences from the original document and aggregate them in some order to produce the
output summary.
Given this, the first task is to assign sentences importance scores. Most early
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document summarization methods used the word distribution statistics to first find
the most relevant words, and then pick sentences that contain these words (Luhn,
1958; Baxendale, 1958). In later work, more sophisticated methods were explored
that range from using external knowledge (Barzilay & Elhadad, 1997), supervised
machine learning based methods (Kupiec et al. , 1995), methods based on discourse
properties of input text (Marcu, 1995; Mani et al. , 1998) and network based methods
(Erkan & Radev, 2004).
After sentence relevance has been determined, a good summarization system must
process the output summary to form a coherent and readable summary by reordering
sentences (Barzilay et al. , 2001a), fusing multiple sentences (Barzilay & McKeown,
2005) and other operations (Jing & McKeown, 2000). It also needs to make sure that
the output does not contain redundant information (Carbonell & Goldstein, 1998).
In the following sections, we will discuss different aspects of summarization sys-
tems including content models, discourse based summarization, summary post pro-
cessing, and automatic coherence scoring in more detail. For a more thorough treat-
ment of the research in summarization, we refer the readers to the excellent survey
by Nenkova & McKeown (2011).
2.1.1 Content Models
The goal of content models in the context of summarization is to extract a repre-
sentation from input text that can help in identifying important sentences that should
be in the output summary. We will organize our discussion of content models across
five categories: term based models, network based models, probabilistic models, and
discourse based models. In this section, we discuss the first three types of models and
cover discourse based methods in detail in the next subsection.
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2.1.1.1 Term Based Models
Term based content models depend on assigning importance scores to sentences
based on statistic measures of word distributions. One of the earliest term based
methods (and one of the earliest summarization methods in general) would be that
presented by Luhn (1958). They first identify significant words in the text based on
the frequency of words, with higher frequency words assigned higher significant (after
accounting for stop words). Sentences are then assigned a significance or relevance
score based on the number and proximity of significant words in the sentence. In
later work, Edmundson (1969) presented a summarization system that used a lin-
ear weighted combination of scores based on cue words, title and heading words,
and sentence location in addition to significant words to rank sentences. Kupiec
et al. (1995) used similar features but approached summarization as a classification
problem. They train a Naive-Bayes classifier with features corresponding to sen-
tence length, cue phrases, sentence position, word frequency, and capitalization. The
training data consists of scientific articles and manual abstractive summaries. The
sentences in the abstractive summaries are aligned with the sentences in the original
documents to create training data for extractive summarization.
Lin & Hovy (2000) presented a summarization system called SUMMARIST based
on topic signatures. Topic signatures are defined as a family of related terms that
are highly correlated with a target concept. These terms acquired and ranked from a
pre-classified corpus using the likelihood-ratio test. The score of a sentence is simply
the sum of all the scores of content-bearing terms in the sentence.
Another data structure for modelling significant terms for multi-document sum-
marization is the centroid (Radev et al. , 2004b). A centroid is a set of words that
are statistically important to a cluster of documents. In the centroid based method,
relative documents are first grouped into clusters. A centroid is generated by start-
ing with the first document in the cluster. As new documents are processed, their
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TF*IDF values are compared with the centroid using cosine similarity and if it’s
within a threshold, the new document is included in the cluster and its terms are
added to the centroid. The summarization algorithm then assigns an importance
score to each sentence based on its centroid score (computed as the sum of the cen-
troid values of all words in the sentence) as well as its position and overlap with the
first sentence.
2.1.1.2 Network Based Models
Sentences in any text document are related to each other. Term based models do
not model these relationships between sentences. An obvious choice for modelling such
data is networks. In recent years, there has been a tremendous amount of progress in
the field of network theory (Newman, 2010). Network based content models (Erkan
& Radev, 2004; Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004) work by converting the input sentences into
a network. Each sentence is represented by a node in the network and the edges
between sentences are given weights based on the similarities of sentences. We then
run Pagerank on this network and sentences are selected based on their pagerank
in the network. For computing the pagerank, the network can either be pruned by
removing edges that have weights less than a certain threshold, or a weighted version
of pagerank can be run on the network. The method can be modified for doing query
focused summarization as well (Otterbacher et al. , 2009). C-Lexrank (Qazvinian &
Radev, 2008a) modifies Lexrank by first running a clustering algorithm on the network
to partition the network into different communities and then selecting sentences from
each community by running Lexrank on the sub-network within each community.
2.1.1.3 Probabilistic Models
Probabilistic methods for multi-document summarization depend on Bayesian
modeling of word distributions in the input documents. One of the first proba-
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bilistic content models seems to be BayeSum (Daume´ & Marcu, 2006), designed for
query focused summarization. BayeSum models a set of document collections using
a hierarchical LDA style model. Each word in a sentence can be generated using
one of the three language models: 1) a general english language model that captures
english filler or background knowledge, 2) a document specific language model, and
3) a query language model. These language models are inferred using expectation
propagation and the sentences are ranked based on their likelihood of being gener-
ated from the query language model. A similar model for general multidocument
summarization called TopicSum was proposed by Haghighi & Vanderwende (2009),
where the query language model is replaced by a document collection specific language
model; thus sentences are selected based on how likely they are to contain information
that summarizes the entire document collection instead of information pertaining to
individual documents or background knowledge. They also introduce a more sophis-
ticated content model called HierSum, that further divides the document collection
specific language model into multiple content distributions representing various topics
a document might talk about.
Barzilay & Lee (2004) present a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based content
model where the hidden states of the HMM represent the topics in the text. The
transition probabilities are learnt through Viterbi decoding. They show that the
HMM model can be used for both re-ordering of sentences for coherence as well as
discriminative scoring of sentences for extractive summarization. Fung & Ngai (2006)
present a similar HMM based model for multi-document summarization (Fung et al.
, 2003).
Jiang & Zhai (2005) presented an HMM based system for extracting coherent rel-
evant passages as part of an information retrieval system. In their model, they treat
the document as a sequence of words that is generated from two language models:
a relevant language model and a background language model. A different stochas-
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tic process determines when the language model switches from one to the other.
The background language model is estimated using maximum likelihood trained on
the entire document collection. The relevance language model is estimated using
a maximum likelihood estimator on one of three different samples: 1) the original
query words, 2) a within document pseudo-feedback corpora created by extracting
from the document a short passage highly likely to be relevant to the query, and 3) a
cross-document pseudo feedback corpora created by extracting starting passages from
different documents that are relevant to the same query. Once all output probabilities
have been computed, the transition probabilities can be trained. The HMM trained
with cross-document feedback performed best.
2.1.1.4 Other Approaches
Boguraev & Kennedy (1997) present a summarization system that generates a
summary for a document in the form of a list of representative phrases. Their system
works by first identifying the set of all nominal expressions in the text. This set is
then reduced to a smaller set of expressions which uniquely identify the objects re-
ferred to in the text using an anaphora resolution procedure. These referents are then
assigned a salience score as a function of how a candidate satisfies a set of grammat-
ical, syntactic and contextual parameters such as if any term in the coreference class
for the referent is a subject, a direct object, complement of a preposition etc. This
salience score allows the system to determine the prominence of an expression in a
local segment of discourse. To generate a summary for the entire of text, TextTiling
(Hearst, 1994) is used to divide the text into discourse segments and the most salient
phrases for each discourse segment are presented in the order of the original sequence
of the discourse segments in the original text. Bateman (1993) briefly describe a sys-
tem that aggregates knowledge from various source articles to generate biographical
summaries of individuals.
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Kraaij et al. (2001) present a multi-document summarization system that scores
sentences based on a combination of a mixture language model for text and a Naive
Bayes model for non text features such as sentence position, sentence length and cue
phrases. Their mixture language model consists of three unigram language models:
corresponding to the document, corresponding to the cluster and corresponding to
background. Each of the unigram models are learnt using maximum likelihood pro-
cedures. Their hypothesis is that “a ’good’ sentence is both salient for a document
and for the corresponding cluster” and their final model is the geometric mean of the
log likelihood ratio of a sentence given the mixture model and given the background
model. After this, they manually scored each sentence for salience on a score ranging
from -2 to 2. They then did feature selection using this ground truth data and picked
cue phrase, sentence length and first sentence as useful features. A Naive Bayes clas-
sifier was then trained on these features. They then combined the mixture model and
Naive Bayes model by using the posterior log-odds of the Naive Bayes classifier and
interpolating the two values. They used this relevance model along with diversity
based reranking using MMR.
Conroy & O’leary (2001) present two extractive summarization methods. Their
first method is based on identifying the terms in the document using named entity
recognition. A term document matrix is then formed and the summarization system
works by choosing a subset of sentences that cover the main terms in the document
using QR decomposition with partial pivoting. This method iteratively chooses sen-
tence vectors with the largest weight and updates the weights of remaining vectors
to avoid redundancy similar to MMR. The second method is based on an HMM
that contains two states corresponding to summary sentences and non-summary sen-
tences. The features used for the HMM are sentence position within the document
and paragraph, number of terms and their likelihood. Given this HMM, two methods
of summary sentence selection are presented: the first method chooses sentences with
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the maximum posterior probability of being a summary sentence, the second method
uses the QR decomposition to remove any redundant sentence that might be included
by the HMM maximum posterior probability method. In Conroy et al. (2001), they
also present an additional logistic regression model for summarization trained on four
features: the number of unique query terms in the sentence, the number of content
words in a sentence, distance of the sentence from one with a query term, and the
position of sentence in a document. The query terms used in these features were
automatically extracted from the input documents.
Afantenos et al. (2004) present a multi-document summarization method based
on establishing cross document structural relationships inspired by the Cross Docu-
ment Structure Theory (CST) (Radev, 2000). CST describes RST (Rhetorical Struc-
ture Theory) style relationships that can exist across multiple documents to words,
phrases, sentences, paragraphs or even entire documents. The authors however, argue
that CST as derived from RST might not be suitable for modelling cross document
relationships because of the lack of a coherent discourse across multiple documents.
They propose a methodology for establishing cross document relationships based on
the creation of a topic specific ontology, message types and relations. They present
a case study of football match descriptions for which they extract each of the above.
The method seems to be highly domain dependent.
2.1.2 Discourse Based Summarization
Modeling discourse has been a topic of interest within the computational linguis-
tics community for a number of years. Discourse processing involves several different
subproblems such as how entities are introduced and discussed in a coherent text
(Grosz & Sidner, 1986) as well as abstract data structures for modelling how differ-
ent text segment in a piece of text relate to each other (Mann & Thompson, 1988;
Prasad et al. , 2008; Hahn, 1990; Wolf & Gibson, 2005). For a detailed overview of
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the research in discourse processing, we refer the readers to Stede (2012). Before a
discussion of the related work on discourse based summarization is presented, it is nec-
essary to differentiate between two important linguistic concepts related to discourse:
cohesion and coherence. These two concepts provide a good way of characterizing
and understanding the prior research in this area.
The concept of cohesion is dealt with in great detail in an influential book (Halliday
& Hasan, 1976). In this book that inspired several important papers in discourse
based summarization, the authors described the concept of cohesion in terms of the
concept of text. A text is defined as being constituted as “any piece of language
that is operational, functioning as a unity in some context of situation” and in this
way is distinguished from just a string of sentences. A text is not thought of as a
grammatical unit like a supersentence, but rather as a semantic unit. The unity in the
above definition “is a unity of meaning in context [. . . ]”. Cohesion helps to create text
and “occurs where the interpretation of some element in the discourse is dependent
on that of another”. It is distinguished from discourse structure, which is the concern
of coherence as discussed later. The concept of cohesion is “setup to account for
relations in discourse, but [. . . ] without the implication that there is some structural
unit that is above the sentence. Cohesion refers to the range of possibilities that exist
for linking something with what has gone before.” Halliday & Hasan (1976) discuss
how grammatical cohesion is achieved by reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction
as well as how lexical cohesion is achieved by reiteration and collocation.
Coherence, as opposed to cohesion “has to do with macro-level, deliberative struc-
turing of a multi-sentence text in terms of relations between sentences and clauses.”
Mani et al. (1998). If we define sense as “knowledge that actually is conveyed by ex-
pressions occurring in a text” (Beaugrande & Dressler, 1981), a piece of text “makes
sense” because there is a continuity of senses among the knowledge activated by the
expressions of the text. This continuity of senses is the foundation of coherence. Co-
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hesion in this sense, supports coherence. Coherence models thus aim to represent the
overall structure of a multi-sentence text in terms of macro-level relations between
clauses or sentences.
To summarize, “coherence relation is a relation among clauses or sentences, such
as elaboration, support cause or exemplification [. . . ] cohesion relations are relations
among elements in a text: reference, ellipsis, substitution, conjunction and lexical
cohesion [. . . ]” (Morris & Hirst, 1991).
2.1.2.1 Coherence Based Models
There has been a steady stream of research focused on using coherence based
discourse models for summarization, we now summarize some of this work. Note
that this section does not focus on methods that produce coherent summaries, but
methods that try to exploit features of input text that are present due to its coherence
to assign importance score to sentences.
Two early works explored the cognitive structures used by humans for summariza-
tion. Van Dijk (1979) did some experimental work on building an understanding of
the cognitive nature of human summarization process. Their main theory was that the
processing of complex discourses requires a macro-structural component that specifies
the global structures of the discourse, and the mapping rules relating these with the
sequence of propositions of the text. These macro-rules are operations of semantic in-
formation reduction (deletion, generalization, combination). It is assumed that what
is ’best’ stored in memory of a longer discourse is essentially its macro-structure. The
macro-rules predict which sentences are recalled or forgotten and used or not used in
summaries. They describe the linguistic and cognitive basis of their hypothesis and
then present seven experiments for illustration.
Hovy (1993) discussed discourse structure and relations from the perspective of
text planning. After arguing that an understanding of discourse structure is essential
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for text generation, they outlined the work in building text generation systems, and
identified discourse structure relations that arise regardless of the discourse theory
employed and their effects on sentence planning and text formatting.
Ono et al. (1994) present a summarization system for Japanese expository writ-
ings that is based on extracting rhetorical structure. Their discourse model represents
rhetorical structure in two layers: intra-paragraph and inter-paragraph structures.
The rhetorical structure is represented by a binary tree whose sub-trees form argu-
mentative constituents. For summarization, their system calculates the importance
of each sentence in the original text based on the relative importance of rhetorical
relations. It then imposes penalties on both nodes for each rhetorical relation accord-
ing to its relative importance. Finally, the system recursively cuts out the nodes from
the terminal nodes which are imposed the highest penalty. The list of terminal nodes
of the final structure becomes an abstract for the original document.
Marcu’s work (Marcu, 1995, 1997) showed that the concept of discourse structure
and nuclearity from RST can be effectively used to assign importance scores to tex-
tual units for a summarization system. Their RST parser determines the discourse
markers and the elementary units that make up that text, uses the information de-
rived from corpus analysis to hypothesize rhetorical relations among elementary units,
and applies a constraint-satisfaction procedure to assign the best RS-tree to the text.
Given the RS-tree, each node is assigned salient units that are computed recursively:
each leaf is associated with the leaf itself, and each internal node is associated with
the salient units of the nuclei of the rhetorical relation corresponding to that node. A
salience score is then assigned to each textual unit depending on the depth in the tree
where it occurs as a salient unit. Thus, the textual units that are salient units of the
top nodes in a tree get a higher score than those that are salient units of the nodes
found at the bottom of the tree. The summarization program selects the textual units
that are most salient in the text based on this score.
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Marcu (2001) present discourse based summarization system that they used to
create single-document and multi-document summaries for DUC 2001. The single
document summarization system starts by extracting the discourse structure of the
document and extracting important sentences from the discourse structure using
method described in Marcu (2000). They then used a syntactic parser to identify
all the noun constructs as well as find all co-references. They then used a set of
post-processing steps adding sentences to the pool so as to avoid dangling discourse
relations to improve the coherence and compactness of the summary. In the final
generation step, the sentences from the pool of important sentences are printed in
the order of their occurrence in the text while making to replace third person pro-
nouns with the associated referring expression when needed. Their multi-document
summarization uses 100 word single-document summaries for each document as an
input. It then calculates the similarity between every pair of documents and between
every sentence pair in all single document summaries. Sentences are then assigned
an importance score based on their average similarity scores. They define a number
of heuristic scores (lying between 0 and 1) for an output summary. Some heuristics
can be dependent on sentence pairs, e.g. summaries that maintain order of sentences
from individual documents are better, sentences that produces sentences in chrono-
logical order are better and summaries that present sentences from documents with
high average similarity scores before documents with low average similarity scores
etc. There are also sentence specific heuristics based on sentence length, position of
the sentence in the original document etc. In order to build a multi-document sum-
mary, they use a very simple (and apparently inefficient) optimization procedure. If
there are n documents in the collection, they start with n active summaries created
by taking the first sentence from the single-document summary for each document.
After this, the system iterates over all possible summaries of length two that can be
created by appending one sentence to a summary from the list of n active summaries.
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The top 100 highest scoring summaries are kept from this pool, and the system then
follows the same process to generate summaries of length three and so on.
Carlson et al. (2001) criticized the existing work of Ono et al. (1994) and Marcu
on the grounds that it was restricted to short scientific texts, and that their attempts
to extend summarization based on rhetorical structure trees to longer texts did not
yield good results. They explain this by suggesting that the heuristic used by both
these systems, namely that the importance of textual units is determined by their
distance to the root of the corresponding rhetorical structure is reasonable but limited.
Two other shortcomings of these systems are that they are un-localized and insensitive
to the semantics of rhetorical relations. For their own experiments, the authors
manually annotated 380 articles with rhetorical structures based on RST.
Daume´ & Marcu (2002) present a discourse based summarization system that
first derives the syntactic structure of each sentence and the discourse structure of
the text. The discourse structure is derived using an RST parser. It then uses a
statistical hierarchical model to drop non-important syntactic and discourse units
to generate coherent and grammatical document compressions of arbitrary length.
Their compression model is similar to the noisy channel model for sentence compres-
sion used by Knight & Marcu (2000), but it adds discourse units to the model. The
source model assigns to the string the probability that the summary sentence is good
english (P (S)), the channel model assigns to a document summary pair the prob-
ability that the document is a good expansion of the summary (P (D|S)), and the
decoder searches through all possible summaries of a document D for the summary
that maximizes the posterior probability (P (D|S)P (S)). The source model assigns
scores to compressions based on bigram probability, context-free syntactic probabil-
ities and context-free discourse probabilities. The channel model is allowed to add
syntactic constituents or discourse units and is trained on the RST corpus of 385 Wall
Street Journal articles as well as 150 documents from the same corpus paired with
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extractive summaries. The decoder produces a list of possible compressions, and the
best compression is chosen based on the log-probability of a compression normalized
by length.
Bosma (2005) create a question answering system that generates detailed answers
to user questions by using an RST based summarization method. Their approach
consist of first parsing the text into an RS-Tree and then transforming it into a graph
representation. A vertex is created for each sentence in the RS-tree and for each
directed relation, an edge is created from each of the sentences of the nucleus to each
of the sentences of the satellite of the relation, resulting in an acyclic directed graph.
They define a weight for every edge in this graph calculated based on features from
rhetorical structure as well as features of the sentence corresponding to the vertex
which is targeted by the edge. The second step exploits a graph search algorithm in
order to extract the most salient sentences from the graph. The starting node of the
search is the node representing the answer sentence. The generated summary consists
of the most salient sentences, given the answer sentence, where the salience is defined
by the shortest path from the sentence to the answer sentence in the weighted graph.
Farzindar & Lapalme (2004) present a system for legal text summarization based
on “the identification of thematic structures of the document and the determination
of semantic roles of the textual units in the judgment. They analyzed a corpus of
legal judgements to identify the organizational structure of a typical judgement by
comparing model summaries written by humans with the texts of original judgements.
The textual units considered as important by the professional abstractors were aligned
manually with one or more elements of the source text. They observed that the
original texts are organized according to a macro-structure with sentences belonging
to 5 themes: decision data, introduction, context, juridical analysis, and conclusion.
Based on this, their summarization system proceeds in four phases. In the first phase,
the text is segmented into themes by using several heuristics such as the presence of
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significant section titles, absolute and relative positions of a segment, certain linguistic
markers etc. The second phase is a filtering phase that eliminates less important
sentences such as citations. Third phase is a selection phase where each sentence is
assigned a score based on heuristic functions related to position of the paragraphs in
the document, position of the paragraphs in the thematic segment, position of the
sentences in the paragraph, distribution of the words in document and corpus, and
some cue phrases and linguistic markers. In the final phase, a summary of size 10%
of the original document is generated and presented in a tabular format.
Louis et al. (2010) analyze the aspects of discourse that provide the strongest
indication of text importance. They compare the utility of discourse features for
single-document summarization from three frameworks: Rhetorical Structure The-
ory, GraphBank and Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB). Discourse relations in these
frameworks can provide two kinds of information: 1) structural information in terms
of a tree or graph structure that relates the sentences, and 2) semantic information
in terms of the specific discourse relations between the sentences. They test both
these features. They tested the predictive powers of both of these types of features
against gold-standard human summaries and found that structure information is the
most robust indicator of importance and outperform semantic features by a large
margin. They also found that the performance of the classifier is substantially im-
proved when both types of features are used. They also compared the results of using
discourse based structure with methods based on simple lexical overlap similarity
such as Lexrank (Erkan & Radev, 2004) and found that similarity graph representa-
tion is even more helpful than RST or GraphBank. They conclude that “for use in
content selection, lexical overlap information appears to be a good proxy for building
text structure in place of discourse relations” and “for content selection in summa-
rization, current systems can make use of simple lexical structures to obtain similar
performance as discourse features.”
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2.1.2.2 Cohesion Based Models
Methods based on cohesion can be primarily divided into lexical cohesion and
coreference. Lexical cohesion is created by using semantically related words (Barzilay
& Elhadad, 1997). For modeling lexical cohesion, lexical chains is a popular method
that has been used for producing summarization systems (Morris & Hirst, 1991).
Lexical cohesion can occur not just between pairs of words but over a number of
nearby related words spanning a topical unit of the text. These sequences of related
words are defined as lexical chains and they can delineate portions of text that have
a strong unity of meaning.
Mani & Bloedorn (1997) presented a system for multi-document summarization
that uses a graph based representation based on entities and relations between entities.
The driving principle behind this work is to use the relations that fall under cohesion
as defined by Halliday & Hasan (1976) to assign salience to textual units that are then
used to generate the summary. The graph is generated by creating a node for each
word occurrence and linking nodes based on different cohesion links such as adjacency
and coreference links as well as knowledge based links extracted from NetOwl and
Wordnet. Words and phrases are assigned a salience score using a tf*idf score. The
system takes a parameter specifying a topic with respect to which the summary is
generated. Document nodes whose strings are equivalent to the topic terms act as
entry points into the graph and a spreading activation algorithm is used to find nodes
that are linked to the activated nodes till a system-defined threshold on the number
of output nodes is met. To create the final summary, the system first finds nodes
that are common and different between the documents to highlight similarities and
differences between the set of documents. It then greedily selects sentences based
on the average activated weight of the covered words. In Mani et al. (1998), the
authors explored methods based on both cohesion and coherence for summarization.
Cohesion is modeled by the graph structure as described earlier, while coherence is
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modelled by Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST). They use the same salience metric
for coherence as described by Marcu (1997), which we describe now.
Barzilay & Elhadad (1997) present an algorithm that produces summaries of a
text by relying on a model of topic progression in the text derived from lexical chains.
They computes lexical chains using Wordnet similar to Morris & Hirst (1991), but use
a non-greedy method for disambiguating word senses. They then present a method
for scoring lexical chains based on strength which is determined based on chain length
and homogeneity. A summary representation is created by simply selecting chains
that have a higher strength than a threshold. Sentences corresponding to these chains
can then be extracted to build the summary. They present three different methods
for extracting sentences corresponding to each chain: 1) choose the sentence that
contains the first appearance of a chain member, 2) choose the sentences that contains
the first appearance of a “representative” chain member (representative words have
a frequency in the chain no less than the average word frequency in the chain),
and 3) choose the sentence with the first chain appearance in a central text unit,
defined as a text unit where the chain is highly concentrated. Silber & McCoy (2002)
later presented a more efficient linear time model for lexical chain computation for
summarization.
Brunn et al. (2001) also used lexical chains to develop a summarization system for
the DUC 2001 summarization task. Their summarizer first segments the original text
based on topic. This is followed by modules for part of speech tagging and syntactic
parsing. This is followed by a noun filtering component that removes “noisy” nouns
based on the heuristic that “nouns contained within subordinate clauses are less useful
for topic detection than those contained within main clauses.” Following this, they
compute lexical chains by first selecting the set of candidate words that come from
open class of words that are noun phrase or proper names. These candidate words
are then exploded into senses, and semantic relatedness between two words exists
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if their senses have an intersection. A strength is assigned to semantic relatedness
based on “the length of the path taken in the matching with respect to the levels of
the two compared sets.”. The longest chains are retained based on a set of preference
criterion. The sentence extractor first assigns a score to each segment using a tf*idf
type score computed using chains and then the top n segments with the highest
scores are selected for sentence extraction. Each sentence is then assigned a score
by “summing the number of shared chain members over the sentence.”. The final
summary consists of a ranked list of top-scoring sentences.
Doran et al. (2004) describe a summarizer based on lexical chains and compare
it with several earlier methods based on lexical chains. Unlike previous chaining
approaches, their algorithm produces two disjoint sets of chains: noun chains and
proper noun chains. Proper noun chains are created by using a fuzzy string matching
function to find repetition relationships between proper nouns phrases like “George
Bush” and “President Bush”. They compared e five different chain scoring metrics,
three based on semantic relationships between the words of the chain, one based on
corpus statistics, and one that assigns the same score to each chain. The differences
between the first three lie in the way relations in the chain are handled. They evaluate
these systems using an extrinsic task: for each distinct set of summaries generated,
summary quality is evaluated by observing whether the system can correctly detect
if two documents are about the same event by looking at the two summaries.
We now move to coreference based systems. Baldwin & Morton (1998) presented
a query-sensitive based summarization system based on dynamic coreference. They
first compute noun phrase coreference relations between the tokens in query and the
document. Event references are captured by associating verbs or nominalizations in
the query with those in the document. These associations are then used to rank
sentences from the document. Coreference chains are built by adding every token in
the document that is associated with the same token in the query or headline to the
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same chain. A number of scores are computed for each sentence based on coreference
chains and these are used to sort the sentence. These scores are based on the overlap of
the sentences with the coreference chains, e.g. “the number of coreference chains from
the query which are covered by the sentence and haven’t been covered by a previously
ticketed sentence“ and “the number of noun coreference chains from the query which
are covered by the sentence and the number of verbal terms in the sentence which
are chained to the query. “ The selected sentences are then presented in the order in
which they occurred in the document.
For DUC 2003, Bergler et al. (2003) used a method based on coreference chains
to create 10-word indicative summaries of text. The approach is to simply order the
entities in the text based on the number of times it is referred to in the text calculated
as the length of its noun phrase coreference chain. Their coreference chain computa-
tion engine uses a knowledge poor noun phrase coreference system that models the
certainty of the heuristics using fuzzy set theory.
Alonso i Alemany & Fuentes Fort (2003) tried to integrate both cohesion and
coherence based cues for summarization. They start with lexical chains as computed
by Barzilay & Elhadad (1997). The lexical chains in this method are scored exclu-
sively based on lexical information. They augment this information by incorporating
rhetorical and argumentative relations and found an improvement in scores compared
to only using lexical information.
Karamuftuoglu (2002) presented an approach for summarization using lexical
bonds in DUC 2002, where a lexical bond exists between two sentences if they share
two or more word stems. The first sentence of the summary was the first sentence
in the main body of the document that has at least one forward lexical bond. A
summary was formed by following lexical bonds one by one from the source sentence
to the one lexically bonded with it, and from that sentence to the other which has a
bond with it, and so on.
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Chan et al. (2000) reported on efforts to automatically identify and classify dis-
course markers in chinese texts using heuristic-based and corpus-based data-mining
methods as part of automatic text summarization via rhetorical structure.
Finally, in his thesis (Bosma, 2008), Bosma discusses the role of discourse for
summarization in detail and presents a graph based framework for automatic discourse
oriented text summarization.
2.1.3 Summary Post-Processing
Summaries generated by extractive systems suffer from a lack of coherence – espe-
cially for multi-document summarization systems – because sentences that are picked
from different documents or different parts of the same document may not fit well
together. One way to alleviate this problem is to do some post-processing or “smooth-
ing” on generated extractive summaries in order to improve the coherence and cohe-
sion. Researchers in summarization recognized this problem early on and there have
been several papers that have looked at strategies for smoothing out summaries that
include sentence rewriting, sentence fusion and sentence ordering.
2.1.3.1 Information Fusion
McKeown et al. (1999) describe a multi-document summarization system for news
that works by identifying and synthesizing similarities across a set of related docu-
ment. Their systems consists of three main components that identify similar para-
graphs or “themes”, find intersection of similar phrases within paragraphs, and for-
mulate a summary using language generation. For grouping paragraphs into themes,
they extract a set of linguistic and positional features based on word co-occurence,
matching noun phrases, wordnet synonyms and common semantic classes for verbs.
These features are then used to train a supervised system on a manually labelled
dataset of 8,225 paragraphs. Given a set of paragraphs, the classifier can yield pair-
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wise similarity scores, which are then fed into a clustering algorithm that identifies
the themes. The algorithms for finding theme intersection and summary formulation
are described in greater detail in Barzilay et al. (1999). They try to go beyond
extractive summarization by using a comparison of extracted similar sentences from
a theme to select the phrases that should be included in the summary and sentence
generation to reformulate them as new text. Given a set of sentences that form a
theme, the first stage of their system, content planning, tries to find phrases that rep-
resent common information of the theme. This is done by first parsing the sentences
to a dependency representation and then comparing the dependency trees for phrases
in pairs of sentences (a phrase being defined as a verb with at least two constituents).
This comparison can deal with some variation in the surface realization of phrases
by using a set of paraphrasing rules. The common phrases found are filtered based
on a frequency of occurrence threshold. In the second phase, these set of phrases are
used as the input to the sentence generator, which is a variant of the FUF/SURGE
system that the authors modified to work with phrases with input features derived
from shallow analysis during content planning. The generation component is able to
revise phrases by attaching new constituents as well. Finally, the ordering of sen-
tences is guided by timestamps extracted from the sentences belonging to the theme
being summarized.
Daume III & Marcu (2004) reported on a set of human evaluations for a restricted
version of sentence fusion task where two humans are “given two sentences and asked
to produce a single coherent sentence that contains only the important information
from the original two.” They did their analysis on a corpus of 50 pairs of sentence
fusions extracted from a larger corpus of computer product reviews from the Ziff-
Davis corporation. Using a series of evaluations, they showed that there is very
little measurable agreement between humans regarding what information should be
considered important.
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2.1.3.2 Revision Strategies
Mani et al. (1999) present a system that tries to improve extractive summaries
by revising them. Their approach to revision involves constructing an initial draft
summary and then improving it by combining and excising information in the draft
based on revision rules involving aggregation and elimination operations. Aggregation
gathers and draws in relevant background information in the form of descriptions
of discourse entities from different parts of the source while elimination increases
the amount of compression. Their revision approach is based on representing input
sentences as syntactic trees with nodes annotated with coreference information. The
initial draft is generated by selecting salient sentences from the input; revisions are
then done by selecting highly weighted sentences and applying a rule from a sequence
of revision rules until it can no longer be applied. The rules can be unary rules applied
to a single sentence or a binary rule applied to a pair of sentences. Revision rules
carry out three types of operations: 1) elimination operations eliminate constituents
such as parentheticals, sentence-initial PP’s, and adverbial phrases, 2) aggregation
operations combine constituents from two sentences (one of which can be a sentence
not currently in the draft) based on referential identity (two sentences are candidates
if they have NPs that are coreferential) , and 3) smoothing operations that apply to
a single sentence to arrive at a more compact sentence by simplifying coordinated
constituents and applying reference adjustment rules to “fix” the results of other
revision operations.
Nanba & Okumura (2000) investigate factors that make extractive summaries hard
to read using human evaluation and divide them into five classes, most of which are
related to cohesion. 12 graduate students were asked to produce extracts of 25 news
articles and then asked to revise them building a dataset of 343 revisions. The revi-
sions were classified into the following five categories: 1) lack of conjunctive expres-
sions/presence of extraneous conjunctive expressions, 2) syntactic complexity, 3) re-
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dundant repetition, 4) lack of information, and 5) lack of adverbial particles/presence
of extraneous adverbial particles. Compared with Mani et al. (1999), Category 4 is
related to their aggregation operation, categories 1 and 5 are related to their elimi-
nation operation, while 2 and 3 are related to smoothing operations. They came up
with revision rules for factors 1, 3 and 4. For 1, they created a list of 52 conjunc-
tive expressions that are deleted whenever the extract does not include the related
sentence (which are identified by a partial RST style discourse analysis). For 3, if
subjects of adjacent sentences in an extract were the same, the repeated expressions
were deleted. For 4, there are two rules: sentences with anaphors that don’t have
the sentence with its antecedent in the summary are deleted, and if a subject in a
sentence in an extract is omitted, it’s supplemented by the subject from the nearest
preceding sentence whose subject is not omitted in the original text.
Jing & McKeown (2000) present a cut-and-paste summarizer that edits extractive
summaries using operations derived from analysis of human abstracts. They wrote
an HMM based decomposition method (Jing, 2002) that automatically identifies the
most likely document position for each word in the human written summary. Based
on their analysis, they define six operations based on a manual analysis of human
abstracts for 30 articles: 1) sentence reduction that removes extraneous information
from a selected sentence, 2) sentence combination that merges content from several
sentences, 3) syntactic transformation such as moving the position of subject, 4) lex-
ical paraphrasing, 5) generalization or specification that involves replacing phrases
or clauses with more general or specific descriptions, and 6) reordering of extracted
sentences. Based on this, they created modules for sentence reduction and sentence
combination. The sentence reduction module removes extraneous phrases by iden-
tifying the obligatory components of a sentence important for its grammaticality,
identifying important contents based on local context of a sentence, and identify-
ing components that are likely to be removed using corpus statistics. The sentence
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combination module includes operations for adding descriptions for named entities,
aggregation (e.g. extract common subjects/objects), substituting incoherent phrases
(e.g. dangling anaphora and noun phrases) and substituting phrases with more gen-
eral or specific information. Rules for when to apply combination operations were
manually written based on corpus analysis. The combination operations involved
joining two parse trees, substituting a subtree with another, or adding additional
nodes implemented using a formalism based on Tree Adjoining Grammar.
Otterbacher et al. (2002) investigate problems with cohesion in extractive multi-
document summaries by analyzing a set of 15 news summaries. They first revised
each summary manually resulting in 160 revisions. Based on this, they identified
five major categories of concerns related to text cohesion in multi-document sum-
maries: 1) discourse based concerns about the relationships between sentences in a
summary, 2) entity based concerns involving resolution of referential expressions, 3)
temporal concerns relating to establishment of the correct temporal relationships be-
tween events, 4) grammatical errors stemming from juxtaposition of sentences and
previous revisions, and 5) location or setting based concerns that involve establishing
where each event in a summary takes place. They found that 82% of the revisions fall
in the first three categories. The last two categories were not so prominent because
sentences in extractive summaries are typically grammatical and given the corpus,
the place or setting of an event was typically obvious in the summary. Within dis-
course based revisions, the majority of the revisions were due to abrupt topic shifts
(45%) and purpose of a sentence (33%). In all these cases, the revision involved
adding a phrase or a sentence that provided a transition or motivation for the prob-
lematic sentence. Entity based concerns typically involved underspecified entities
(38%), where the revision involved finding the missing information in the source
documents so that an entity being introduced for the first time has the associated
description. Rewrites for temporal concerns mostly involved issues with temporal
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ordering of the extracted sentences (89%). The other errors in the temporal category
were issues with time of event, event repetition, synchrony, and anachronism. The
majority of the grammatical concerns resulted from previous revisions and included
run on sentences, mismatched verbs, missing punctuation, and awkward syntax. Lo-
cation/setting type of revisions were least frequent and typically involved sentences
that retain the place/time stamp at the beginning of the article and missing location
information. For each of these categories, they suggest operations that can be used to
fix the issues. These operations were arranged in a taxonomy ordered by complexity
“ranging from concrete repairs that require only knowledge of the surface structures
of sentences, to knowledge-intensive repairs that cannot be implemented without a
discourse model.”
2.1.3.3 Sentence Ordering
Barzilay et al. (2001b) analyze ordering strategies for output of multi-document
summarization for achieving coherence. Their summarization system clusters sen-
tences from input documents into themes. They describe two naive ordering strate-
gies. The majority ordering algorithm works by first creating pairwise counts of how
often sentences from one theme occur before sentences from another theme. This
gives them a directed graph between themes where the weights are the counts be-
tween the themes. Order in the summary is then calculated by looking for a path with
maximal weight. The problem with this method is that it does not provide enough
constraints to determine one optimal ordering and creates several orderings with the
same weight. The chronological ordering algorithm works by assigning a date to each
theme based on the first time the theme was reported in the input set and ordering
sentences from themes in chronological order based on these dates. In their evalua-
tion, assessors were asked to rate the information ordering in each summary as poor,
fair or good. The majority algorithm produces a small number of good summaries but
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most of the summaries are graded as fair. They found that majority algorithm does
not work well when the input text have very different orderings. The chronological
ordering produces a similar number of good summaries and a larger number of poor
summaries. They found that badly ordered sentences resulting from chronological
ordering cannot be ordered based on their temporal occurence. They also observed
that poor summaries typically contain abrupt switches of topics and general forms
of incoherence. To come up with a better ordering algorithm, they asked 10 human
subjects to order 10 sets of sentences, obtaining 100 orderings. They noticed that ma-
jority of orderings were different but some sentences always appear together. They
clustered sentences into blocks based on these adjacency relationships in the human
orderings and found that these blocks correspond to clusters of topically related sen-
tences that deal with the same subject and exhibit cohesive properties. Based on
this, they create an augmented ordering algorithm that groups themes into blocks of
topically related themes based on the occurence of themes in the same segment of text
in original documents. Each block is then assigned a timestamp based on the earliest
timestamp of the themes it contains. Themes inside each block are ordered using
chronological ordering. This algorithm ensures that cohesively related themes appear
together in generated summary and avoids abrupt topic switches. In their evaluation,
their augmented algorithm showed a significant improvement in the number of good
summary orderings.
Lapata (2003) describe an unsupervised probabilistic model that learns ordering
constraints from a large corpus. Their method represents sentences as a set of infor-
mative features and learns which sequence of features are likely to co-occur and makes
predictions concerning preferred orderings. Their model uses a markov assumption
where the probability of a given sentence depends only on its previous sentence. They
extract feature representations for each sentence in the corpus and compute the prob-
ability of a pair of features occurring one after the other in the corpus. The features
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extracted from sentences include verbs, nouns, and dependencies. Given a new set
of sentences, the features are first extracted from each sentence and the sentence are
represented as a graph where the set of vertices are sentences and the edges repre-
sent the probability of the vertices appearing after each other. Finding an optimal
ordering through this directed graph is an NP complete problem, but a simple greedy
algorithm that starts with the vertex with the highest probability and then selects
the next set of nodes based on the conditional probability given previously selected
nodes provides an approximate solution.
Bollegala et al. (2010) present a bottom up approach for arranging sentences
in extractive multi-document summaries. In their method, segments represent a
sequence of ordered sentences. Starting with a set of segments with one sentence each,
the algorithm works by combining segments with the strongest association recursively.
The direction and strength of association between two segments is based on four
criteria: 1) chronology criterion based on arranging sentences chronological order of
publication date, 2) topical-closeness criterion which deals with association based on
topical similarity (computed using a cosine similarity of vectors consisting of nouns
and verbs in sentences), 3) precedence criterion which measures the substitutability
of the presuppositional information of a segment as a segment that appears before it,
and succession criterion which assesses the coverage of the succedent information for
a segment by the segment that appears after it. They combine these criteria using
an SVM trained on human-ordered extracts.
2.1.3.4 Other Work
Knight & Marcu (2002) argue that a good summarization system should be able
to compress sentences while keeping the most important information. They present
two data-driven approach to sentence compression: the first is a probabilistic noisy-
channel model, the second is a decision-based, deterministic model. In the noisy
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channel framework, a long string is assumed to be originally a short string to which
some additional, optional text was added. Given this, compression is a matter of
recovering the original short string. The noisy channel model has three parts: the
source model which assigns to every sentence s a probability P (s) of being gener-
ated from an original short string, the channel model which assigns to every pair
of sentences (s, t) a probability P (t|s) for the short string s being expanded to the
long string t, and a decoder which given a long string t, looks for the short s that
maximizes P (s|t). The probabilities are actually assigned to syntactic trees instead
of strings. For training the model, they used 1067 sentence pairs automatically from
article/abstract pairs in the Ziff-Davis corpus that contains newspaper articles. The
decision based model is based on rewriting a parse tree into a smaller tree using a
series of shift-reduce-drop actions. It is more flexible than the noisy channel model by
allowing the derivation of trees whose skeleton can differ quite drastically from that
of the tree given as input. A learning case is assigned to each configuration of the
shift-reduce-drop rewriting model; 46383 learning cases were derived from the 1067
pairs of sentences and a set of 99 features were associated with each learning example.
Given this, the decision-based compression module learns decision trees that specify
how large syntactic trees can be compressed into shorter trees.
Miller (2003) describe a system that aims to produce coherent extractive sum-
maries by adding linking material between semantically dissimilar sentences. Given
a document, the sentences are first divided into topics. A representative sentence is
chosen from each topic by finding the sentence that has the highest semantic similar-
ity to all the sentences in the topic segment (the similarity is computed using LSA
based vectors computed from the term-sentence co-occurence matrix). The coherence
of the resulting summary is then improved by considering the glue sentences for each
pair of sentences in the original extract. A glue sentence is a sentence which occurs
between the two sentences in the source document and is semantically similar to both.
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The glue sentences are selected based on a metric that rewards glue sentences which
are similar to their boundary sentences, but penalizes glue sentences that are too
biased in favour of only one of the boundary sentences. The gluing process continues
recursively that stops upon encountering one of four stopping criteria.
Nenkova (2005) discussed the problem of generating appropriate referring expres-
sions to entities in extractive summaries. They conduct a corpus study to identify
syntactic properties of first and subsequent mentions to people in news data and cre-
ated a statistical model of the flow of referring expressions which suggests a set of
rewrite rules that can transform an extractive summary back to a more natural and
readable text. Their model is based on the idea that the syntactic form of a reference
depends on the syntactic forms of previous mentions. Their model was trained on a
corpus of news stories and the highest probability paths in the model were coded as
rewrite rules. In addition to these, they performed a small manual evaluation for the
task of annotating hearer-old vs hearer-new status of entities and found substantial
agreement between evaluators, suggesting that this is a doable task. An SVM trained
for this classification achieved 76% accuracy. With this component, a summarization
system can omit descriptions of hearer-old entities.
2.1.4 Automatic Coherence Metrics
Lapata (2005) explores linguistically rich quantitative models for automatic eval-
uation of text coherence. They focus on local coherence, which “captures text organi-
zation at the level of sentence to sentence transitions”. They explore two broad classes
of coherence models. models based on syntactic aspects of coherence characterize the
transitions of entity mentions in different syntactic positions across adjacent sentence.
Models based on semantic aspects of coherence quantify local coherence as the degree
of connectivity across text sentences in terms of semantic relatedness. The syntactic
models are built around the idea of the entity-grid, which was further developed in
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a separate paper summarized below. The semantic models are based on modelling
similarity using word-based, distributional, and taxonomy based measures. In their
experiments, they found that a model that fuses the syntactic and the semantic views
yields substantial improvement over any single model.
Barzilay & Lapata (2005) describes in detail the entity-grid model that was previ-
ously mentioned. Entity-grid is a representation of discourse that captures patterns of
entity distributions in a text and is based on Centering Theory (Grosz et al. , 1995).
Entity-grid represents a piece of text as a two-dimensional array where the rows corre-
spond to sentences and the columns correspond to discourse entities (where discourse
entities refer to a class of coreferent noun phrases). For each discourse entity, the
corresponding cell contains information about its presence in the set of sentences as
well as the syntactic role in each sentence as being either subject, object, or neither.
This representation makes it possible to extract features based on entity transitions,
e.g. subject followed by object, and encode a piece of text as entity transition se-
quences. The probability of various sequences in coherent texts can be learnt from
data and these can be uses to evaluate the local coherence of a new text. The paper
presents experimental results that show that entity-grid performs well on the tasks of
automated sentence ordering, summary coherence rating, and readability assessment.
Finally, Christensen et al. (2013) present a joint model for optimizing salience and
coherence in multi-document summarization. Their system called G-Flow models
coherence using a discourse graph that represents pairwise ordering constraints on in-
put sentences. Edges between sentences are formed based on deverbal noun references,
event/entity continuation, discourse markers, cross-document inferred edges based on
semantic overlap, and coreferent mentions. Each edge is assigned a weight based on
how many of the above indicators participate in that edge, with negative edges added
for unfulfilled deverbal noun references, discourse markers, and co-reference mentions.
Given this, the coherence score for a piece of text is estimated as the sum of edge
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weights between successive summary sentences. The salience of a sentence is esti-
mated using a linear regression classifier trained on ROUGE scores over the DUC
2003 datset, and the salience of a piece of text is the sum of salience of individual
sentences. Redundancy between two sentences in G-Flow is captured by overlap
of relational tuples extracted using an open information extractor. Their objective
function combines the salience, coherence and redundancy scores. The summarization
process then becomes an optimization process that starts from an initial summary and
uses stochastic hill climbing with random restarts to find a local optimal summary.
2.2 Scientometrics
2.2.1 Measuring Scientific Impact
2.2.1.1 Citation Based Metrics
Citation based measures depend on using a citation to a paper as a vote for the
paper and use aggregate statistics on citation counts to estimate research impact.
Perhaps the most widely known citation based metric for evaluating the impact of
scholars is the h-index (Hirsch, 2005) which is defined as the number of papers with
citation number greater than or equal to h. In a later paper (Hirsch, 2010), Hirsch
acknowledged the shortcoming of the h-index not taking into account the number of
coauthors of a paper and proposed a variant of h-index that accounts for multiple
coauthorship.
Several studies have suggested other problems with the h-index. Gaudry (2006)
studied the resistance of h-index to malicious users, e.g. a researcher who wants to
artificially increase his h-index. They describe several problems with the reliability of
h-numbers and suggest some countermeasures. Bletsas & Sahalos (2009) show that
expected value and standard deviation constitute the minimum information required
for meaningful h-index ranking campaigns and propose scaling of the h-index based on
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its probability distribution which is calculated for any underlying citation distribution.
Dehghani et al. (2011) use a dataset of 999 authors from three fields in the Scopus
dataset to analyze how the h-index of authors are affected by citations from co-authors
as well as self citations. Ferrara & Romero (2013) propose a method to discount the
effect of self-citations in computing h-index and similar measures. Schreiber (2013a)
cast doubts on the predictive power of the h-index by reporting results from a study
that shows “the increase of the h-index with time after a given point of time is not
necessarily related to the scientific achievements after this date.”
Havemann & Larsen (2014) compare 16 bibliometric indicators for a sample of
29 astrophysics researchers who later co-authored highly cited papers before their
first landmark paper with the distributions of these indicators over a random control
group of 74 young authors in astronomy and astrophysics. The indicators that were
tested were based on productivity, influence, and collaboration. They found that
indicators of total influence based on citation numbers normalised with expected
citation numbers are the only indicators among a total of 16 which show significant
differences between later stars and random authors. Specifically, the h-index performs
much worse than indicators of total influence.
Other researchers have proposed variants of the h-index that alleviate some of its
problems. The e-index (Zhang, 2009) complements the h-index by taking into account
the excess citations that are ignored by the h-index. Cormode et al. (2012b) propose
a variant of h-index called the social h-index that redistribute the h-index score for
collaborative papers in order to reflect an individual’s impact on the research commu-
nity. Another variant of h-index is the g-index Egghe (2006), which is calculated as
the largest number such that top g articles received at least g2 citations. The authors
claim that the g-index better takes into account the citation scores of the top articles.
They also proposed a normalized version of g-index in a later paper (Egghe, 2014).
Zhu et al. (2015) present a variant of h-index called the hip-index (influence
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primed h-index). They posit that not all citations that are referenced by a paper are
equally important and create a new dataset consisting of papers and references that
were influential for these papers. The ground-truth dataset was created by asking
authors of 100 papers to identify the essential references in their paper. They then
trained a SVM model using five classes of features based on counts, similarity, context,
position and miscellaneous. They found that the number of times a reference was cited
in a paper was the most predictive feature for academic influence. Given this, the
influenced primed citation count for a paper is computed by summing the square of
in-paper citation count for the paper in each of the citing papers. The hip-index is
computed similarly to h-index except that the citation counts used are the influenced
primed citation counts. They found that hip-index does a better job of finding ACL
fellows. Alonso et al. (2009) is a comprehensive review of the h-index and its related
indicators as well as their main advantages, drawbacks, and applications.
Giles & Councill (2004) suggest that acknowledgements can be used as parallel
metric to evaluate academic contribution and present methods for automatic acknowl-
edgement extraction. They propose that acknowledgment analysis can be combined
with citation indexing to measure the average impact of the research influenced of
individuals as well as sponsors of scientific research.
Sidiropoulos et al. (2014) propose new indicators to measure performance of a re-
searcher that take into account the distributions of citations per article and categorize
researchers into two categories: influentials that produce articles with high impact
and mass producers that produce a lot of articles with moderate or zero impact.
Mimno & McCallum (2007) present a method for finding the most influential au-
thors on a particular topic using a probabilistic model that combines citation pagerank
scores with lexical information from paper abstracts.
Ding et al. (2009) experiment with different damping factors for Pagerank al-
gorithm to rank authors in author co-citation networks. They also experiment with
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weighted Pagerank algorithms on the co-citation network where the weight for a
node can be the count of publications or citations of the author. They select 108
most highly cited authors in the field of information retrieval for their experiments.
They present a detailed analysis of how the rankings of various authors changes as
the damping factor in the Pagerank algorithm is varied as well as the effects of us-
ing the two weighting factors. They also compare their measure with other network
based measures such as degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and closeness cen-
trality and found that citation rank is highly correlated with PageRank with different
damping factors but citation rank and PageRank are not significantly correlated with
centrality measures. They also found that h-index is not highly correlated with the
rest of the measures.
Pepe & Kurtz (2012) propose two metrics for research productivity: 1) total
research impact (tori) that quantifies for a researcher the total amount of scholarly
work that others have devoted to his/her work, and 2) research impact quotient
(riq), an age independent measure of an individual’s research ability. They show
that these measures are comparatively less vulnerable to temporal debasement and
cross-disciplinary bias.
Similar citation based metrics have also been proposed for journals and research
groups. One of the most widely used metric for ranking journals is the journal impact
factor (Garfield, 2006b) but h-index type metrics have also been proposed (Braun
et al. , 2006). Eigenfactor (Bergstrom et al. , 2008) is a Pagerank style metric to
measure the value and prestige of scholarly journals. Mryglod et al. (2012) proposed
citation based measures for research excellence of research groups and found that
citation-based indicators are “highly correlated with peer-evaluated measures of group
strength but are poorly correlated with group quality.”
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2.2.1.2 Criticism of Citation Based metrics
Several researchers have cast doubts about the use of citation based measures for
scientific impact.
Moravcsik & Murugesan (1975) do a quantitative analysis about the use of citation
counts for measuring impact. They selected 30 articles from physical review and
classified each reference in these articles into several categories. One of their main
results was that about two-fifths of the references were perfunctory, raising serious
doubts about the use of citations as a quality measure.
Radicchi (2012) did empirical analysis using data from thirteen major publication
outlets in science and found that commented papers are more cited than non com-
mented papers, despite the fact that the goal of comments is to correct or criticize
previously published papers.
Waltman et al. (2013) propose a model in which the number of citations to a
publication depends on a set of random factors in addition to the scientific impact
of the publication. Their analysis suggests that there might be systematic conse-
quences of random effects in citation counts and more may not always be better in
terms of using citation counts to assess impact of publications. They propose a modi-
fied highly-cited-publications (HCPs) indicator. However Schreiber (2013b) reported
some inconsistencies with this indicator as well.
Petersen et al. (2013) explore the relationship between reputation and career
growth of researchers through a longitudinal analysis on the careers of 450 highly-
cited scientists. They found that a publication can gain a significant early advantage
corresponding to roughly a 66% increase in the citation rate for each tenfold increase
in reputation (measured by the total citations of the author).
Brembs & Munafo (2013) perform a similar analysis for the reputation of jour-
nals and conclude that “journal rank is a weak to moderate predictor of utility and
perceived importance” and, disturbingly, that “journal rank is a moderate to strong
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predictor of both intentional and unintentional scientific unreliability”.
Amancio et al. (2010) use formalisms of complex networks for two datasets of
papers from the arXiv repository to show that authors often don’t follow important
principles while preparing related work sections of their scientific manuscripts which
can hamper fair assessment of authors usually done on the basis of citations.
Other methods of measuring impact of papers that do not depend solely on cita-
tions have been suggested. Dietz et al. (2007) present an unsupervised probabilistic
topic model that model the influence of citations in paper collections. The model’s
ability to predict the strength of influence of citations was evaluated against manually
rated citations. Recent work has also shown that taking into account the number of
times a paper is cited in the citing paper often does a better job of measuring the
impact of the cited paper (Wan & Liu, 2014b; Hou et al. , 2011). Wan & Liu (2014a)
present a regression method for automatically estimating the strength value of each
citation and show the estimated values can achieve good correlation with human-
labeled values. Thelwall et al. (2013) evaluate the use of measurements derived from
social web sites such as twitter as early indicators of the impact of scientific articles.
Their results show that such metrics associate with citation counts, but do not provide
conclusive evidence about the magnitude of correlation. Additionally, the coverage of
all the altmetrics seems to be very low and thus cannot be used as universal sources
of evidence.
2.2.2 Social Dynamics of Science
Several researchers have discussed the nature of science and scientific discovery.
Contrary to the general public view of the scientist as lonely researchers toiling at
insurmountable problems in the lab, the process of science should be regarded as a
social process with its own social norms. We first give a overview of two books that
look at the social aspects of scientific development, followed by a literature review of
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research that tries to quantify the nature of social dynamics of science.
In his 1968 essay (Ziman, 1968), Ziman defines science as “Public Knowledge”.
According to the essay, science is not merely published knowledge or information1,
but comprises facts and theories that survive a period of critical study and testing
and are found persuasive enough to be universally accepted. Thus the goal of science
is a consensus of rational opinion over the widest possible field, and scientific research
in this sense should be regarded as a social activity. This argument is elaborated
throughout the 150 page essay with discussion of topics ranging from what distin-
guishes science from other fields such as law, philosophy, technology etc., the nature
of scientific method and argument, the problems in teaching science, and the roles of
individual scientist, community, institutions and authorities.
A counterpoint to Ziman’s discussion is provided by Kuhn’s theory about the
structure of scientific revolutions (Kuhn, 1970). In his book, Kuhn first introduces
normal science characterized by a set of shared beliefs or paradigms generally accepted
by the scientific community that students study in order to become members of the
scientific community. Scientific research in normal science is seen as puzzle solving: an
attempt to force nature into the conceptual boxes supplied by professional education.
This is disrupted by the emergence of a “crisis”, a failure of existing theory to solve
problems or explain facts, leading to new theories that create a paradigm-shift. These
new theories compete with each other until a satisfactory paradigm is adopted by the
scientific community that replaces the existing paradigm. This is the idea of scientific
“revolution” at the core of Kuhn’s theory.
2.2.2.1 Models of Scientific Growth
Lehman (1947), measured the rate of growth of publications in several areas of sci-
1Interestingly, he supports this by noting that “anyone can make an observation, or conceive a
hypothesis, and, if he has the financial means, get it printed and distributed”. This is even more
pertinent today with easy and cheap means of publication through the world wide web available to
most individuals.
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ence including chemistry, genetics, geology, mathematics, pathology, economics, and
philosophy starting from about A.D. 1500 till early 20th century and found that the
rate is exponential in nature. Four years later, de Solla Price (1951) analyzed growth
of publications for two fields: a general field, physics and a specialized field, determi-
nants and matrices. He found that the during normal times a general field such as
physics increases exponentially, while a specialized field increases exponentially to a
certain point at which the growth changes to linear. He hypothesized that the switch
from exponential to linear growth occurs as a result of researchers being attracted
initially to a new and growing field, and “as the research front moves forward, re-
cruiting to some fields slows and stops [ . . . ] leaving a constant body of workers in
those particular fields.” In later work (de Solla Price, 1970), Price examined jour-
nals from different fields. Price’s classic 1963 book (reprinted with later writings in
de Solla Price (1974)) examined the transformation in the structure of science from
Little Science consisting of individual researchers largely working on their own to Big
Science characterized by large-scale collaborations and expenditures of man-power
and money.
More recently, Bornmann & Mutz (2014) do a detailed analysis of the stages of
growth in science since the mid 1600’s using the Web of Science corpus. Redner
(2004) analyzed the citations for all publications in the Physical Review journal from
1983 to 2003. Some of their main findings are that the growth of citations follows a
linear preferential attachment model, citations from a publication have an exponen-
tially decaying age distribution, and citations to a publication follow a power law age
distribution.
2.2.2.2 Models of Author Productivity and Collaboration
Zuckerman (1967) analyzed the productivity patterns of Nobel laureates and found
that they begin publishing earlier, publish for longer, and publish at a much higher
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rate. They also found that laureates tend to collaborate with other distinguished and
highly productive scientists. Finally, they found that the productivity of laureates
tends to decline sharply in the five years following receipt of the prize, which can be
attributed to high visibility following the prize leading to increased demands of social
requests and invitations.
Wei et al. (2013) try to understand if researchers tend to follow hot topics. They
found that new papers are more likely to be attracted by hot fields, but “there are
qualitative differences among scientists from various countries, among research works
regarding different number of authors, different number of affiliations and different
number of references”.
Viana et al. (2013) derive collaborative networks parametrized along time. They
define affine groups as a set of authors that either co-author papers or belong to the
same community and show that the average size of the affine groups grows exponen-
tially, the number of authors increases as a power law, and larger affine groups tend
to be less stable.
Velden et al. (2010) study patterns of collaboration between authors in three
research fields in chemistry. They base their research on both the individual researcher
as node in a co-author network and the observed modular structure of co-author
networks. They find two main types of coauthor-linking patterns: 1) transfer-type
connections due to career migrations or one-off services rendered, and 2) stronger,
dedicated inter-group collaboration. They propose that the coauthorship network of
a research area can be understood as the overlay of these two types of cooperative
networks.
2.2.2.3 Interesting Case-Studies
Deutsch et al. (1971) tried to characterize major advances in the field of social
science and found that they came from efforts in a small number of interdisciplinary
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centers and had widespread acceptance in surprisingly short spans of times. Mi-
dorikawa (1983) compare 15 subfields in physics by investigating half-life, citation
degree, form dispersion and title dispersion in articles from 74 physics journals. They
conclude that the most significant communication medium for most physics subfields
was the journal, but for subfields in which large experimental or observational devices
are used, the use of reports and letter journals was prevalent as well.
Van Raan (2004) try to do a bibliometric analysis of the phenomenon of sleeping
beauties: publications that go unnoticed for a long time and then suddenly attract a
lot of attention. They model three main self-explanatory variables: 1) depth of sleep
or the number of citations (0-2) that the paper receives during its sleep period, 2)
length of sleep, and 3) awake intensity measured by the number of citations during
four years after the sleep period. They used a corpus of 20,000,000 articles to measure
the above values and derived a grand equation that gives the number of sleeping
beauties for any sleeping time, sleep intensity and awake intensity. Based on their
observations, they find several characteristics of sleeping beauties: probability of
awakening after a deep sleep is smaller for longer sleeping periods, for a less deep
sleep, the length of the sleeping period matters less for the probability of awakening
and, the probability for higher awakening intensities decreases extremely rapidly.
Later research in Costas et al. (2009) proposed a new methodology for the general
analysis of ageing and “durability” of scientific papers that classifies documents into
three general types: normal documents which have a typical distribution of citations
over time, delayed documents which receive the main part of their citations later
than normal documents (these include sleeping beauties), and flash in the pans which
receive citations immediately after their publication but are not cited in the long
term.
Martin et al. (2013) use publications from Physical Review over a span of 116
years from 1893 to 2009 to study a hybrid coauthorship/citation network. Their
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main findings were that Physical Review is growing exponentially, the fraction of self-
citations and citations among coauthors is more or less constant over time, authors
tend to cite their own papers sooner after publication than do their coauthors (who in
turn cite sooner than non-coauthors), a strong tendency towards reciprocal citations,
and a small triadic closure effect (two researchers who share a common coauthor but
have never collaborated themselves have only a small probability of collaborating in
future).
Kuhn et al. (2014) analyze memes in scientific literature and find that they
are governed by a surprisingly simple relationship between frequency of occurrence
and the degree to which they propagate along the citation graph. They propose a
formalization of this pattern and evaluate it using a datset of 50 million publications
from Web of Science, PubMed Central, and American Physical Society.
Arbesman & Christakis (2011) introduce a discovery based approach to sciento-
metrics called eurekometrics that is concerned with quantitatively examining scientific
discoveries rather than examining the properties of scientific publications. They dis-
cuss the new resources that make such research possible, and analyze its potential
and limitations.
Guerini et al. (2012) did a preliminary examination of the correlation of stylistic
aspects of a paper with its popularity by analyzing the words in the abstracts of the
papers. They used the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) corpus (Pen-
nebaker et al. , 2001) to tag the words in the abstracts based on the psycholinguistic
class it belongs to. LIWC includes about 4,500 words and stems that are grouped
into 65 categories based on their linguistic category (e.g. 1st person singular, Future
tense) and psychological processes (e.g. Certainty, Negation).
2.2.2.4 Mapping History of Scientific Fields
Garfield et al. (1984) proposed the use of citation data in doing historical analysis
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of science. In their study, they created two models of the history of the discovery
of the DNA: one using Issac Asimov’s book called “The Genetic Code”, the second
using bibliographic citation data contained in the documents which are the original
published studies of events represented in the Asimov book. They found that 65%
of historical dependencies in Asimov’s book were confirmed by linkages established
by citations while 31 new citation connections were found with no reported historical
dependency reported in Asimov’s book. Based on this, they conclude that “biblio-
graphic citation data, if presented in the form of network diagrams and or citation
indexes, reveal historical dependencies which can be easily overlooked by the histo-
rian.”.
There has been a lot of interest in using maps to visualize the history of scientific
fields. Fukuda et al. (2012) present a method for automatically creating a techni-
cal trend map from both research papers and patents by focusing on the elemental
(underlying) technologies and their effects. Fried & Kobourov (2013) describe a dif-
ferent approach to visualize research fields by creating maps where words and phrases
are cities in the map and countries are created based on word and phrase similarity,
calculated using co-occurrence. Heatmaps can then be used to visualize profiles of
conferences, journals, researchers and departments. Shahaf et al. (2012) present yet
another visualization technique: building metro maps of scientific fields that can show
the relationship between papers and the evolution of the research field.
Sim et al. (2012) propose a probabilistic model over the citations between authors
and the words used to do the citing to discover latent factions in the computational
linguistics community such as discourse and parsing. They analyze the relationships
between different factions and their evolution over time. Anderson et al. (2012) have
also presented a historical analysis of computational linguistics by identifying topics
authors work in and how authors move between different topics. They also identify
four epochs in the history of the field where topical overlaps are stable and use the flow
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of authors between different fields to discover how some subfields flow into the next.
Scientometrics studies of many other fields have been conducted including computer
science (Guha et al. , 2013), quantum information processing (Winiarczyk et al. ,
2012), high energy physics (Pia et al. , 2012), chemistry (Milard, 2014), and law (Liu
et al. , 2014a), specific conferences such as CHI (Bartneck & Hu, 2009) and CSCW
(Horn et al. , 2004) and interestingly enough, scientometrics itself (Szanto-Varnagy
et al. , 2014).
Erosheva et al. (2004) presented a mixed-membership model classifying papers in
biological science based on semantic decompositions of abstracts and bibliographies
and found that the traditional discipline classifications correspond to a mixed distri-
bution over the internal categories. In their later paper (Airoldi et al. , 2010), they
explore ways to classify papers published in PNAS that capture the interdisciplinary
nature of science. Serpa et al. (2012) present Statistical Common Author Networks
(SCAN), a method to visualize the relatedness of scientific areas based on measuring
the overlap of researchers between those areas.
2.2.2.5 Models of Evolution
Several models for evolution of citation relationships have been proposed. Liu &
Rousseau (2014) characterize the citation graphs of articles written by Nobel Prize
winners in physics and show that concave, convex, and straight curves represent
different types of interactions between old ideas and new insights. Borner et al.
(2004) presented a process model for the simultaneous evolution of coauthor and
paper citation networks and validate the model against a 20-year dataset of PNAS
articles. The model incorporates a partitioning of authors and papers into topics, a
bias for authors to cite recent papers, and a tendency for authors to cite papers cited
by papers that they have read. Peterson et al. (2010) presented a dual model for
distribution of citations where an author cites an old paper directly or the author
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finds an old paper via the reference list of a newer intermediary paper. Their results
on the ISI database indicates that papers having fewer citations are mainly cited by
the direct mechanism while classic papers are cited mainly by the indirect mechanism
(where papers become classic in the ISI database after accumulating 25-40 citations
depending on the database). They also found that the power law exponent is different
between highly cited and less cited individuals.
A different set of models based on lexical analysis have been explored in the
natural language processing community. Gerrish & Blei (2010) present a dynamic
topic model that probabilistically models how topics change over time and propose
a document influence model that measures the importance of a paper by measuring
how its appearance changes the language of subsequent papers in the field. Hall et al.
(2008) use LDA to divide ACL Anthology publications into topics and examine the
popularity of various topics over time. They also define a metric for measuring the
topic entropy of a conference and use it to analyze the diversity of various conferences
in the ACL Anthology such as COLING, ACL and EMNLP.
Gupta & Manning (2011) present a novel approach for analyzing the dynamics of
research. They first extract concepts corresponding to focus, technique and domain
from the papers in the ACL Anthology using a bootstrapping algorithm. Once these
concepts are extracted, the influence of communities (which are extracted using topic
models) on each other is measured based on the number of times its focus, technique
or domain have been used as a technique in other communities. Using this, they
are able to observe trends such as the decline in influence of the speech recognition
community in recent years and the increase in the influence of the statistical machine
translation community.
Yun et al. (2014) propose a mechanistic model for scientific evolution using analy-
sis of a corpus of digitized English texts between 1800 and 2008. Their results indicate
that slowly-but-commonly adopted science and technology tend to have higher innate
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strength than fast-and-commonly adopted ones.
Sun et al. (2012) presented an agent-based model that uses social interactions
among agents representing scientists in a social network of collaborations to guide the
evolution of disciplines. New disciplines emerge from splitting and merging of social
communities in a collaboration network. They validated their model by showing a
good fit against three datsets: NanoBank, Scholarometer, and Bibsonomy.
Recently, Wang et al. (2013) presented a mechanistic model for citations to sci-
entific papers with three parameters: 1) the relative fitness or perceived novelty and
importance of the paper, 2) immediacy that captures the time for the paper to reach
its citation peak, and 3) longevity that captures the decay rate for the citations re-
ceived by the paper. They showed that citation histories of the papers from Physical
Review fit their model well and that the model has predictive power as well.
2.2.2.6 Reliability of Scientific Publications
A major issue in science has been reliability of results presented in scientific publi-
cations. Hamblin (1981) describe several cases of fake science that range from glaring
experimental errors2 to downright fraud and plagiarism. He suggests that one of
the reasons for this behavior was the enormous pressure on scientists to consistently
publish and come up with big breakthroughs. Ioannidis (2005a) designed a study to
understand how often highly cited claims in clinical research are contradicted after-
wards. They looked at studies published in 3 major journals between 1990-2003 and
cited more than 1000 times. Of the 49 highly cited students, 16% were contradicted
by subsequent studies and 16% found effects that were stronger than subsequent stud-
ies. Only 44% of these were replicated and 24% remained largely unchallenged. In
another controversial paper published in the same year (Ioannidis, 2005b), the au-
2The article opens with an amusing case study: a tenfold overestimation of the amount of iron
in spinach reported in 1890’s that was used as a propaganda tool during the meatless days of the
second world war. This claim was refuted in 1930’s and ascribed to a misplaced decimal point by
the original researchers.
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thors show that for most study designs and settings, it is more likely for a research
claim to be false than true and that for many current scientific fields, claimed research
findings may often be simply accurate measures of the prevailing bias (Although this
is perhaps not as shocking given Kuhn’s characterization of science). In a later essay,
Moonesinghe et al. (2007) extend this analysis to show that replication of previous
studies can improve the predictive value of the truth of a research finding. Tatsioni
et al. (2007) evaluate the citations for two highly cited epidemiological studies that
have “continued being defended in the literature, despite strong contradicting evi-
dence from large randomized clinical trials.” They also examined the amount of sup-
porting citations for highly cited but contradicted protective effects of beta-carotene
on cancer and of estrogen on Alzheimer disease. They found the citing articles for
these studies to be equivocal and consisting of “a range of counterarguments raised
to defend effectiveness against contradicting evidence.”
2.2.2.7 Interdisciplinarity
Stirling (2007) present a framework for analyzing diversity in science that is based
on three properties: 1) variety, which answers how many types of thing do we have?,
2) balance, which answers how much of each type of thing do we have?, and 3)
disparity, which answers how different from each other are the types of thing that we
have? They propose a quantitative non-parametric diversity heuristic that allows for
a systematic exploration of diversity under different perspectives.
Rafols & Meyer (2009) present a conceptual framework for interdisciplinarity
based on diversity indicators that describe the heterogeneity of a bibliometric set
viewed from predefined categories and coherence indicators that measure the inten-
sity of similarity relations within a bibliometric set. Porter & Rafols (2009) compute
bibliometric indicators as well as an interdisciplinarity index for publications in six re-
search domains from 1975 to 2005. Their results show major increases in the number
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of cited disciplines and references per article but only a modest increase in the inter-
disciplinarity index, which suggests that science is becoming more interdisciplinary
but in small steps. Cordier (2012) propose a measure of similarity between journals
based on co-authorship and measure of homogeneity of a publication list that can be
used to characterize its interdisciplinarity.
2.2.2.8 Cross-disciplinary studies
Tang (2008) analyze citation distributions for 750 randomly selected scholarly
monographs in religion, history, psychology, economics, mathematics, and physics.
Their main findings were: in contrast with general assumption, the average book
citation counts were lowest for religion and history and highest for psychology; mono-
graphs in psychology, mathematics, and physics have a statistically higher citation
rate than those in religion, history, and economics; half-life for monographs in physics
was found to be longest (13 years) while the shortest half-lives were history and psy-
chology.
Van Zyl & Van Der Merwe (2012) study citation statistics across various fields
including chemistry, economics, mathematics, biology, and physics and conclude that
there is a large difference in how research is cited across various disciplines and “any
attempt to rate researchers or journals using a single measure or unified benchmark
system across subject fields is thus inherently biased towards fields with a natural
culture of high numbers of citations per document.”.
2.2.2.9 Role of Gender and Geography
West et al. (2012) quantitatively assess the role of gender in scholarly author-
ship using a dataset of over eight million papers across the natural sciences, social
sciences, and humanities and note that even though women are increasingly repre-
sented as authors of scientific publications, gender inequities persist in subtle ways.
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They find that “in certain fields, men predominate in the prestigious first and last
author positions [. . . ] women are significantly underrepresented as authors of single-
authored papers”. Mihalcea & Welch (2015) try to identify differences in the topics
of interest across genders in the field of computer science by using data mining on
publications in the ACM digital library. They found that there were areas in CSE
(e.g. human-centered computing and applied computing) that were clearly preferred
by women.
Pan et al. (2012) analyzed publications between 2003 and 2010 in the ISI Web of
Science dataset to understand the role of geography played in the dynamics of science.
They report that citation flows and collaboration flows between cities decrease with
distance and follow gravity laws, and the total research impact of a country grows
linearly with the amount of national funding for research and development but is also
governed by a threshold effect.
Birnholtz et al. (2013) conduct a case study to understand the nature of collab-
oration across two campuses belonging to the same institution but located at two
different geographic locations. Their results suggest that cross-campus collaboration
is increasingly common but is mainly accounted for by a small number of departments
and researchers.
2.2.3 Literature Search
This subsection focuses on retrieval models that can be used to find documents
related to a topic input by the user.
Strohman et al. (2007) present a literature search system that takes the manuscript
of a paper as a query. It then finds relevant document by using textual similarity
and citation network and then ranks them using 6 hand-engineered features. Nasci-
mento et al. (2011) also present a system that can recommend papers provided a
manuscript, their system generates several potential queries by using terms in that
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paper, which are then submitted to existing Web information sources that hold re-
search papers. Once a set of candidate papers for recommendation is generated, the
framework applies content-based recommending algorithms to rank the candidates in
order to recommend the ones most related to the input paper. In a different flavor of
the problem, Bethard & Jurafsky (2010) present a retrieval model for finding which
papers should be cited given the abstract of the paper. They learn a supervised model
using several features like topical similarity, recency and similarity based on citing
terms.
El-Arini & Guestrin (2011) instead use a few seed papers as a query and then find
more papers by using an objective function based on a notion of influence between
documents. The influence between two documents is based on the technical terms
or informative phrases that are shared between these documents. He et al. (2010)
presented a context aware citation recommendation system that can suggest citations
at a given location in a manuscript based on the surrounding context of the location.
Their system can also predict the citations to a paper. In a later paper (He et al.
, 2011), they present a system that can take a manuscript as input and suggest the
locations where citations are needed.
Huang et al. (2012) present a method for “translating” paper drafts into ref-
erences. They use citations and their contexts from existing papers as parallel data
written in two different languages and use a translation model to create a relationship
between these two “vocabularies”. In a more recent paper (Huang et al. , 2015), they
present a neural probabilistic model that jointly learns the semantic representations
of citation contexts and cited papers in order to predict a reference given a citation
context.
In other work, (Sugiyama & Kan, 2013) attempt to alleviate the problem of spar-
sity in the citation network by identifying ”potential citation papers” through the use
of collaborative filtering. Ku¨c¸u¨ktunc¸ et al. (2014) attack the problem of diversify-
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ing the results of citation-based literature search. They present random-walk based
diversification algorithms, enhance them with direction awareness to allow users to
reach classic papers or more recent papers, and propose a set of new algorithms based
on vertex selection and query refinement.
2.2.4 Forecasting Scientific Impact
Several recent papers have explored the problem of forecasting future scientific
trends. The 2003 KDD Cup (Gehrke et al. , 2003) focused on the task of predicting the
difference between the citations received by well cited papers between two consecutive
3 month spans. The winning team (Manjunatha et al. , 2003) used a time series based
approach to learn citation patterns over time.
(Yan et al. , 2011) use a variety of features including topic models, diversity, and
recency to predict the exact future citation counts of papers and report R2 values
of 0.75 and 0.79 for 5-year and 10-year predictions respectively. In later work (Yan
et al. , 2012), they do more comprehensive analysis and report higher R2 values of
0.87 and 0.92 for forecast periods of 5 and 10 years respectively. (Fu & Aliferis, 2008)
build similar prediction models for biomedical articles.
Yogatama et al. (2011), try to predict the response of a scientific community to
an article. One of the problems they looked at was the problem of predicting whether
a paper will receive any citations within the first three years given data at publication
time. They use a model based on logistic regression, but introduce time regularized
models for scientific prediction, where they learn separate features for each year, but
add a regularization term to force the coefficients across different years to change
smoothly. They show that this leads to better results. This also allows us to see the
trends in a community by looking at how the coefficients for different terms change
over time.
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Chen (2012) describe a method for discerning the potential of a paper using in-
formation available and derivable upon the publication of a scientific paper. They
present their structural variation model which predicts the potential of a scientific
publication in terms of the degree to which it alters the intellectual structure of
the state of the art. The structural variation approach focuses on the novel con-
nections introduced by a paper between previously disparate patches of knowledge.
They present three metrics of structural variation. The first metric called Modularity
Change Rate is based on how the new paper and its references affect the modularity
of the network. The second metric called Cluster Linkage measures the overall struc-
tural change introduced by an article in terms of new connections added between
clusters. Finally, the third metric called Centrality Divergence measures the struc-
tural variation caused by an article a in terms of the divergence of the distribution of
betweenness centrality of nodes in the baseline network. They evaluate these metrics
as predictive measures for global citations for papers in four research areas (terrorism,
mass extinction, complex network analysis, and knowledge domain visualization) and
show that an article that introduces novel connections between clusters of co-cited
references is likely to subsequently become highly cited.
Sarigo¨l et al. (2014) analyse the extent to which the success of a scientific ar-
ticle can be attributed to social influence. They extract time-evolving coauthorship
networks from a dataset of 100,000 publications and study to what extent the cen-
trality measures of an author in these networks can be used to predict the success of
research articles in terms of number of citations. The centrality measures used are
degree centrality, eigenvector centrality, betweenness centrality and k-core centrality.
They report a precision of 60% on the task of predicting whether an article will belong
to the top 10% most cited articles after five years. The authors argue that “this result
quantifies the existence of a social bias, manifesting itself in terms of visibility and
attention [ . . . ]”. Castillo et al. (2007) describe a method to estimate the number of
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citations for a paper based on statistics of past papers written by the same author(s).
Dong et al. (2014) formalize a new impact prediction problem for papers: whether
a paper will increase the author’s h-index. They experiment on the ArnetMiner
dataset consisting of 1,712,433 authors and 2,092,356 papers in computer science with
several predictive features that can be divided into six categories: author, content,
venue, social, reference and temporal. They found that the two most important
factors were the author’s authority on a topic and the level of the venue in which the
paper is published. They also found that publishing on an academically “hot” but
unfamiliar topic is unlikely to further one’s scientific impact.
Wang et al. (2014) present a HITS like framework for simultaneous ranking of
future impact of papers and authors called MRFRank. They extract two types of
text features based on words and words co-occurrence in the same sentence titles
and abstracts of papers. They then measure the innovativeness of text features by
using a burst detection based method: a text feature is labelled innovative if its
frequency increases remarkably in a specified time window. Papers and authors are
then characterized as a set of text features. They then form five types of time-
aware graphs (coauthor graph, paper citation graph, author-paper graph, author-text
feature graph, and paper-text feature graph) using three types of nodes (authors,
papers, and text features). The graphs are made time aware by using exponentially
decaying weights. They then use their HITS style MRFRank algorithm to predict
future authority scores for papers, authors and text features. Their experiments over
the ArnetMiner dataset shows that their joint prediction method performs better
than other baseline methods.
Acuna et al. (2012) present a formula for predicting the future h-index of scientists
based on a small set of parameters: current h-index, number of articles written, years
since publishing first article, number of distinct journals published in, and number
of articles in top venues (e.g. Nature, Science). Penner et al. (2013) however, show
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that the predictive power of this model decreases significantly when applied to early
career years and advice caution in using this model to make early career decisions.
Klosik & Bornholdt (2013) propose a measure based on the shape and size of the
wake of a paper within the citation network and find that it is able to detect a large
fraction of seminal articles co-authored by Nobel prize laureates.
Hirsch (2007) conduct an empirical study to evaluate the predictive power of the
h-index and found that it is better than the other indicators they considered, namely:
total citation count, citations per paper, and total paper count.
Indirect means of predicting future impact of scientific publications and tech-
nologies has been studied as well. Brody et al. (2006) discuss how early web-usage
statistics derived from download counts can be used to predict future citation impact.
Using a dataset of papers extracted from ArXiv, they show a high correlation between
downloads and citations (0.4). They also report that “if the baseline correlation for
a field is significant and sufficiently large, the download data could be used after 6
months as a good predictor of citation impact after 2 years.” Eysenbach (2011) ex-
plore the feasibility of measuring social impact of scholarly articles by analyzing buzz
in social media and whether these metrics are sensitive and specific enough to predict
highly cited articles. They report results that indicate tweets can predict highly cited
articles within the first three days of article publication and propose the use of social
impact measures based on tweets to complement traditional citation metrics. Erdi
et al. (2012) use patent citation networks to detect new emerging recombinations of
technologies and predict emerging new technology clusters.
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2.3 Modeling Scientific Text
2.3.1 Citation Text Analysis
Studying citation patterns and referencing practices has interested researchers for
many years (Garfield, 1972; Garfield et al. , 1984). White (2004) provides a good
survey of the different research directions that study or use citations by reviewing
contributions from the 1970s to the present in three major lines of research: citation
classification, content analysis of citation contexts, and studies of citer motivations.
Early on, Leydesdorff & Wouters (1999) investigate the history of evolution of
referencing and its implications. Several research efforts have focused on studying
the different purposes for citing a paper (Garfield, 1964; Weinstock, 1971; Moravcsik
& Murugesan, 1975; Chubin & Moitra, 1975; Bonzi, 1982). Chubin & Moitra (1975);
Bonzi (1982) analyze citer motivations in 43 high energy physics papers by classifying
them into one of six categories: basic, subsidiary, providing additional information,
perfunctory, partial negation, and total negation. They found that negational refer-
ences are rare (5%) and short lived. Full length papers published in highly visible
journals are most recognized as useful contributions. Essential articles continue to be
cited at a substantial level.
Bonzi (1982) studied the characteristics of citing and cited works that may aid
in determining the relatedness between them. Garfield (1964) enumerated several
reasons why authors cite other publications, including “alerting researchers to forth-
coming work”, paying homage to the leading scholars in the area, and citations which
provide pointers to background readings. Weinstock (1971) adopted the same scheme
that Garfield proposed in her study of citations.
Spiegel-Ro¨sing (1977) proposed 13 categories for citation purpose based on her
analysis of the first four volumes of Science Studies. Some of them are: cited source
is the specific point of departure for the research question investigated, cited source
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contains the concepts, definitions, interpretations used, cited source contains the data
used by the citing paper. Nanba & Okumura (1999) came up with a simple schema
composed of only three categories: Basis, Comparison, and other Other. They pro-
posed a rule-based method that uses a set of statistically selected cue words to de-
termine the category of a citation. They used this classification as a first step for
scientific paper summarization. Teufel et al. (2006a), in their work on citation
function classification, adopted 12 categories from Spiegel-Rosing’s taxonomy. They
trained an SVM classifier and used it to label each citing sentence with exactly one
category. Further, they mapped the twelve categories to four top level categories
namely: weakness, contrast (4 categories), positive (6 categories) and neutral.
The polarity (or sentiment) of a citation has also been studied previously. Previous
work showed that positive and negative citations are common, although negative ci-
tations might be expressed indirectly or in an implicit way (Ziman, 1968; MacRoberts
& MacRoberts, 1984; Thompson & Yiyun, 1991). Athar (2011) addressed the prob-
lem of identifying sentiment in citing sentences. They used a set of structure-based
features to train a machine learning classifier using annotated data.
Citation purpose and relevance has been used for doing scientometric analysis in
a number of different fields. Li et al. (2014) use citation motivation to study science
linkage: a widely used patent bibliometric indicator to measure patent linkage to
scientific research based on the frequency of citations to scientific papers within the
patent. Liu et al. (2014a) use citation relevance based main path analysis for tracing
main paths of legal opinions and show that relevancy information helps main path
analysis uncover legal cases of higher importance. Cheang et al. (2014) use citation
classification to do an evaluation of 39 selected management journals. Doboli et al.
(2014) analyzed 30 publications in the area of high-frequency analog circuit design
and defined two new measures to characterize the creativity (novelty and usefulness)
of a publication based on its pattern of citations clustered by reason, place and citing
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scientific group.
Bonzi & Snyder (1991) did a study to understand citation purpose in the context
of self-citation in natural sciences. They investigated the citation motivation among
51 self-citing authors in several natural science disciplines by creating a survey that
asked authors to mark the reasons for citing a set of 4 papers that they had cited in
their own works from one of 14 reasons. The references were chosen in order to pair
each self-citation with a citation to another work, selecting from the same paragraph
if possible, or if not, from the same section of the article. Only three reasons for self-
citations were found to be significantly different than as opposed to citation of others:
1) that of establishing the writer’s authority in the field by citing their own work, 2)
demonstrating knowledge of important work by citing work by other authors, and 3).
identification of earlier research on which the work builds by self-citation. They found
minimal difference in the words devoted to self-citation compared to other citations.
This lack of substantive difference in citation behaviour was consistent across fields.
Wan & Liu (2014a) present a regression method for automatically estimating
the strength value of each citation and show the estimated values can achieve good
correlation with human-labeled values.
We now look at some work on linguistic analysis of citation text. Nakov et al.
(2004) proposed the use of citation text as a tool for semantic interpretation of
bioscience text and propose several applications: a source for unannotated comparable
corpora, summarization of target papers, synonym identification and disambiguation,
entity recognition and relation extraction, targets for curation, and improved citation
indexes for information retrieval. They identify several issues for effective use of citing
sentences as well: detecting the span of text for a citation, identifying the different
reasons a given paper is cited for, and normalizing or paraphrasing citing sentences.
They also propose a method for paraphrase extraction from citing sentences that
works by using dependency paths between named entities in sentences.
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Ding et al. (2014) introduced the notion of Citation Content Analysis (CCA)
and discussion the nature and purposes of CCA along with potential procedures to
conduct CCA. Halevi & Moed (2013) present a citation context analysis for the journal
of infometrics. Zhao & Strotmann (2014) also analyze the feasibility, benefits, and
limitations of in-text author citation analysis and test how well it works compared
with traditional author citation analysis using citation databases. Angrosh et al.
(2013) present a dataset for citation context sentences and present a model for
citation context identification based on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs).
One of the important uses of citation context is for scientific summarization.
Nanba & Okumura (1999) use the term citing area to refer to the same concept
as citation context. In Nanba et al. (2004a), they use their algorithm to improve
citation type classification and automatic survey generation. Kaplan et al. (2009)
present a method for identifying citation contexts based on coreference analysis and
their use for research paper summarization. Qazvinian & Radev (2010a) propose a
method for finding implicit citing sentences using a method based on Markov Ran-
dom Fields and show how adding implicit citing sentences improves the quality of a
survey generation system.
Citation context has also been used for literature retrieval models for scientific
domains. Liu et al. (2014b) designed a retrieval system for the PubMed Central
database using citation contexts. Yin et al. (2011) similarly used citation context
for the task literature retrieval in the biomedical domain.
Athar & Teufel (2012a) observed that taking the context into consideration when
judging sentiment in citations increases the number of negative citations by a factor
of 3. They also proposed two methods for utilizing the context. Their experiments
surprisingly gave negative results and showed that classifying sentiment without con-
sidering the context achieves better results. They attributed this to the small size
of their training data and to the noise that including the context text introduces to
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the data. In Athar & Teufel (2012b), the authors present a method for automati-
cally identifying all the mentions of the cited paper in the citing paper. They show
that considering all the mentions improves the performance of detecting sentiment in
citations.
Finally Abu-Jbara & Radev (2012) looked at the complementary task to citation
context detection called reference scope extraction: given a citing sentence that cites
multiple papers, the goal in this task is to extract the segments from the sentence that
are relevant to a specific target paper. They experimented with several supervised
methods for this task and found that a CRF based classifier performed best.
2.3.2 Discourse Structure of Scientific Text
Early work in the study of discourse in scientific articles seems to have been guided
by the need to develop pedagogical material for non-native speakers of english who
might need to read or write academic papers. Swales (1981) analyzed introductions
of sixteen articles from physics, biology, and social sciences and identified four moves,
each of which can be further subcategorized: 1) Establishing the field, 2) Summa-
rize previous research, 3) Preparing for present research, and 4) Introducing present
research. Crookes (1986) annotated a larger corpus of 96 articles with Swales’s cate-
gories and found that the most common structures were 2-4 and 1-2-3-4.
Thompson & Yiyun (1991) describe the results of a project to identify the kinds
of verbs used in citations in academic papers. They analyze reporting verbs under
two main headings: denotation and evaluative potential. In their terminology, writer
is the researcher who wrote the paper being analyzed and author refers to the person
who wrote a paper being cited by the paper being analyzed. Under denotation, they
found that most verbs belong to three groups of processes relating to author acts:
textual (e.g. state, write, point out), mental (e.g. believe, think, consider), and
research (e.g. measure, calculate, obtain) and two groups of processes relating to
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writer acts: comparing (e.g. correspond to, accord with, anticipate), and theorizing
(e.g. account for, explain, support). With respect to the evaluative potential, the
reporting verbs are again broken down into three factors: 1) author’s stance which can
be positive (e.g. emphasize, hypothesize, invoke), negative (e.g. attack, challenge,
dismiss), or neutral (e.g. assess, examine, evaluate), 2) writer’s stance which can
be factive (e.g. acknowledge, bring out, demonstrate), counter-factive (e.g. betray,
confuse, disregard), or non-factive (e.g. advance, believe, claim), and 3) writer’s
interpretation which can be author’s discourse interpretation (e.g. add, comment,
continue), author’s behaviour interpretation (e.g. admit, advocate, assert), status
interpretation (e.g. account for, bringout, confirm), or non-interpretation (e.g. adopt,
apply, calculate).
Liddy (1991) undertook an exploratory three phase study to determine whether
information abstracts reporting on empirical work possess a predictable discourse-
level structure and whether there are lexical clues that reveal this structure. The
linguistic model was developed by asking the expert abstractors to list the components
of information they believed constituted an abstract reporting on empericial work.
The components were then analyzed manually and coded leading to a structured
representation of each abstract showing how the components of the abstracters’ model
actually exhibited themselves in text and lists of the lexical ciues for each component.
Finally a linguistic model was developed based on this structure and validated against
the human written abstracts. Their results indicated that expert abstractors do
possess an internalized structure of empirical abstracts. In later work (Liddy et al. ,
1987), they also investigated the use of anaphoric references in scientific abstracts.
Paice & Jones (1993) argue that the main concepts discussed in technical papers
fit into a predictable range of semantic roles conveyed by a variety of characteristic
stylistic constructs and expressions and that these constructs provide evidence for the
semantic roles of the concepts bound to them. They use a set of manually extracted
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context patterns to identify important concepts in technical papers.
RAFI was a system (Lehmam, 1999) intended for generating indicative summaries
of scientific texts in French. Their preliminary study indicated that the structure of
scientific texts contain the following important parts: previous knowledge, content,
method, and results. Their summarization system is based around assigning an im-
portance score to each sentence through comparison with a base of pre-constituted
knowledge (thesauras), eliminating sentences which do not obtain a threshold score
and making sure that the summary contains at least one of the parts of the structure.
Teufel (1999) propose a new framework for rhetorical analysis of scientific text
called Argumentative Zoning. In this framework, the rhetorical status of a sentence
with respect to the communicative function of the paper is classified into one of seven
categories: 1) BKG or general scientific background, 2) OTH, neutral descriptions
of other people’s work, 3) OWN, neutral descriptions of the own, new work 4) AIM,
statements of the particular aim of the current paper 5) TXT, statements of textual
organization of the current paper 6) CTR, contrastive or comparative statements
about other work; explicit mention of weaknesses of other work 7) BAS, statements
that own work is based on other work.
Grover et al. (2003) present a system for summarizing legal documents by first
classifying sentences according to their argumentative role similar to the work of
Teufel & Moens (2002). They define three high level rhetorical labels for legal judge-
ments: Background sentences conveying generally acceptable background knowledge,
Case sentences containing description of the case including the events leading up to le-
gal proceedings, and Own sentences that can be attributed to the Lord speaking about
the case (they use Judgments of the House of Lords for their study). Each of these
is further divided into more detailed sub-categories. Using this annotation scheme,
they annotated five randomly selected appeals cases. They then perform chunking
on the sentences to find the main verb-group for each sentence and its tense. This is
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motivated by their hypothesis that tense may be a useful feature in identifying the
rhetorical structure and their initial experimentation confirms this hypothesis.
Cormode et al. (2012a) introduces the notion of scienceography: the study of how
science is written. They analyze Latex source code of papers in computer science and
mathematics to find broad patterns and trends regarding the use of comments, paper
length, use of figures, distribution of theorems etc. Tan & Lee (2014) built a corpus
of sentence level revisions in academic writing by comparing different versions of
the same papers uploaded on ArXiv. They use Mechanical Turk to label sentence
revisions as one of stronger, weaker, no strength change, or can’t tell.
2.4 Repurposing Scientific Text
2.4.1 Single Paper Summarization
Most of the research in summarizing scientific literature has focused on producing
extractive summaries of scientific documents. The oldest work in this direction seems
to be the work of Kupiec et al. (1995). The goal of their work was to produce
an indicative summary of a scientific article that can be used in the absence of a
manually generated abstract. They used a supervised approach to the problem, given
a manually generated extractive summary, they trained a Naive Bayes classifier that
predicted the probability of a sentence being included in a summary using features
such as sentence length, cue phrases, word frequency and sentence position in a
paragraph. They reported an accuracy of 84%.
Elhadad & McKeown (2001) presented a system for summarizing medical articles
that given a query finds and extracts results from multiple medical journals, filters
results that match the patient and merges and orders the remaining facts for the
summary.
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Kan et al. (2002) use a corpus of 2000 annotated bibliographies for scientific
papers as a first step towards a supervised summarization system. They found that
summaries in their corpus were mostly single-document abstractive summaries that
were both indicative and informative and were organized around a “theme,” making
them ideal for query-based summarization.
Teufel & Moens (2002) present a system for summarizing scientific articles that
is based on the argumentative zoning roles discussed earlier. In addition to anno-
tating sentences in 80 scientific papers with rhetorical status, they also annotate
each sentence as relevant or irrelevant for the summarization of the article. For au-
tomatic classification of relevance, sentences classified as AIM, CONTRAST, and
BASIS sentences are marked relevant directly since these categories are overall rare,
while sentences classified as BACKGROUND are further classified into relevant or
non-relevant using a separate classifier trained for relevance.
Da Cunha & Wanner (2005) explore integrating textual, lexical, discursive, in-
formative, and syntactic features for automatic summarization of medical articles in
Spanish. Zhang et al. (2013) explore methods for biomedical summarization by iden-
tifying cliques in a network of semantic predications extracted from citations. These
cliques are then clustered and labeled to identify different points of view represented
in the summary.
Most current publications however, contain manually written abstracts and there-
fore, obviate the need of generating such summaries. However, Elkiss et al. (2008)
provided a new perspective on this problem. They suggest that using the citing sen-
tences as defined sentences in later papers that talk about a particular paper might
be useful for summarizing the actual contributions of the papers. Two later works
in subsequent years used this hypothesis to improve scientific article summarization.
Mei & Zhai (2008) used citing sentences to create impact based summaries of sci-
entific articles, where sentences are still chosen from the text of the article to be
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summarized, but the sentence selection is driven by the similarity of the sentences to
citing sentences (where the similarity measure is negative KL-divergence between lan-
guage models estimated from citing sentences and those of the candidate sentences).
Qazvinian & Radev (2008a) abandoned the source sentences completely and used the
citing sentences directly to generate extractive summaries of research papers. The in-
tuition behind their method, C-Lexrank, is that the citing sentences can be clustered
into groups that focus on specific aspects of the target paper. Once these groups of
sentences are found, lexically central sentences in each of these groups can be used to
summarize each aspect of the paper resulting in a diverse and informative summary
of the paper. The sentences are selected based on the size of clusters and their lexical
centrality in each cluster as determined by their Lexrank scores.
These works focused on the informativeness of the resulting summaries. In prac-
tice, however, the summaries were incoherent and difficult to read. Abu-Jbara &
Radev (2011) introduced a method for coherent citation based summarization. The
crux of their method is to first use a trained SVM to classify each input sentence into
one of five functional categories: Background, Problem Statement, Method, Results,
and Limitations. Once this is done, C-Lexrank is run over the sentences in each of
the functional categories. The sentence order is chosen by the categories as listed
above (for example, a Background sentence would proceed a Method sentence), as
well as the sizes of the clusters and the lexical centrality of the sentences. In addition
to these, they have a preprocessing step for sentences in which they remove parts of a
sentence that are not relevant for the summarization of the target paper. This is im-
portant because citing sentences often talk about multiple papers. A post-processing
step removes non-syntactic reference markers and adds pronouns for repeated entities.
They show that their methods improve the coherence of the resulting summaries are
significantly improved.
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2.4.2 Scientific Topic Summarization
A summary of the main contributions of a individual paper might be useful, but
more often, researchers are looking to understand all the related work in a given
field of interest. For example, an example might be “dependency parsing”. This is a
multi-document summarization task where the summary should focus on the general
trends in an area instead of focusing on the contributions of one or two papers. In our
knowledge, the first work to investigate this problem was Nanba et al. (2004b). In
this paper, they present a prototype system called PRESRI intended to assist users in
generating review articles. They define citing areas in papers as the citing sentences
as well as relevant context sentences around the citing sentences that are identified
using 86 manually generated cue phrases. The main hypothesis of their work is that
the citing areas from papers in a given subject domain can act as a review article
if properly classified and organized. The workflow consists of two parts: classifying
papers and summarizing them. For classifying papers, they use the citation types of
citing areas, where citation types are based on reasons for citing a particular paper.
Three citation types are defined in their work: type B corresponding to citations
that show other work for theoretical basis, type C corresponds to citations that point
problems or gaps in related work and type O corresponding to all the other citations
(Teufel et al. (2006b) presented a more finer grained classification for citing sentences,
but its usefulness for summarization has not been shown). An automatic classifier
is used to classify each citing area into a citing type. This is then used to cluster
papers topically by using a form of bibliographic coupling based on the citing type
as a similarity measure. Their system then presents citing areas for the papers to the
user, who can then use these to generate a review article.
Mohammad et al. (2009) attempted to completely automate the review article
generation process. They focused on two topics in NLP, Dependency Parsing and
Question Answering with 16 and 10 papers in the input document set respectively.
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For each of these topics, they experimented with using abstracts, full text or citing
sentences as input for a survey generation system. The algorithms used were C-
Lexrank that was previously shown to have good performance in summarizing single
scientific articles and Trimmer, an extractive summarizer based on sentence compres-
sion. 250 word surveys were generated from all these sources. The main conclusions
from the paper were that citations contained unique survey worth information and
useful surveys can be generated using these sources. In a follow up work, Qazvinian
& Radev (2010b) presented a method based on Markov Random Fields (MRF) for
finding relevant context sentences around the explicit citation sentences and showed
that including these sentences in the input to the summarizer improved the pyramid
scores of the resulting surveys.
Dunne et al. (2012) present a system called Action Science Explorer (ASE) for
helping researchers in exploring a research field integrating “statistics, text analyt-
ics, and visualization in a multiple coordinated window environment that supports
exploration”.
More recently, Hoang & Kan (2010) present a method for automated related work
generation. Their system takes as input a set of keywords arranged in a hierarchical
fashion that describes a target paper’s topic. They hypothesize that sentences in a
related work provide either background information or specific contributions. They
use two different models to extract these two kinds of sentences using the input tree
and combines them to create the final output summary.
2.4.3 Other Applications
2.4.3.1 Indexing and Retrieval
Early on, Kostoff et al. (2001) introduce Citation Mining: a literature based
approach that integrates text mining and bibliometrics for identifying ways in which
research can impact other research, technology development, and applications. The
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idea of citation indexes for scientific literature can be attributed to Garfield (Garfield,
1964, 2006a).
Berendt et al. (2010) presented an interactive retrieval system that supports
active and constructive exploration of a domain. Their method uses data mining and
interactivity to transform a typical search into a dialogue that involves sense-making,
and the user constructs a bibliography and a domain model of the search terms. The
use of citation context in literature retrieval has been covered in the Section 2.3.1.
Bradshaw (2003) introduced Reference Directed Indexing (RDI): an approach for
scientific document retrieval that is based on building an index for a document using
the terms used by authors in describing that document.
2.4.3.2 Finding New Science
Swanson proposed the idea of undiscovered public knowledge (Swanson, 1986):
knowledge that consists of independently created fragments that are logically related
but never retrieved, brought together, and interpreted. This is an even bigger problem
today with huge number of publications that scholars need to keep pace with. In
this paper, three examples are constructed and analyzed to illustrate the idea of
undiscovered public knowledge. He developed these ideas further in a follow up
paper (Swanson, 1990) where three examples are presented: 1) a link between two
independent findings that reported that dietary fish oils lead to certain blood and
vascular changes and that similar changes might benefit patients with Raynaud’s
syndrome that was later confirmed using clinical trials 2) an inference that magnesium
deficiency might be a causal factor in migraine headache based on eleven indirect
connections, and 3) implicit connections between arginine intake and blood levels
of somatomedins. The paper also describes a method for aid in discovering such
logically related findings. Ten years after the first paper on undiscovered public
knowledge, a ten year update Swanson & Smalheiserf (1996) reported progress in
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creating interactive software and database strategies for finding hidden connections
in scientific literature as well seven examples of literature based knowledge synthesis.
Some other researchers have pursued this direction as well. Kuhn et al. (2008)
review attempts to apply large-scale computational analyses to predict novel inter-
actions of drugs and targets from molecular and cellular features. Frijters et al.
(2010) describe a tool called CoPub Discovery that mines scientific literature for new
relationships between biomedical concepts based on co-occurence. They used CoPub
Discovery to find new relationships between genes, drugs, pathways and diseases that
were validated using independent literature sources.
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CHAPTER III
Building Document Collections in Response to
Scientific Queries
In this chapter, we look at the task of building document collections in response
to queries. There are two main subproblems here: first, we need to find the semi-
nal historical papers that should be described in a summary of the query topic. We
formulate this as an information retrieval problem and experiment with several al-
gorithms. Secondly, we need to find recent important papers relevant to the topic
that the user should know about. We formulate this second problem as a prediction
problem, and experiment with features that allow us to predict the future prominence
of papers with high confidence.
3.1 Finding Seminal Papers Relevant to Query
Given a query representing the topic to be summarized, the first task is to find
the set of relevant documents from the corpus. The simplest way to do this for a
corpus of scientific publications is to do a query search using exact match or a stan-
dard TF*IDF system such Lucene, rank the documents using either citation counts
or pagerank in the bibliometric citation network, and select the top n documents.
However, comparing the results of these techniques with the papers covered by gold
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Document selection algorithm CG5 CG10 CG20
Title match sorted with citation count 1.82 2.75 3.29
Title match sorted with pagerank 1.77 2.55 3.34
Citation expansion sorted with citation count 0.53 1.20 2.29
Citation expansion sorted with pagerank 0.20 0.78 1.99
TF*IDF ranked 0.14 0.14 0.56
TF*IDF sorted with citation count 0.44 2.25 3.18
TF*IDF sorted with pagerank 1.54 2.22 2.85
Restricted Expansion 2.52 3.91 6.01
Table 3.1: Comparison of different methods for document selection by measuring the
Cumulative Gain (CG) of top 5, 10 and 20 results.
standard surveys on a few topics, we found that some important papers are missed
by these simple approaches. One reason for this is that early papers in a field might
use non-standard terms in the absence of a stable, accepted terminology. Some early
Word Sense Disambiguation papers, for example, refer to the problem as Lexical Am-
biguity Resolution. Additionally, papers might use alternative forms or abbreviations
of topics in their titles and abstracts, e.g. for input query “Semantic Role Labelling”,
papers such as (Dahlmeier et al., 2009) titled “Joint Learning of Preposition Senses
and Semantic Roles of Prepositional Phrases” and (Che and Liu, 2010) titled “Jointly
Modeling WSD and SRL with Markov Logic” might be missed.
To find these papers, we add a simple heuristic called Restricted Expansion. In
this method, we first create a base set B, by finding papers with an exact match to
the query. This is a high precision set since a paper with a title that contains the
exact query phrase is very likely to be relevant to the topic. We then find additional
papers by expanding in the citation network around B, that is, by finding all the
papers that are cited by or cite the papers in B, to create an extended set E. From
this combined set (B∪E), we create a new set F by filtering out the set of papers that
are not cited by or cite a minimum threshold tinit of papers in B. If the total number
of papers is lower than fmin or higher than fmax, we iteratively increase or decrease
t till fmin ≤ |F | ≤ fmax. This method allows us to increase our recall without losing
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Document selection algorithm Precision Recall
Title match sorted with citation count 0.36 0.18
Title match sorted with pagerank 0.34 0.16
Citation expansion sorted with citation count 0.21 0.10
Citation expansion sorted with pagerank 0.21 0.10
TF*IDF ranked 0.12 0.06
TF*IDF sorted with citation count 0.30 0.15
TF*IDF sorted with pagerank 0.26 0.13
Restricted Expansion 0.53 0.27
Table 3.2: Comparison of different methods for document selection by measuring pre-
cision and recall for the top 50 documents. The improvement of restricted expansion
over each of the other methods for both precision and recall is statistically significant
with p < 0.05
precision. The values for our current experiments are: tinit = 5, fmin = 150, fmax =
250.
To evaluate different methods of candidate document selection, we use Cumulative
Gain (CG), where the weight for each paper is estimated by the fraction of surveys
it appears in. Table 3.1 shows the average Cumulative Gain of top 5, 10 and 20
documents for each of eight methods we tried. Restricted Expansion outperformed
every other method. Once we obtain a set of papers to be summarized, we select the
top n most cited papers in the document set as the papers to be summarized, and
extract the set of citing sentences S from all the papers in the document set to these
n papers. S is the input for our sentence selection algorithms. We also compare the
precision and recall of each of the methods for the top 50 documents. These results
are summarized in Table 3.2. Restricted Expansion outperforms every other method
for this evaluation as well.
3.2 Forecasting Future Impact of Papers
We now focus on methods for forecasting the impact of papers that have been
recently published and have not had time to accumulate citations. What makes a
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new paper an important piece of work? How much is the reception of a paper in
the scientific community affected by the prestige of the authors and the publication
venue? What role is played by the novelty of the work and how it is positioned
with respect to prior work? These are some of the research questions that we seek to
answer in the work presented here. We seek to experimentally measure the role played
by four sets of features in forecasting both the short term and long term impact of
a paper: prestige, positioning, content and style. Prestige relates to the attributes
of a paper that might play a role in its initial popularity such as the authors, their
affiliations and the venue of publication. Positioning relates to how the contributions
of the paper are linked to previous work by the authors. Content and style relate to
what information is presented in the paper and how it is presented.
Our short term prediction task is similar to (Yogatama et al. , 2011), where the
goal is to predict whether a paper will receive a citation within the first 3 years of its
publication given information present at publication time. We extend their work by
adding a richer set of features that capture several important aspects of a paper that
might be useful in the prediction task.
However, the short term success of a paper might not be indicative of its long term
impact. Figure 3.1 shows the cumulative citations for four of the papers published
in 2002 over the next 10 years. Notice that until 2004, the citations counts for the
different papers are similar. However, by 2011, the numbers have diverged greatly.
Particularly, citations to (Papineni et al. , 2002) are substantially higher than the
other papers 1. Therefore, we also formulate a long term prediction task where we
want to predict which papers would have a high impact in a longer horizon of 10 years,
given data at publication time. We present experimental results on this prediction
task using the above set of features.
1This is the paper that introduced BLEU, a popular method for evaluating machine translation
systems.
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Figure 3.1: Cumulative citation counts for four papers published in 2002 with different
long term citation patterns.
3.3 Features for Forecasting Impact
We now describe the main feature classes that we use for the task of predicting
the future impact of a paper given data at publication time.
Prestige Intuitively, papers published by well known authors and appearing at
more prestigious venues might have a higher chance of being cited. The prestige
features are derived from these immediately visible aspects of a paper. (Yogatama
et al. , 2011) used the author last names and venues as metadata features. We
similarly model the prestige of a paper by using Boolean features for the venue of
publication, each author and his/her affiliation. However, since author last names
can be highly ambiguous (e.g. there are 13 authors in the ACL Anthology with the
last name “Ng”), we use a manually disambiguated list of author names in our data
set as the author features.
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Word Class Sample Words
Tentativeness almost; apparently; appears; approximat*
Certainty accura*; always; clear; confident
Discrepancy could; hope; expect*; lack*
Achievement achiev*; acquir*; better; improve*
Positive emotion advantage*; benefits; efficien*; interest*
Table 3.3: Sample LIWC categories and a few example words for each of them.
Content This includes unigrams, bigrams and trigrams from the title and full text
of the paper. We did feature pruning by removing any features that appear in less
than 2% and more than 98% of the papers. In addition to these, we use the terms
present in both the title and abstract of the paper as features. The terms were
extracted from the titles and abstracts of the entire corpus (we describe our corpus
later in Section 4.3) using the C-Value/NC-Value method (Frantzi et al. , 1998).
Positioning For a new piece of research to be properly interpreted, it’s important
to situate it with respect to the previous literature in the area. For this, we include
features computed on citation network as well as different lexical networks derived
from the corpus.
(Shi et al. , 2010) describe a set of network based metrics that measure how a new
paper is related to the papers it cites. They build two networks: one is the citation
projection of the papers that are cited by the current paper onto the global citation
network, Gp. That is, Gp is a network built by including only edges from the global
citation network for which both the nodes are in the set of papers cited by the current
paper, but excluding the current paper. Gp0 is a network built by including the citing
paper in this network as well. Following (Shi et al. , 2010), we include the following
features from these two networks: graph density, clustering coefficient, connectivity
and maximum betweenness of Gp, along with the betwenness centrality of the current
paper in Gp0.
We derive a second set of features from a projection of the corpus term co-
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occurrence network. We start by building a global co-occurence network for terms
(extracted as described above) from the titles and abstracts. The nodes in this net-
work represent the terms and the edge weights represent the number of times these
terms have co-occurred in either a title or an abstract. Given a new paper, we
project the terms in its title and abstract onto this co-occurence network similarly to
the citation network above. From this projected network, we extract as features the
maximum, minimum and average edge weight along with its density.
In addition, we also compute the average, minimum and maximum cosine similar-
ity of the title of this paper to the titles of its cited papers. We also create features
based on the cosine similarity of the title of this paper with all the published papers in
the same year, and also the papers published in the previous year. These values model
how this paper is positioned with respect to the cited literature and its contemporary
papers.
Style (Guerini et al. , 2012) did a preliminary examination of the correlation of
stylistic aspects of a paper with its popularity by analyzing the words in the ab-
stracts of the papers. They used the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
corpus (Pennebaker et al. , 2001) to tag the words in the abstracts based on the psy-
cholinguistic class it belongs to. LIWC includes about 4,500 words and stems that
are grouped into 65 categories based on their linguistic category (e.g. 1st person sin-
gular, Future tense) and psychological processes (e.g. Certainty, Negation). Table 3.3
shows some sample categories and example words from each of the categories. The
LIWC 2007 corpus contains certain classes that are irrelevant for our purposes, such
as “Non-fluencies”, “Money”, and “Religion”. We filtered a set of 36 categories for
our experiments. For each paper, we use the counts of words found from each LIWC
category as a feature.
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Feature set
Accuracy
2004 2005 2006 2001-2006
Majority (baseline) 0.677 0.744 0.624 0.699
Pr 0.585 0.653 0.616 0.606
Pr + Po 0.663 0.688 0.685 0.687
Pr + Co 0.705 0.720 0.700 0.707
Pr + St 0.594 0.653 0.638 0.634
Pr + Po + Co 0.705 0.720 0.696 0.711
Pr + Co + St 0.705 0.712 0.698 0.702
Pr + Po + Co + St 0.746 0.751 0.700 0.723
Table 3.4: Results on the task of predicting whether a paper is cited within the first
3 years for three years, 2004, 2005 and 2006 and also averaged over 2001-2006. The
abbreviations stand for Pr = Prestige, Po = Positioning, Co = Content, St = Style.
The feature group Pr+Co corresponds to the feature set presented in (Yogatama et al.
, 2011). The highest values in each column are highlighted. The improvement of all
features over purely prestige features is statistically significant with p <0.01 using a
two-tailed t-test.
3.4 Experiments
We use the ACL Anthology Network (AAN) (Radev et al. , 2013) for our experi-
ments. AAN is a corpus of publications that contains the metadata and full-text of
papers from various conferences in the field of Computational Linguistics. We use
the papers from 1980 till 2012 for our experiments, and only include the papers from
ACL, EACL, HLT and NAACL following (Yogatama et al. , 2011). This restricted
set contains 5,727 papers and is used as the corpus in our experiments.
3.4.1 Predicting Short Term Impact
Our first task is to predict whether a paper will be cited within the first 3 years of
its publication. For testing on the papers in any given year y, we use the papers till
y − 1 as training data. The data till year y − 3 is fully observable. However, for the
papers in the years y − 2 and y − 1, we don’t have enough data to assign the labels,
since we are not allowed to look past year y; these papers fall in the forecast gap.
We extrapolate the number of citations for such papers using the fully observable
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training data. If the prediction is to be made for t years in future (t = 3 in our case),
for any year t′ in the range t′ ∈ [y − t, y], we first estimate the ratio r of the number
citations in t′ years to t years using the training data from year [b, y − t] (where b is
the epoch, 1980 in our case). The counts of citations in t′ are then extrapolated by
scaling the observed citations by r−1.
Table 3.4 shows the results of our experiments for 2004, 2005 and 2006 and also
the average over 2001-2006. The feature group Pr+Co corresponds to the feature set
presented in (Yogatama et al. , 2011). The results show that our additional features
lead to an improvement in accuracy. Specifically, the features in the positioning and
content classes lead to the largest improvement. The style based features do not lead
to major improvements by themselves, but improve results when used in conjunction
with other features.
Feature set Precision Recall F-score
Pr 0.283 0.215 0.226
Pr + Po 0.240 0.239 0.222
Pr + St 0.226 0.271 0.236
Pr + Co 0.603 0.206 0.272
Pr + Po + Co 0.389 0.211 0.248
Pr + Co + St 0.300 0.149 0.196
Pr + Po + Co + St 0.327 0.163 0.203
Table 3.5: Results on predicting whether a paper appears in the top 90 percentile at
the end of 10 years averaged over results from 1995-1999. The baseline of assigning all
to True has Precision = 0.1, Recall = 1 and F-score = 0.18. The abbreviations stand
for Pr = Prestige, Po = Positioning, Co = Content, St = Style. For the improvement
in precision using pr+co over pr, p is estimated at 0.06 using a two-tailed t-test.
3.4.2 Predicting Long Term Impact
In this section, we turn to the problem of predicting the prominence of papers
on a large horizon of 10 years after publication. The exact counts of citations to
papers are dependent on the rate of new publications, which increases over years and
thus, the counts are not comparable for papers published in different years. To get
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around this, we estimate the prominence of a paper by comparing it to the papers
that are published in the same year. The intuition is that if some of these papers
get many more citations than other papers published in the same year, then they are
prominent. Let pi refer to the publication year of a paper i. The forecast year f > pi
is defined as the year for which we have to make a prediction for the paper (f = 10
for the current experiments). PRi(y) is defined as a function that takes as input a
year y and outputs the percentile rank of the paper i in year y with respect to all the
papers published in the same year as i. The percentile rank is computed with respect
to the cumulative citations accumulated by i from pi till y. Given this formulation,
we define the class of papers with long term prominence, Pd, as the set of papers that
are in the top 10 percentile at the end of the forecast year, Pd := {i : PRi(f) > 0.9}.
Given a test year y, the forecast gap is [y − 10, y] for this set of experiments. We
extrapolate the citation counts for papers in the forecast gap the same way as for the
short term prediction experiments.
Table 3.5 shows the results of our experiments on test data spanning 1995-1999.
The content features lead to the highest improvement in precision over the baseline
and purely prestige based features. However, we see low recall values for all combi-
nations of features. This points towards the fact that these sets of features might not
be enough to find all the papers that will have a high impact in the long term and
additional features might be needed to detect all such papers. Finding such papers
might need also investigation into the phenomenon of “sleeping beauties” discussed
in the scientometrics literature (Van Raan, 2004; Costas et al. , 2009). These are
papers that do not show high impact early on in their life cycle but tend to be highly
cited in later years.
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3.4.3 Flash In the Pans and Sleeping Beauties
We want to investigate models for detecting papers known as “sleeping beauties”
in the scientometrics literature Van Raan (2004); Gla¨nzel et al. (2003). These are
the papers that do not get a lot of recognition in early years, but become important
papers in later years. An extreme example of this is Gregor Mendel’s work, which
was so ahead of it’s time that it took the scientific community thirty-four years to
catch up to it. However, as described later, we find less extreme examples of this
in our dataset. A related class of papers are the “flash in the pans” Costas et al.
(2009): these papers receive a lot of attention immediately after publication, but fail
to create a long term impact. We’d like to see if our models can detect such papers,
and what attributes of such papers might be helpful.
Let pi refer to the publication year of a paper i. We define reference year ri > pi
as the time till which our system is allowed to look at the data. The forecast period
fi > ri > pi is defined as the year for which we have to make a prediction for the
paper. For example, for a paper published in 1990, pi = 1990, two possible values of
ri and fi are 1991 and 2000 respectively. PRi(y) is defined as a function that takes as
input a year y and outputs the percentile rank of the paper i in year y with respect to
all the papers published in the same year as i. PRi(y) is only defined for y > pi The
percentile rank is computed with respect to the cumulative citations accumulated by
i from pi till y. It should be clear that PRi = PRj if pi = pj.
Given this formulation, we define the class of papers with long term prominence,
Pd, as the set of papers that are in the top 10 percentile at the end of the forecast
year, Pd := {i : PRi(fi) > 0.9}. The class of papers with delayed recognition, or
“sleeping beauties”, Ps, are defined as the set of papers that are not in the top 10
percentile at reference year, but are present in the top 10 percentile in the forecast
year, Ps := {i : PRi(ri) < 0.9, PRi(fi) > 0.9}. Similarly, papers are defined as being
in class Pf , or as “flash in the pan”, if they follow the opposite pattern, Ps := {i :
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PRi(ri) > 0.9, PRi(fi) < 0.9}.
For experimentation, we generate ground truth data from the ACL Anthology
Network Radev et al. (2013) or AAN. We take papers with publication years from
1980 to 2002 and generate classification data for each of the three sets for five different
reference periods, ri ∈ (pi, pi + 5).
3.4.3.1 Approach
We adopt a supervised machine learning approach and experiment with several
classes of features based on metadata and content. We describe our main feature
classes below.
Metadata Features These include author based features, such as the average h-
index of the authors, the number of citations received by the authors on their previous
papers and their affiliations. We also include features based on the publication venue
of the paper, such as the impact factor of the venue. Additionally, we include features
based on the papers cited by this paper, eg. the pagerank of cited papers. We also
include features based on papers and authors citing this paper in the reference period.
Features derived from Heterogeneous Networks An additional set of features
is derived from a heterogeneous network that combines authors, papers, venues, in-
stitutions and terms used in titles into a single network. For each of the entities
connected to the paper, we compute the pagerank of the entity in this heterogeneous
network and use them as features. Additionally, we calculate the slope of the change
in the pagerank of these features over the last 5 years, and use this as a trend feature
for the entity. The intuition behind these features is that a paper that is connected
to prominent entities has a higher chance of becoming prominent itself. For example,
a paper that has a prominent term in its title might get noticed more.
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Lexical Features We add several features that try to capture the diversity of the
current paper. We compute the average, minimum and maximum similarity of the
title of this paper with the titles of its cited papers. We also create features based on
the similarity of the title of this paper with all the published in the same year, and
also the papers published in the previous year. These values model how this paper is
positioned with respect to the prior work and also with respect to its contemporary
papers.
We derive an additional set of lexical features using terms. We extract a gold
standard set of terms from the entire AAN by first extracting noun chunks and then
manually labelling them. We compute a metric for the impact of this paper by
measuring the ratio of the number of papers with this term in reference period to the
number of such papers in a 5-year window prior to this paper’s publication. We also
compute a metric for novelty by creating a network from all the terms in the current
paper. We add an edge in this network for any co-occurrence of these terms prior
to the publication year of this paper. We use the maximum, minimum and average
edge weight in this network along with the density of this network as a metric of the
novelty of this paper.
3.4.3.2 Experiments
Reference
Lag
All features Classification
F-score
Baseline (citation count)
1 0.34 0.09
2 0.86 0.83
3 0.87 0.83
4 0.86 0.83
5 0.87 0.83
Table 3.6: Performance on the task of detecting prominent papers in a horizon of 10
years based on 1-5 years of evidence. The baseline values are derived from only using
the number of citations to the papers in the reference period as a feature
We trained a logistic regression classifier for each of the problem formulations
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Delayed Recognition Flash in the Pan
Reference Lag
Classification
F-score
Number of
Papers
Classification
F-score
Number of
Papers
1 0.12 334 0.19 275
2 0.25 229 0.22 225
3 0.34 200 0.27 177
4 0.16 145 0.19 152
5 0.13 112 0.12 114
Table 3.7: Performance on the task of detecting papers with delayed recognition and
flash in the pan in a horizon of 10 years based on 1-5 years of evidence. The count
indicates the number of papers that are in the given class out of the 6,995 papers in
the data set.
using the features discussed in the previous section. To compare our results with that
presented in Yogatama et al. (2011), we extract features by setting the reference lag
as 0 and setting a boolean label based on whether the paper is cited in the first 3
years or not. We then use the papers between 1980-2003 as training data and measure
the accuracy of prediction from 2004-2006. We achieve an average accuracy of 0.70,
which is close to the one reported in their paper.
Results on predicting the prominence of the papers are shown in Table 3.6. We
can see that we can achieve an F-score of more than 86% on the task of predicting the
papers that will be prominent in forecast year by looking at just two years of data.
The drastic different between the accuracy with one and two years of data points can
be attributed to the publication cycles of the conferences that are a part of AAN.
Most of them publish proceedings annually, as opposed to monthly. Thus, it takes
about one to two years of time before a paper starts accumulating citations. Even an
important paper may not get enough visibility within the first year to start to receive
attention from people.
Results on predicting whether a paper is going to be a “sleeping beauty” or a
“flash in the pan” is shown in Table 3.7. We find that this is an extremely difficult
problem, with maximum F-score of 34% on detecting “sleeping beauties” and an
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F-score of 27% on detecting “flash in the pans”.
We did feature analysis by running the Chi-square test on our training set. The top
features are mostly features derived from the heterogeneous networks. Especially, the
trend features that capture the properties of the current paper and its authors, and
the authors of its citing papers are important. The most important lexical features
are the term impact of abstracts, the average similarity of the paper to its cited
papers, minimum term edge weight of the terms appearing in titles and the minimum
similarity of the paper with all the papers published in the same year. The similarity
features capture both the novelty of the paper compared to its cited papers and the
papers published in the current year. The term edge weight feature measures the
novelty of the paper in terms of new ideas it brings together, while the term impact
measures how popular these terms become in the reference period after the current
paper mentions them.
3.4.4 Combined Prediction
Recent work on the problem of citation prediction has focused on either predicting
whether a paper will receive a certain number of citations within a short time span
after publication Yogatama et al. (2011) or to predict the exact citation count at some
point in the future Yan et al. (2012). Even though these are interesting formulations
of this problem, they do not give us insight into the temporal nature of the citations.
A recent model that provides such insight was presented by Wang et al. (2013), we’ll
refer to it as the WSB model henceforth. They present a mechanistic model for the
citation dynamics of papers that can be used to fit and predict citation trajectories for
papers. The model estimates a curve for a paper based on three parameters: µ which
measures immediacy or how soon a paper grows in importance, σ which captures the
decay rate for the citations of a paper, and λ which captures the relative inherent
quality of the paper with respect to other papers.
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Figure 3.2: The cumulative citation graph for Church (1988). The blue line with cross
markers represents the actual citation curve, while the red line with circle markers
represents the output for each year from the fitted WSB model. Parameters learned
for the WSB model for this curve are λ = 2.21, µ = 7.6, σ = 0.64
The WSB model successfully captures three different factors in the citation dy-
namics of a paper: preferential attachment, long term decay and its inherent quality.
We find that the papers in the ACL Anthology fit the model closely. Figure 3.2 shows
the actual and fitted citation curve for Church, (1988). We first fit the WSB model
to AAN papers using an existing implementation2 and measured the goodness of fit.
For measuring the goodness of fit, we used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test similar to
Wang et al. (2013). We found that for 69.78% of the papers, the null hypothesis that
they fit the WSB model cannot be rejected at level 0.1.
Given this, if we can predict the values of λ, µ and σ for a new paper within
reasonable error, we should be able to predict the future citation path for a paper
with a good accuracy. Thus the fitted parameters of the WSB model can be used as
response variables in a citation prediction setting. Using this formulation also allows
us to measure the influence of different features on the immediacy, longetivity, and
2http://josiahneuberger.github.io/citation prediction/
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the perceived quality of paper.
Our initial set of experiments, however, showed that a simple regression model
for predicting the number of citations outperforms the strategy of first predicting λ,
µ and σ and then using it to predict the citation using the WSB curve. The RMSE
for simple regression on papers in a single year (2005) was 7.12 while the RMSE for
WSB strategy was 11.0. This can be attributed to the cumulative error accumulation
of errors for each of the three variables in the factored WSB model. Despite this,
we think that modeling features that correlate well with each of the parameters of
the WSB model can be used to gain new insights into the dynamics of evolution of
scientific fields, but leave this to future work.
3.5 Publications
Most of the work presented in this chapter was published previously in Jha et al.
(2013). Some of the features for citation prediction were derived from heterogenous
scholarly networks, which was first presented in King et al. (2014).
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CHAPTER IV
Content Models for Extracting Survey-worthy
Sentences
A number of network based content models have been proposed and evaluated
for the task of scientific summarization (Qazvinian & Radev, 2008b; Mohammad
et al. , 2009). The evaluation for these content models has been done using pyramid
evaluation based factoids extracted from the citing sentences which form the input
to the summarizer itself. Although pyramid evaluation is better than ROUGE for
assessing the quality of these content models, since the factoids used are extracted
from the input, the evaluation does not give us any indication of how these content
models compare with human written surveys. In this chapter, we describe a dataset
of factoids that we extracted from several human written surveys on seven topics. We
use these factoids to conduct pyramid evaluation of existing content models.
We first describe the network based content models that we evaluated, followed by
a description of the data and our experimental results. This is followed by a section
on combining network based content models with bayesian content models.
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4.1 Network Based Content Models
We experiment with three existing network based content models: Centroid,
Lexrank and C-Lexrank, each of which is described below.
4.1.1 Centroid
The centroid of a set of documents is a set of words that are statistically impor-
tant to the cluster of documents. Centroid based summarization of a document set
involves first creating the centroid of the documents, and then judging the salience of
each document based on its similarity to the centroid of the document set. In our case,
the input citing sentences represent the documents from which we extract the cen-
troid. We use the centroid implementation from the publicly available summarization
toolkit, MEAD (Radev et al. , 2004a).
4.1.2 Lexrank
LexRank (Erkan & Radev, 2004) is a network based content selection algorithm
that works by first building a graph of all the documents in a cluster. The edges
between corresponding nodes represent the cosine similarity between them. Once the
network is built, the algorithm computes the salience of sentences in this graph based
on their eigenvector centrality in the network.
4.1.3 C-Lexrank
C-Lexrank is another network based content selection algorithm that focuses on
diversity (Qazvinian & Radev, 2008a). Given a set of sentences, it first creates a
network using these sentences and then runs a clustering algorithm to partition the
network into smaller clusters that represent different aspects of the paper. The mo-
tivation behind the clustering is to include more diverse facts in the summary.
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Many corpus based methods have been proposed to deal with the sense
disambiguation problem when given de nition for each possible sense of a target word
or a tagged corpus with the instances of each possible sense, e.g., supervised sense
disambiguation (Leacock et al. , 1998), and semi-supervised sense disambiguation
(Yarowsky, 1995).
Most researchers working on word sense disambiguation (WSD) use manually sense
tagged data such as SemCor (Miller et al. , 1993) to train statistical classifiers, but
also use the information in SemCor on the overall sense distribution for each word
as a backoff model.
Yarowsky (1995) has proposed a bootstrapping method for word sense
disambiguation.
Training of WSD Classifier Much research has been done on the best supervised
learning approach for WSD (Florian and Yarowsky, 2002; Lee and Ng, 2002;
Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2001; Yarowsky et al. , 2001).
For example, the use of parallel corpora for sense tagging can help with word sense
disambiguation (Brown et al. , 1991; Dagan, 1991; Dagan and Itai, 1994; Ide, 2000;
Resnik and Yarowsky, 1999).
Figure 4.1: A sample output survey of our system on the topic of “Word Sense Dis-
ambiguation” produced by paper selection using Restricted Expansion and sentence
selection using Lexrank. In our evaluations, this survey achieved a pyramid score of
0.82 and Unnormalized RU score of 0.31.
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4.2 Evaluation Data for Network Based Models
We use the ACL Anthology Network (AAN) as the corpus for our experiments
(Radev et al. , 2013). We built a factoid inventory for seven topics in NLP based
on manual written surveys in the following way. For each topic, we found at least
3 recent tutorials and 3 recent surveys on the topic and extracted the factoids that
are covered in each of them. Table 4.1 shows the complete list of material collected
for the topic of “Word Sense Disambiguation”. We found around 80 factoids per
topic on an average. Once the factoids were extracted, each factoid was assigned
a weight based on the number of documents it appears in, and any factoids with
weight one were removed. Table 4.2 shows the top ten factoids in the topic of Word
Sense Disambiguation along with their distribution across the different surveys and
tutorials and final weight.
Authors Year Size
Surveys
ACL Wiki 2012 4
Roberto Navigli 2009 68
Eneko Agirre; Philip Edmonds 2006 28
Xiaohua Zhou; Hyoil Han 2005 6
Nancy Ide; Jean Vronis 1998 41
Tutorials
Sanda Harabagiu 2011 45
Diana McCarthy 2011 120
Philipp Koehn 2008 17
Rada Mihalcea 2005 186
Table 4.1: The set of surveys and tutorials collected for the topic of “Word Sense Dis-
ambiguation”. Sizes for surveys are expressed in number of pages, sizes for tutorials
are expressed in number of slides.
For each of the topics, we used the method described earlier to create a candidate
document set and extracted the candidate citing sentences to be used as the input
for the content selection component. Each sentence in each topic was then annotated
by a human judge against the factoid list for that topic. A sentence is allowed to
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Factoid S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 T1 T2 T3 T4 Weight
definition of wsd X X X X X X X X X 9
wordnet X X X X X X X X 8
knowledge based wsd X X X X X X X 7
supervised wsd X X X X X X X 7
senseval X X X X X X X 7
definition of word
senses
X X X X X X 7
machine readable
dictionaries
X X X X X X 6
unsupervised wsd X X X X X X 6
bootstrapping
algorithms
X X X X X X 6
supervised wsd using
decision lists
X X X X X X 6
Table 4.2: Top 10 factoids for the topic of “Word Sense Disambiguation” and their
distribution across various data sources. The last column shows the factoid weight
for each factoid.
have zero or more than one factoid. The human assessors were graduate students in
Computer Science who have taken a basic “Natural Language Processing” course or
an equivalent course. On an average, 375 citing sentences were annotated for each
topic, with 2,625 sentences being annotated in total. We present all our experimental
results on this large annotated corpora which is also available for download 1.
4.3 Experiments
To do an evaluation of our different content selection methods, we first select the
documents using our Restricted Expansion method, and then pick the citing sentences
to be used as the input to the summarization module. Given this input, we generate
500 word summaries for each of the seven topics using the four methods: Centroid,
Lexrank, C-Lexrank and a random baseline.
For each summary, we compute two evaluation metrics. The first is the Pyramid
1http://clair.si.umich.edu/corpora/survey data/
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score (Nenkova & Passonneau, 2004) computed by treating the factoids as Summary
Content Units (SCU’s). The second metric is an Unnormalized Relative Utility score
(Radev & Tam, 2003), computed using the factoid scores of sentences based on the
method presented in (Qazvinian, 2012). We call this Unnormalized RU since we
are not able to normalize the scores with human generated gold summaries. The
parameter α is the RU penalty for including a redundant sentence subsumed by
an earlier sentence. If the summary chooses a sentence si with score worig that is
subsumed by an earlier summary sentence, the score is reduced as wsubsumed = (α ∗
worig). We approximate subsumption by marking a sentence sj as being subsumed
by si if Fj ⊂ Fi, where Fi and Fj are sets of factoids covered in each sentence. We
now describe the two evaluation metrics and compare them.
4.3.1 Relative Utility
In Relative Utility (RU) (Radev & Tam, 2003), a number of judges are asked to
assign utility scores to each sentence in the input set. Let there be N judges in total,
n input sentences, and e number of sentences in the extract to be evaluated. The
sentence utility vector of judge i over all n input sentences is defined as:
~Ui = {ui,1, ui,2, ..., ui,n}
The total extractive self-utility of all N judges is calculated using:
U ′ =
n∑
j=1
j · ui,j
j is the multi-judge summary characteristic function and is 1 for the top e sen-
tences according to the sum of utility scores from all judges. U ′ is the maximum
utility that any system can achieve at a given summary length e.
Now, given an extract of length e, we can calculate its utility by adding the scores
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given to each of its sentences by each of the judges. The Relative Utility of the
summary is the ratio of this divided by the maximum possible performance. Thus,
Relative Utility of a summary is judged based on its utility relative to the maximum
possible against the set of judges, and is given by:
S =
∑n
j=1 ξs,j ·
∑N
i=1 ui,j
U ′
ξs,j is equal to 1 for the top e sentences extracted by the system to be evaluated.
To use relative utility in our experiments, we follow (Qazvinian, 2012) in assigning
utility scores to each sentence. We assume each factoid source (tutorial or survey)
represents a judge and assigns a utility to any sentence based on the number of its
factoids it contains. Thus for source Si, if a sentence contains two factoids present in
the source, it gets a utility score of 2.
Relative Utility also contains a mechanism for evaluating redundancy in the sum-
mary content through conditional sentence utility values. This is incorporated using
the idea of subsumption. Sentence si subsumes sentence sj if all the information
present in sj is also present in si. This means that once we include si in our sum-
mary, the utility of sj should be dropped. This is done by penalizing the addition
of sentences already subsumed by the existing summary sentences by a parameter α,
the utility of such sentences becomes:
Usubsumed = α ∗ Uoriginal
In the original setup, subsumption is identified by human judges. In our setting,
we can use the following approximation: if all the factoids in a new summary sentence
already appear in the existing summary, we mark the sentence as subsumed by the
current summary and apply the penalized score for this sentence. The paramter α,
which takes a value from 0 to 1, determines the amount of penalty for subsumed
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sentences. We use an α of 0.5 in our experiments.
4.3.2 Pyramid Evaluation
For pyramid evaluation (Nenkova & Passonneau, 2004), we first organize our fac-
toids in a pyramid of order n. The top tier in this pyramid contains the highest
weighted factoids, the next tier contains the second highest weighted factoids and
so on. The score assigned to a summary is the ratio of the sum of the weights of
the factoids it contains to the sum of weights of an optimal summary with the same
number of factoids.
Factoid ID G1 G2 Total Count
f1 X X 2
f2 X X 2
f3 X X 2
f4 X X 2
f5 X 1
f6 X 1
f7 X 1
f8 X 1
(a) Factoid distribution over two sources, ’X’
indicates that the factoid is present in the
source represented by the column
Sentence id Factoids
s1 f5
s2 f6
s3 f5, f6
s4 f7, f8
(b) Factoids in each of the 4
sentences
Table 4.3: Example illustrating difference between Pyramid and Relative Utility
4.3.3 Comparing Pyramid Evaluation with Relative Utility
We illustrate the difference between the two metrics using a simple example. As-
sume two gold factoid sources, G1 and G2 and 8 factoids, with the distribution shown
in Table 4.3(a). Assume that the input set contains four sentences s1, s2, s3 and s4
with the factoid distribution as shown in Table 4.3(b). Consider two output sum-
maries: {s1, s2} and {s3, s4}.
The pyramid score for {s1,s2} is computed in the following way. It contains 2
factoids each with weight 1, so it has a factoid weight of 2. The ideal weight for a
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Topic Rand Cent LR C-LR
Summarization 0.68 0.61 0.91 0.82
Question Answering 0.52 0.50 0.65 0.56
Word Sense Disambiguation 0.78 0.73 0.82 0.76
Named Entity Recognition 0.90 0.90 0.94 0.94
Sentiment Analysis 0.75 0.78 0.77 0.78
Semantic Role Labeling 0.78 0.79 0.88 0.94
Dependency Parsing 0.67 0.38 0.71 0.53
Average 0.72 0.68 0.81∗ 0.76
Table 4.4: Results of pyramid evaluation for each of the three methods and the
random baseline on each topic.
Topic Rand Cent LR C-LR
Summarization 0.16 0.57 0.29 0.17
Question Answering 0.32 0.39 0.48 0.30
Word Sense Disambiguation 0.28 0.33 0.31 0.30
Named Entity Recognition 0.36 0.38 0.34 0.31
Sentiment Analysis 0.23 0.34 0.48 0.33
Semantic Role Labeling 0.11 0.17 0.16 0.21
Dependency Parsing 0.16 0.05 0.30 0.15
Average 0.23 0.32 0.34∗ 0.25
Table 4.5: Results of Unnormalized Relative Utility evaluation for the three methods
and random baseline using α = 0.5.
summary with 2 factoids is 4. Thus the pyramid score is 2/4 = 0.5. Similarly, the
weight for {s3,s4} is 0.5.
Now in Relative Utility, the self utility U ′ for all judges at summary length 2 is 4
({s3,s4}). Now, summary {s1,s2} gets a score of 2 from the judge G2 and no score
from G1. It’s relative utility is given by 2/4 = 0.5. {s3,s4} gets a score of 2 from
judge G1 and a score of 2 from judge G2, giving it a relative utility score of 4/4 = 1.
Thus Relative Utility gives higher score to {s3,s4} as compared to {s1,s2}, which
makes intuitive sense since {s3,s4} covers more factoids than {s1,s2}. This difference
arises because pyramid score measures how well a summary does against an ideal
summary containing the same number of factoids, while RU score measures how well
a summary does against an ideal summary containing the same number of sentences.
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We report both of these metrics for our experiments.
Figure 4.2: Factoid distribution in the gold standard data for the different topics
4.3.4 Results
The pyramid scores for each summary are shown in Table 4.4 and the Unnormal-
ized RU scores are shown in Table 4.5.
The reason for the relatively high scores for the random baseline is that our process
to select the initial set of sentences eliminates many bad sentences. For example, for
a subset of 5 topics, the total input set contains 1508 sentences, out of which 922
of the sentences (60%) have at least one factoid. This makes it highly likely to pick
good content sentences even when we are picking sentences at random.
We find that the Lexrank method outperforms other sentence selection methods
on both evaluation metrics. The higher performance of Lexrank compared to Centroid
is consistent with earlier published results (Erkan & Radev, 2004). The reason for
the low performance of C-Lexrank as compared to Lexrank on this data set can be
attributed to the fact that the input sentence set is derived from a much more diverse
set of papers which can have a high diversity in lexical choice when describing the
same factoid. Thus simple lexical similarity is not enough to find good clusters in
this sentence set.
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In recent years, conditional random fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al. , 2001) have
shown success on a number of natural language processing (NLP) tasks, including
shallow parsing (Sha and Pereira, 2003), named entity recognition (McCallum and
Li, 2003) and information extraction from research papers (Peng and McCallum,
2004).
In natural language processing, two aspects of CRFs have been investigated
sufficiently: one is to apply it to new tasks, such as named entity recognition
(McCallum and Li, 2003; Li and McCallum, 2003; Settles, 2004), part-of-speech
tagging (Lafferty et al., 2001), shallow parsing (Sha and Pereira, 2003), and
language modeling (Roark et al., 2004); the other is to exploit new training
methods for CRFs, such as improved iterative scaling (Lafferty et al., 2001),
L-BFGS (McCallum, 2003) and gradient tree boosting (Dietterich et al., 2004)
NP chunks are very similar to the ones of Ramshaw and Marcus (1995).
CRFs have shown empirical successes recently in POS tagging (Lafferty et al. ,
2001), noun phrase segmentation (Sha and Pereira, 2003) and Chinese word
segmentation (McCallum and Feng, 2003)
CRFs have been successfully applied to a number of real-world tasks, including NP
chunking (Sha and Pereira, 2003), Chinese word segmentation (Peng et al., 2004),
information extraction (Pinto et al., 2003; Peng and McCallum, 2004), named
entity identification (McCallum and Li, 2003; Settles, 2004), and many others.
Figure 4.3: A sample output survey produced by our system on the topic of “Condi-
tional Random Fields” using Restricted Expansion and Lexrank.
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The lower Unnormalized RU scores compared to Pyramid scores indicate that we
are selecting sentences containing highly weighted factoids, but we do not select the
most informative sentences that contain a large number of factoids. This also shows
that we select some redundant factoids, since Unnormalized RU contains a penalty
for redundancy. This is again, explained by the fact that the simple lexical diversity
based model in C-Lexrank is not able to detect the same factoids being present in
two sentences. Despite these shortcomings, our system works quite well in terms of
content selection for unseen topics, Figure 4.3 shows the top 5 sentences for the query
“Conditional Random Fields”.
Finally, Figure 4.2 shows an interesting trend, the recall of the system does not
increase beyond a 0.4 as we keep increasing the output length of the summary. This
shows that the citing sentences themselves do not contain all the information that
is needed to summarize a scientific topic. In the next chapter, we focus on other
methods of finding the missing information.
4.4 Combining Network and Bayesian Models for Content
Selection
In this section, we explore two different recent approaches for multi-document
summarization: probabilistic content models and lexical network models and present
a new joint model that uses information from both of these models.
Given a document set with documents relevant to a topic, Bayesian content models
(Daume´ & Marcu, 2006; Haghighi & Vanderwende, 2009) learn a word distribution
for the topic and assign importance to sentences based on this word distribution.
Network based models (Erkan & Radev, 2004; Qazvinian & Radev, 2008a) on the
other hand, model the input as a network of sentences and assign importance to
sentences based on their centrality in this network.
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Word distribution
srl 0.034
semantic 0.029
role 0.025
arguments 0.015
argument 0.013
verb 0.013
labeling 0.012
propbank 0.012
roles 0.012
predicate 0.011
palmer 0.010
shared 0.009
(a)
Kl-div Sentence text
9.09
The identification of event frames may
potentially benefit many natural language
processing (NLP) applications, such as
information extraction (Surdeanu et al.
2003), question answering (Narayanan and
Harabagiu 2004), summarization (Melli et
al. 2005), and machine translation (Boas
2002).
9.21
The benefit of semantic roles has already
been demonstrated for a number of tasks,
among others for machine translation (Boas,
2002), information extraction (Surdeanu et
al., 2003), and question answering
(Narayanan and Harabagiu, 2004).
(b)
Centrality Sentence text
0.00352
The SRL task is to identify semantic roles (or arguments) of each
predicate and then label them with their functional tags, such as
’Arg0’ and ’ArgM’ in PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), or ’Agent’
and ’Patient’ in FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998).
0.00332
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) aims to identify and label all the
arguments for each predicate in a sentence.
(c)
Figure 4.4: An example showing the different sentences selected for topic of semantic
role labeling by Bayesian content models and network based models. (a) shows the
topic word distribution learnt by the Bayesian model and (b) shows the top two
sentences based on their KL-divergence score with the topic word distribution (lower
is better). (c) shows the top two sentences by their pagerank centrality in the lexical
network.
As an example, Figure 4.4(a) shows the top few words in the word distribution
learnt for the topic of semantic role labeling and Figure 4.4(b) shows the top two
sentences selected based on their score using the Bayesian content model (the score
for a sentence is its KL-divergence with topic word distribution, so lower is better).
Figure 4.4(c) shows the top sentences selected on the same input using Lexrank, a
centrality score computed using the lexical network of sentences. Both methods tend
to select useful, but different sentences.
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As described in Section 4.6, Bayesian content models capture the hierarchical
structure of the data, but not the relationships between sentences. Network based
models ignore the hierarchical nature of the data, effectively treating the data as a
“bag of sentences”, but capture inter-sentential relationships in the data. Thus, it
would be useful to have a joint model that can use the information from both these
views of the data.
The main contribution of this chapter is a joint model for combining Bayesian and
network models for summarization. We describe our approach and present empirical
evidence that it can improve content selection in multi-document summarization.
4.5 Data Preparation
We use the ACL Anthology Network (AAN) as a corpus for our experiments
(Radev et al. , 2013). AAN provides the full text of papers published in most of the
venues in the field of natural language processing and provides additional useful data
such as a manually curated citation network between all the papers in the corpus.
For our experiments, we picked 15 topics, the list of topics appears later in Table 5.4.
For each of these topics, we use an adaptation of the algorithm described in (Jha
et al. , 2013) for building the document set. We first found a core set C of documents
highly relevant to the topic in the following way. At least three published surveys
were found for each topic. The bibliographies of all these surveys were processed
using Parscit (Luong et al. , 2010). Any document that appeared in the bibliography
of more than one survey was added to C. On average, we found only 33% of the doc-
uments in C of any topic to be in AAN. Since the citation network for AAN contains
only citations within AAN documents, we implemented a heuristic record matching
algorithm to find all the papers in AAN that cite any arbitrary document outside
AAN. We then used this enhanced citation network to find all the papers in AAN
citing papers in C. The citing documents are ordered based on the number of papers
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in C that they cite and the top n documents are then selected (n = 20 for current
experiments). This is the set of documents that cite a number of important papers
on the topic and thus contain useful sentences for summarizing the topic. Based on
preliminary data analysis, introduction sections of papers in AAN contain a number
of background sentences useful for summarizing the topic because the introduction
is usually the place where authors describe the background of their field and how
it relates to the new work being presented. Therefore, we extract the introductions
from each of these n papers, which form the input document set for each topic.
4.6 Methodology for Combining Models
We now describe three models: TopicSum, which is a probabilistic content model;
Lexrank, which is a network centrality model; and TSLR, which is our joint model
that combines information from both these models.
4.6.1 TopicSum
TopicSum is a probabilistic content model presented in Haghighi & Vanderwende
(2009) and is very similar to an earlier model called BayeSum proposed by Daume´ &
Marcu (2006). It is a hierarchical, LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) style model that
is based on the following generative story2: words in any sentence in the corpus can
come from one of three word distributions: a background word distribution φB that
flexibly models stop words, a content word distribution φC for each document set that
models content relevant to the entire document set, and a document specific word
distribution φD. The generative model for TopicSum is reproduced in Figure 4.5.
The word distributions are learnt using Gibbs sampling. Given n document sets each
with k documents, we get n content word distributions and n ∗ k document specific
2To avoid confusion in use of the term “topic”, we call topics in the LDA sense word distributions.
“Topic” in this paper refer to the natural language processing topics such as question answering,
word sense disambiguation, etc.
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distributions leading to a total of 1 + n+ n ∗ k word distributions.
Figure 4.5: Graphical model for TopicSum from (Haghighi & Vanderwende, 2009).
To illustrate the kind of distributions TopicSum learns, Figure 4.6 shows the top
words along with their probabilities from the background word distribution, a content
word distribution and a document specific word distribution. We see that the model
effectively captures general content words for each topic. φC/QA is the word distri-
bution for the topic of question answering while φD/J07−1005 is the document specific
word distribution for a specific paper in the document set for question answering 3
that focuses on clinical question answering. The word distribution φD/J07−1005 con-
tains words that are relevant to the specific subtopic in the paper, while phiC/QA
contains content words relevant to the general topic of question answering.
These topics, learnt using Gibbs sampling, can be used to select sentences for
a summary in the following way. To summarize a document set, we greedily select
sentences that minimize the KL-divergence of our summary to the document set
specific topic. Thus the score for each sentence s is KL(phiC ||Ps) where Ps is the
sentence word distribution with add-one smoothing applied to both distributions.
Using this objective, sentences that contain words from the content word distribution
with high probability are more likely to be selected in the generated summary.
3Dina Demner-Fushman and Jimmy Lin. 2007. Answering Clinical Questions with Knowledge-
Based and Statistical Techniques. Computational Linguistics.
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φB φC/QA φD/J07−1005
the 0.06643 question 0.04368 metathesaurus 0.00032
of 0.03964 questions 0.03793 umls 0.00032
and 0.03427 answer 0.02845 biomedical 0.00024
a 0.02887 answering 0.02236 relevance 0.00024
in 0.02745 qa 0.02067 citation 0.00024
to 0.02718 answers 0.01695 wykoff 0.00024
is 0.01737 2001 0.01600 bringing 0.00016
for 0.01449 system 0.01086 appropriately 0.00016
that 0.01200 trec 0.00815 organized 0.00016
we 0.01137 factoid 0.00782 foundation 0.00016
Figure 4.6: Top words from three different word distributions learnt by TopicSum
on our input document set of 15 topics. φB is the background word distribution
that captures stop words. φC/QA is the word distributions for the topic of question
answering. φD/J07−1005 is the document specific word distribution for a single paper
in question answering that focuses on clinical question answering.
4.6.2 Lexrank
Lexrank is a network based content selection algorithm. Given a set input of
sentences, it first creates a network using these sentences where each node represents
a sentence and each edge represents the tf-idf cosine similarity between the sentences.
Two methods for creating the network are possible. First, we can remove all edges that
are lower than a certain threshold of similarity (generally set to 0.1). The Lexrank
value for a node p(u) in this case is calculated as:
1− d
N
+ d
∑
v∈adj[u]
p(v)
deg(v)
Where N is the total number of sentences, d is the damping factor (usually set to
0.85), deg(v) is the degree of the node v, and adj[u] is the set of nodes connected to
the node u. A different way of creating the network is to treat the sentence similarities
as edge weights and use the adjacency matrix as a transition matrix after normalizing
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the rows, the formula then becomes:
1− d
N
+ d
∑
v∈adj[u]
cos(u, v)
TotalCosv
p(v)
Where cos(u, v) gives the tf-idf cosine similarity between sentence u and v and
TotalCosv =
∑
z∈adj[v] cos(u, v). In our experiments, we employ this second formu-
lation. The above equation can be solved efficiently using the power method (?) to
obtain the p(u) for each node, which is then used as the score for ordering the sen-
tences. The final lexrank values p(u) for a node represent the stationary distribution
of the Markov chain represented by the transition matrix.
Network based algorithms have been shown to perform well in summarization
experiments (Erkan & Radev, 2004; Qazvinian & Radev, 2008a). However, these
models do not have a rich representation of word distribution and do not take into
account the hierarchical structure of the data. This suggests combining network
models with the probabilistic content models in a way that leverages the strengths of
both representations.
4.6.3 TSLR
The damping factor in the Lexrank calculations is introduced in order to provide
a certain default centrality to all the nodes regardless of the number of edges the node
has. In terms of the random walk view of the network, this makes the random walk
jump with a certain probability to any node of the network. However, this random
jump can also be used to encode prior belief about the importance of each node. By
making the probability of jumping to a node non-uniform, we can bias the random
walk towards certain nodes that we know to be important through other means. This
idea has been exploited earlier in biased Lexrank (Otterbacher et al. , 2009) for query
focused summarization where the probability of jumping to any random node is made
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to depend on the similarity of the sentence to the give query. In our case, we can
use the information provided by TopicSum to bias the scores. This allows sentences
that have high centrality but low TopicSum scores to obtain higher scores. Similarly,
sentences that have a low centrality, but high TopicSum scores obtain a higher overall
score by having a higher probability of a random jump transitioning to them. The
integrated score, which we call TSLR(u), is given by:
(1− d)KLnorm(u) + d
∑
v∈adj[u]
cos(u, v)
TotalCosv
p(v)
where KLnorm(u) is a normalized version of the TopicSum score for the sentence
u and is calculated as:
KLnorm(u) =
KLmax −KL(phic||u)∑
z∈C KLmax −KL(phic||z)
.
KLmax can be set to a value so that KLmax − KL(phic||u) for any u would be
positive.
In TSLR, The contribution of TopicSum scores and Lexrank centrality score to
the final score can be controlled by changing the damping factor d. We experiment
with different values of the damping factors and report the results in Section 5.1.3.
4.7 Experiments and Results
For evaluating our models, we used Lexrank, TopicSum and TSLR with different
values of the damping factor to generate 2000 character summaries for each topic.
Since all the methods provide a score to each sentence in the input set, this can easily
done by ordering the sentences by their respective scores and cutting off the summary
when the desired length is reached.
For generating reference summaries for ROUGE evaluation, we asked two assessors
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Topic LR TSLR-0.7 TSLR-0.4 TSLR-0.1 TS
coreference resolution 0.53 0.50 0.41 0.34 0.34
question answering 0.42 0.47 0.51 0.45 0.56
sentiment analysis 0.32 0.45 0.47 0.54 0.53
dependency parsing 0.39 0.40 0.38 0.43 0.37
semi supervised learning 0.48 0.51 0.42 0.44 0.46
grammar induction 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.31
information extraction 0.41 0.41 0.43 0.38 0.37
information retrieval 0.42 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.38
machine translation 0.36 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.37
named entity recognition 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.31 0.32
semantic role labeling 0.52 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.49
speech recognition 0.36 0.36 0.38 0.34 0.36
summarization 0.43 0.41 0.39 0.34 0.35
topic models 0.59 0.58 0.55 0.51 0.46
word sense disambiguation 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.41 0.40
Average 0.411 0.423 0.412 0.409 0.405
Table 4.6: ROUGE-1 score for each topic for the different methods. We show scores
for Lexrank (LR), TopicSum (TS), and TSLR. TSLR scores are shown with three
values of the damping factor: 0.7, 0.4, 0.1.
to manually generate a 2000 character summary for each of the 15 topics in our
dataset. Thus, two reference summaries were created for each topic which were used
for the ROUGE evaluation. Additionally, we did a manual evaluation by showing
pairs of summaries generated by different systems to one of three different assessors
and asked them to mark which summary they preferred in terms of content selection
or mark “indifferent” if no summary could be deemed better than the other. The
summaries were randomly assigned and ordered so the assessors could not figure out
the original systems that produced the summaries.
The final ROUGE-1 scores for each of the topics are shown in Figure 5.4 for
TopicSum, Lexrank and TSLR with three values of the damping factor (0.1, 0.4
and 0.7). On an average, TSLR achieves better ROUGE-1 than either TopicSum or
Lexrank. Higher values of the damping factor seem to improve the ROUGE-1 score
and TSLR-0.7 gives the best scores among all the variants.
The individual scores for the different topics provide more insight into the working
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of TSLR. Comparing just TopicSum and Lexrank, we notice that for some topics
such as coreference resolution and topic models, Lexrank achieves a better ROUGE-
1 score compared to TopicSum. On the other hand, for some other topics such as
question answering and sentiment analysis, TopicSum yields better scores. In each
case, however, combining the two methods using TSLR-0.7 improves the score over
the lower performing model by using information from the better performing model.
For some topics such as dependency parsing, the combined model performs better
than either Lexrank or TopicSum. In only one case, named entity recognition, TSLR-
0.7 does worse than either model. This shows that combining the two models allows
us to leverage the information from each model to produce better summaries on an
average.
Since TSLR-0.7 achieved the best ROUGE-1 scores, we chose this variant for
our human evaluations. We showed different assessors three pairs of summaries:
Lexrank vs TopicSum, Lexrank vs TSLR-0.7 and TopicSum vs TSLR-0.7 for each
topic. Between Lexrank and TopicSum, our assessors preferred TopicSum 66% of
the time while preferring Lexrank 33% of the time. Between Lexrank and TSLR-
0.7, assessors preferred TSLR-0.7 20% of the time while being indifferent 80% of the
time. Between TopicSum and TSLR-0.7, the assessors preferred TSLR-0.7 47% of the
time and TopicSum 53% of the time. These results indicate that in terms of human
evaluation, compared to Lexrank, TSLR-0.7 produces summaries that are either as
good or better. Compared to TopicSum, even though TSLR-0.7 summaries do not
perform better in all the cases, they are preferred in several cases. These results are
consistent with our observations from the ROUGE scores, which shows that TSLR-0.7
does not perform better than either model all the time but, for most topics, produces
summaries competitive with the best model and much better than the worst model.
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4.8 Publications
The work on extracting factoids and pyramid evaluation results were presented
previously in Jha et al. (2013).
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CHAPTER V
Content Models Based on Linking Citing and
Source Text
Earlier chapters have investigated content models based on lexical networks (Mo-
hammad et al. , 2009; Qazvinian & Radev, 2008a). These models take as input citing
sentences that describe important papers on the topic and assign them a salience
score based on centrality in a lexical network formed by the input citing sentences. In
this section, we propose a new content model based on network structure previously
unexplored for this task that exploits the lexical relationship between citing sentences
and the sentences from the original papers that they cite. Our new formulation of the
lexical network structure fits nicely with the hubs and authorities model for identify-
ing important nodes in a network (Kleinberg, 1999), leading to a new content model
called HitSum. We also explore supervised methods for aligning citing sentences
with source sentences.
5.1 Alignment Based Content Models
For the task of evaluating various content models discussed in this paper, we have
annotated a total of 3,425 sentences across 7 topics in the field of natural language
processing with factoids from each of the topics. The factoids we use were extracted
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Factoid Weight
Question Answering
answer extraction 6
question classification 6
definition of question answering 5
TREC QA track 5
information retrieval 5
Dependency Parsing
non-projective dependency structures / trees 6
projectivity / projective dependency trees 6
deterministic parsing approaches: Nivre’s algorithm 5
terminology: head - dependent 4
grammar driven approaches for dependency parsing 4
Figure 5.1: Sample factoids from the topics of question answering and dependency
parsing along with their factoid weights.
from existing survey articles and tutorials on each topic (Jha et al. , 2013), and thus
represent information that must be captured by a survey article on the correspond-
ing topic. Each of the factoids is assigned a weight based on its frequency in the
surveys/tutorials, which allows us to do pyramid evaluation of our content models.
Some sample factoids are shown in Figure 5.1. Evaluation using factoids extracted
from existing survey articles can help us understand the limits of automated survey
article generation and how well these systems can be expected to perform. For ex-
ample, if certain kinds of factoids are missing consistently from our input sentences,
improvements in content models are unlikely to get us closer to the goal of generating
survey articles that match those generated by humans, and effort must be directed to
extracting text from other sources that will contain the missing information. On the
other hand, if most of the factoids exist in the input sentences but important factoids
are not found by the content models, we can think of strategies for improving these
models by doing error analysis.
The main contributions presented in this section are:
• HitSum, a new HITS-based content model for automatic survey generation for
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Topic # Sentences
dependency parsing 487
named entity recognition 383
question answering 452
semantic role labeling 466
sentiment analysis 613
summarization 507
word sense disambiguation 425
Table 5.1: List of seven NLP topics used in our experiments along with input size.
Input sentence Factoids
According to [1] , the corpus based supervised machine
learning methods are the most successful approaches to
WSD where contextual features have been used mainly
to distinguish ambiguous words in these methods.
supervised wsd, corpus
based wsd
Compared with supervised methods, unsupervised
methods do not require tagged corpus, but the precision
is usually lower than that of the supervised methods.
supervised wsd, unsuper-
vised wsd
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) has been a hot topic
in natural language processing, which is to determine
the sense of an ambiguous word in a specific context.
definition of word sense dis-
ambiguation
Improvement in the accuracy of identifying the correct
word sense will result in better machine translation sys-
tems, information retrieval systems, etc.
wsd for machine transla-
tion, wsd for information re-
trieval
The SENSEVAL evaluation framework ( Kilgarriff 1998
) was a DARPA-style competition designed to bring
some conformity to the field of WSD, although it has
yet to achieve that aim completely.
senseval
Table 5.2: Sample input sentences from the topic of word sense disambiguation an-
notated with factoids.
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scientific topics.
• A new dataset of 3,425 factoid-annotated sentences for scientific articles in 7
topics.
• Experimental results for pyramid evaluation comparing three existing content
models (Lexrank, C-Lexrank, TopicSum) with HitSum.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.1.1 describes the dataset
used in our experiment and the factoid annotation process. Section 5.1.2 describes
each of the content models used in our experiments including HitSum. Section 5.1.3
describes our experiments and Section 5.1.4 summarizes the results.
5.1.1 Data
Prior research in automatic survey generation has explored using text from differ-
ent parts of scientific papers. Some of the recent work has treated survey generation
as a direct extension of single paper summarization (Qazvinian & Radev, 2008a) and
used citing sentences to a set of relevant papers as the input for the summarizer (Mo-
hammad et al. , 2009). However, other researchers have observed that it’s difficult
to generate coherent and readable summaries using just citing sentences and have
proposed the use of sentences from introductory texts of papers that cite a number
of important papers on a topic (Jha et al. , 2015b) . The use of full text allows for
the use of discourse structure of these documents in framing coherent and readable
surveys. Since the content models we explore are meant to be part of a larger system
that should be able to generate coherent and readable survey articles, we use the
introduction sentences for our experiments as well.
The corpus we used for extracting our experimental data was the ACL Anthology
Network, a comprehensive bibliographic dataset that contains full text and citations
for papers in most of the important venues in natural language processing (Radev
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et al. , 2013). An oracle method is used for selecting the initial set of papers for each
topic. For each topic, the bibliographies of at least three human-written surveys were
extracted, and any papers that appeared in more than one survey were added to the
target document set for the topic.
The text for summarization is extracted from introductory sections of papers that
cite papers in the target document set. The intuition behind this is that the intro-
ductory sections of papers that cite these target document summarize the research in
papers from the target document set as well as the relationships between these papers.
Thus, these introductions can be thought of as mini-surveys for specific aspects of the
topic; combining text from these introductory sections should allow us to generate
good comprehensive survey articles for the topic. For our experiments, we sort the
citing papers based on the number of papers they cite in the target document set,
pick the top 20 papers, and extract sentences from their introductions to form the
input text for the summarizer. The seven topics used in our experiments and input
size for each topic are shown in Table 6.3.
Once the input text for each topic has been extracted, we annotate the sentences
in the input text with factoids for that topic. Some annotated sentences in the topic
of word sense disambiguation are shown in Table 5.2. Given this new annotated data,
we can compare how the factoids are distributed across different citing sentences (as
annotated by Jha et al. (2013)) and introduction sentences that we have annotated.
For this, we divide the factoids into five categories: definitions, venue, resources,
methodology, and applications. The fractional distribution of factoids in these cat-
egories is shown in Table 5.3. We can see that the distribution of factoids relating
to venues, methodology and applications is similar for the two datasets. However,
factoids related to definitional sentences are almost completely missing in the citing
sentences data. This lack of background information in citing sentences is one of the
motivations for using introduction sentences for survey article generation as opposed
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A dictionary such as the LDOCE has broad coverage of word senses,
useful for WSD .
This paper describes a program that disambiguates English word senses in unre-
stricted text using statistical models of the major Roget’s Thesaurus categories.
Our technique offers benefits both for online semantic processing and for the chal-
lenging task of mapping word senses across multiple MRDs in creating a merged
lexical database.
The words in the sentences may be any of the 28,000 headwords in Longman’s Dic-
tionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) and are disambiguated relative to the
senses given in LDOCE.
This paper describes a heuristic approach to automatically identifying which senses
of a machine- readable dictionary (MRD) headword are semantically related versus
those which correspond to fundamentally different senses of the word.
Figure 5.2: A sentence from Pciting with a high hub score (bolded) and some of
sentences from Pcited that it links to (italicised). The sentence from Pciting obtain a
high hub score by being connected to the sentences with high authority scores.
Factoid category % Citing % Intro
definitions 0 4
venue 6 6
resources 18 2
methodology 70 83
applications 6 5
Table 5.3: Fractional distribution of factoids across various categories in citing sen-
tences vs introduction sentences.
to previous work.
5.1.2 HitSum
Lexrank, C-Lexrank and TopicSum have been described in earlier chapters. In
this section, we describe our new algorithm HitSum.
The input set of sentences in our data come from introductory sections of papers
that cite important papers on a topic. We’ll refer to the set of citing papers that
provide the input text for the summarizer as Pciting and the set of important papers
that represent the research we are trying to summarize as Pcited. Both Lexrank and C-
Lexrank work by finding central sentences in a network formed by the input sentences
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and thus, only use the lexical information present in Pciting, while ignoring additional
lexical information from the papers in Pcited. We now present a formulation that uses
the network structure that exists between the sentences in the two sets of papers
to incorporate additional lexical information into the summarization system. This
system is based on the hubs and authorities or the HITS model (Kleinberg, 1999)
and hence is called HitSum.
HitSum, in addition to the sentences from the introductory sections of papers in
Pciting, also uses sentences from the abstracts of Pcited. It starts by computing the tf-
idf cosine similarity between the sentences of each paper pi ∈ Pciting with the sentences
in the abstracts of each paper pj ∈ Pcited that is directly cited by pi. A directed edge
is created between every sentence si in pi and sj in pj if sim(si, sj) > smin, where
smin is a similarity threshold (set to 0.1 for our experiments). Once this process has
been completed for all papers in Pciting, we end up with a bipartite graph between
sentences from Pciting and Pcited.
In this bipartite graph, sentences in Pcited that have a lot of incoming edges repre-
sent sentences that presented important contributions in the field. Similarly, sentences
in Pciting that have a lot of outgoing edges represent sentences that summarize a num-
ber of important contributions in the field. This suggests using the HITS algorithm,
which, given a network, assigns hubs and authorities scores to each node in the net-
work in a mutually reinforcing way. Thus, nodes with high authority scores are those
that are pointed to by a number of good hubs, and nodes with high hub scores are
those that point to a number of good authorities. This can be formalized with the
following equation for the hub score of a node:
h(v) =
∑
u∈successors(v)
a(u)
Where h(v) is the hub score for node v, successors(v) is the set of all nodes that v
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Topic Lexrank C-Lexrank TopicSum HitSum
dependency parsing 0.47 0.76 0.62 1.00∗
named entity recognition 0.80 0.89 0.90∗ 0.80
question answering 0.65 0.67 0.65 0.76∗
sentiment analysis 0.64 0.62 0.75∗ 0.63
semantic role labeling 0.75∗ 0.67 0.65 0.69
summarization 0.52 0.75∗ 0.57 0.68
word sense disambiguation 0.78 0.66 0.67 0.79∗
Average 0.66 0.72 0.69 0.76∗
Table 5.4: Pyramid scores obtained by different content models for each topic along
with average scores for each model across all topics. For each topic as well as the
average, the best performing method has been highlighted with a ∗.
has an edge to, and a(u) is the authority score for node u. Similarly, the authority
score for each node is computed as:
a(v) =
∑
u∈predecessors(v)
h(u)
Where predecessors(v) is the set of all nodes that have an edge to v. The hub and
authority score for each node can be computed using the power method that starts
with an initial value and iteratively updates the scores for each node based on the
above equations until the hub and authority scores for each node converge to within
a tolerance value (set to 1e-08 for our experiments).
In our bipartite lexical network, we expect sentences in Pcited receiving high au-
thority scores to be the ones reporting important contributions and sentences in Pciting
that receive high hub scores to be sentences summarizing important contributions.
Figure 5.2 shows an example of a sentence with a high hub score from the topic of
word sense disambiguation, along with some of the sentences that it points to. Hit-
Sum computes the hub and authority score for each sentence in the lexical network
and then uses the hub scores for sentences in Pciting as their relevance score. Sentences
from Pcited are part of the lexical network, but are not used in the output summary.
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5.1.3 Experiments
For evaluating our content models, we generated 2,000-character-long summaries
using each of the systems (Lexrank, C-Lexrank, HitSum, and TopicSum) for each
of the topics. The summaries are generated by ranking the input sentences using
each content model and picking the top sentences till the budget of 2,000 characters
is reached. Each of these summaries is then given a pyramid score (Nenkova &
Passonneau, 2004) computed using the factoids assigned to each sentence.
For the pyramid evaluation, the factoids are organized in a pyramid of order n.
The top tier in this pyramid contains the highest weighted factoids, the next tier
contains the second highest weighted factoids, and so on. The score assigned to a
summary is the ratio of the sum of the weights of the factoids it contains to the sum of
weights of an optimal summary with the same number of factoids. Pyramid evaluation
allows us to capture how each content model performs in terms of selecting sentences
with the most highly weighted factoids. Since the factoids have been extracted from
human-written surveys and tutorials on each of the topics, the pyramid score gives
us an idea of the survey-worthiness of the sentences selected by each content model.
5.1.4 Results and Discussion
The results of pyramid evaluation are summarized in Table 5.4. It shows the pyra-
mid score obtained by each system on each of the topics as well as the average score.
The highest performing system on average is HitSum with an average performance
of 76%. HitSum does especially well for the topics of dependency parsing, question
answering, and word sense disambiguation. The second best performing system is C-
Lexrank, which is not surprising because it was developed specifically for the task of
scientific paper summarization. However, HitSum outperforms C-Lexrank on several
topics and by 4% on average.
TopicSum does well on the topics of named entity recognition and sentiment
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analysis, but does not do well on average. This can be attributed to the fact that it
was developed as a content model for the domain of news summarization and does
not translate well to our domain. All systems outperform Lexrank, which achieves
the lowest average score. This result is also intuitive, because every other system in
our evaluation uses additional information not used by Lexrank: C-Lexrank exploits
the community structure in the input set of sentences, HitSum exploits the lexical
information from cited sentences, and TopicSum exploits information about global
word distribution across all topics.
The different systems we tried in our evaluation depend on using different lexical
information and seem to perform well for different topics. This suggests that further
gains can be made by combining these systems. For example, C-Lexrank and HitSum
can be combined by utilizing both the network formed by citing sentences and the
network between the citing sentences and the cited sentences into a larger lexical
network. TopicSum scores can be combined with these network-based system by
using theTopicSum scores as a prior for each node, and then running either Pagerank
or HITS on top of it. We leave exploration of such hybrid systems to future work.
5.2 Aligning Citing Sentences with Source Sentences
Summarizing research papers based on only citing sentences ignores the fact that
in some cases, the source sentence might be a good summary of the contribution.
Thus, even though we still need to look at the citing sentence to know what piece
of information is important about a given paper, a good linguistic summary might
instead lie in the source paper itself. On the other hand, a large number of sentences in
the source paper are concerned with specific details of the paper and are not suitable
for summarization. Therefore, we need to find the small subset of source sentences
that contain the information that the paper is being cited about. This motivates
the task of citation source alignment, which we now formally define. Given a source
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Citing Text Aligned Source Text
Current approaches have used clustering . . .
to identify sense-specic subgraphs
To detect the different areas of
meaning in our local graphs, we use a
cluster algorithm for graphs (Markov
clustering, MCL) developed by van
Dongen
sentence retrieval for question answering
(Otterbacher et al., 2005)
Our goal is to build a question-focused
sentence retrieval mechanism
in fact, Pedersen (2001) found that bigrams
alone can be effective features for word
sense disambiguation
This paper shows that the
combination of a simple feature set
made up of bigrams and a standard
decision tree learning algorithm results
in accurate word sense disambiguation
Table 5.5: Examples of citing text along with aligned source text from the cited paper
paper S comprising of n sentences s1, s2 . . . , sn and a paper C citing this source paper,
consider the sentence ci in source paper. The task of citation source alignment is to
find a subset of source sentences Sc ⊂ S such that Sc contain the information that
is being cited by ci. Table 5.5 shows some examples of citing sentences along with
aligned source sentences from the original paper.
5.2.1 Data
For our experiments, we use the SciSumm Corpus 1. The SciSumm corpus contains
annotated data for 10 sets of source papers. For each source paper, upto 10 citing
papers are found. Each citing paper is first annotated to extract the text segments
that explicitly cite the source paper. Each citing text segment is then matched one
or more text spans in the source papers. In total, there are 140 annotations.
We pre-processed the SciSumm corpus in the following way. We first sentence
segmented the source paper text for each of the 10 papers provided in the original
SciSumm corpus. We then matched each of these source sentences to the SciSumm
annotation files. This provided us a with a fixed set of source sentences from the
1https://github.com/WING-NUS/scisumm-corpus
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original files, a subset of which were matched to each citing sentence. In this way
given, a citing sentence, we can compare the matching sentences from the source paper
returned by our system to the gold standard sentences matched from the source paper
and compute precision/recall.
The average number of source sentences matched for each citing sentence is 1.28
(with standard deviation 1.92). The maximum number of source sentences matched
for a citing sentence is 7. Given that the total number of source sentences for pa-
pers ranges between from 100 to 600, this makes it a very challenging classification
problem.
5.2.2 System Description
5.2.2.1 Features
Lexical Features We use two lexical features. The first feature is based on TF*IDF
cosine similarity. The IDF’s were computed over all sentences for each source paper,
thus the IDF values differed across each of the 10 source papers. For any citing
sentence, we computed the TF*IDF cosine similarity with all the sentences in the
source paper and use them as a feature. The second lexical feature is based on the
LCS (Longest Common Subsequence) between the citing sentence (C) and source
sentence S and is computed as:
|LCS|
min(|C|, |S|)
Knowledge Based Features We also compute a set of features based on Wordnet
similarity. We use six wordnet based word similarity measures and combine these
word similarities to obtain six knowledge based sentence similarity features using
the method proposed in (Banea et al. , 2012). The wordnet based word similarity
measures we use are path similarity, WUP similarity (Wu & Palmer, 1994) , LCH sim-
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ilarity (Leacock & Chodorow, 1998), Resnik similarity (Resnik, 1995), Jiang-Conrath
similarity (Jiang & Conrath, 1997), and Lin similarity (Lin, 1998).
Given each of these similarity measures, the similarities between two sentences
is computed by first creating a set of senses for each of the words in each of the
sentences. Given these two sets of senses, the similarity score between citing sentence
C and source sentence S is calculated as follows:
simwn(C, S) =
(ω +
∑|φ|
i=1 φi) ∗ (2|C||S|)
|C|+ |S|
Here ω is the number of shared senses between C and S. The list φ contains the
similarities of non-shared words in the shorter text, φi is the highest similarity score
of the ith word among all the words of the lower text (Tiantian & Lan, 2013).
Syntactic Features We compute an additional feature based on similarity of de-
pendency structures using the method described in (Tiantian & Lan, 2013) . We use
the Stanford parser to obtain dependency parse all the citing sentences and source
sentences. Given a candidate sentence pair, two syntactic dependencies are consid-
ered equal if they have the same dependency type, govering lemma, and dependent
lemma. If Rc and Rs are the set of all dependency relations in C and S, the depen-
dency overlap score is computed using the formula:
simdep(C, S) =
2 ∗ |Rc ∩Rs| ∗ |Rc||Rs|
|Rc|+ |Rs|
We extracted all these features and trained a logistic regression classifier.
5.2.3 Results and Discussion
Since we had a limited amount of data, we evaluated our results using 10-fold cross
validation. We report the precision, recall, F1-score, and F2-score for different feature
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Feature set Precision Recall F1-score F2-score
only lex 0.011 0.168 0.021 0.044
lex+wn 0.010 0.187 0.019 0.041
lex+wn+dep 0.011 0.192 0.022 0.045
Table 5.6: 10-fold cross validation results for citing sentence alignment
combinations in Table 5.6. The recall seems to increase slightly as we augment simple
lexical features with wordnet and dependency features. However, since the precision
does not improve correspondingly, the gains in F scores are not much.
A number of errors made by the system are due to source sentences that match
the words but differ slightly in their information content. Here is an example.
Citing text: use the BNC to build a co-occurrence graph for nouns, based on a
co-occurrence frequency threshold
True Positives:
• Following the method in (Widdows and Dorow, 2002), we build a graph in which
each node represents a noun and two nodes have an edge between them if they
co-occur in lists more than a given number of times 1.
False positives:
• Based on the intuition that nouns which co-occur in a list are often semantically
related, we extract contexts of the form Noun, Noun,... and/or Noun, e.g.
”genomic DNA from rat, mouse and dog”.
• To detect the different areas of meaning in our local graphs, we use a clus-
ter algorithm for graphs (Markov clustering, MCL) developed by van Dongen
(2000).
• The algorithm is based on a graph model representing words and relationships
between them.
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Even though the false positive sentences contain the same lexical items (nouns,
co-occurrence, graph), they differ slightly in the facts presented. Detection of such
subtle differences in meaning might be challenging for an automated system.
Another set of difficult sentences is when the citing sentence says something that
is implied by the sentence in the source paper. For example:
Citing text: The line of our argument below follows a proof provided in ... for the
maximum likelihood estimator based on nite tree distributions
False negatives:
• We will show that in both cases the estimated probability is tight.
Here, the citing text mentions a proof from source paper, but to match the sentence
in the source paper, the system needs to understand that the act of showing something
in a scientific paper constitutes a proof. The conclusion of this research was that a
simple tf*idf cosine baseline can be used as a good proxy for this alignment as it
provides competitive results compared to the supervised methods we explored.
5.3 Publications
The work on HitSum and other content models as well as their experimental
evaluation will appear in a forthcoming publcation Jha et al. (2015a). The results
presented here for aligning citing sentences with source sentences for the SciSumm
corpus were previously published as part of Jha et al. (2015b).
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CHAPTER VI
Generating Coherent Surveys
This chapter is about generating coherent summaries of scientific topics. Given a
set of input papers that are relevant to a specific topic such as question answering,
our system called Surveyor extracts and organizes text segments from these papers
into a coherent and readable survey of the topic. There are many applications for
automated surveys thus generated. Human surveys do not exist for all topics and
quickly become outdated in rapidly growing fields like computer science. Therefore,
an automated system for this task can be very useful for new graduate students and
cross-disciplinary researchers who need to quickly familiarize themselves with a new
topic.
Our work builds on previous work on summarization of scientific literature (Mo-
hammad et al. , 2009; Qazvinian & Radev, 2008a). Prior systems for generating
survey articles for scientific topics such as C-Lexrank have focused on building in-
formative summaries but no attempt has been made to ensure the coherence and
readability of the output summaries. Surveyor on the other hand focuses on generat-
ing survey articles that contain well defined subtopics presented in a coherent order.
Figure 6.1 shows part of the output of Surveyor for the topic of question answering.
Our experimental results on a corpus of computational linguistics topics show that
Surveyor produces survey articles that are substantially more coherent and readable
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Traditional Information Retrieval (IR) focuses on searching and ranking a list of
documents in response to a user’s question.
However, in many cases, a user has a specific question and want for IR systems to
return the answer itself rather than a list of documents (Voorhees and Tice (2000)).
To satisfy this need, the concept of Question Answering (QA) comes up, and a lot of
researches have been carried out, as shown in the proceedings of AAAI and TREC
(Text REtrieval Conference).
Li and Roth (2002) used a Sparse Network ofWinnows (SNoW) (Khardon et al.,
1999).
Question classification is a crucial component of modern question answering system.
It classifies questions into several semantic categories which indicate the expected
semantic type of answers to the questions.
The Question Answering (QA) task has received a great deal of attention from the
Computational Linguistics research community in the last few years (e.g., Text Re-
trieval Conference TREC 2001,2003) .
Figure 6.1: Example output of Surveyor for the topic of question answering. The
survey contains three distinct subtopics illustrated by different colors and separated
by dashed lines.
compared to previous work.
6.1 Overview of Summarization Approach
We first describe the two main components of our system and then describe our
summarization algorithm that is built on top of them.
6.1.1 Content Model
Given a set of research papers relevant to a scientific topic, each of them focuses
on a specific aspect of the problem. For example, a paper on supervised word sense
disambiguation might describe the background on word sense disambiguation followed
by a review of supervised methods for the problem. Similarly, a paper on unsupervised
word sense disambiguation may give some general overview of the field, then briefly
describe supervised approaches followed by a more detailed overview of unsupervised
methods. We capture these subtopics in the input documents and their transitions
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subtopic 1
BB constructs classifiers for English-to-Chinese translation disambiguation by
repeating the following two steps: (1) Construct a classifier for each of the
languages on the basis of classified data in both languages, and (2) use the
constructed classifier for each language to classify unclassified data, which are then
added to the classified data of the language.
In translation from English to Chinese, for example, BB makes use of unclassified
data from both languages.
subtopic 2
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the problem of assigning a sense to an
ambiguous word, using its context.
The task of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is to identify the correct sense of
a word in context.
subtopic 3
We extend previously reported work in a number of different directions: We
evaluate the method on all parts of speech (PoS) on SemCor.
Previous experiments evaluated only nouns on SemCor, or all PoS but only on the
Senseval2 and Senseval3 data.
Figure 6.2: Example sentences from three subtopics learnt by the HMM for word
sense disambiguation.
using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) where the states of the HMM correspond to
subtopics. Given the set of k subtopics S = (s1 · · · sk), the state transitions of the
HMM are defined as:
p(sj|si) = Count(si, sj) + δ
Count(si) + δ ∗m
Where Count(si, sj) is the number of times a sentence from subtopic sj appears
immediately after a sentence from subtopic si in the input document collection and
Count(si) is the total number of times the subtopic si appears in the input document
set. δ is a smoothing parameter and m is the number of sentences in si.
To initialize the states of the HMM, we use a network based clustering approach.
We build a lexical network where the sentences represent the nodes of the network
and the edge weights are the tf*idf similarity between each pair of sentences 1. Given
1The idfs are computed over the entire input corpus.
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subtopic 1 subtopic 2 subtopic 3
start 0.35 0.50 0
subtopic 1 0.49 0.22 0
subtopic 2 0.24 0.41 0.02
subtopic 3 0.25 0.25 0.50
Table 6.1: A partial table of transition probabilities between three subtopics for word
sense disambiguation. The probabilities do not add up to 1 because the table only
shows a few states from a larger transition matrix.
this lexical network, we use the Louvain clustering method (De Meo et al. , 2011)
to partition the lexical network into clusters. Each cluster in the network is then
initialized to a sub-topic. Louvain is a hierarchical clustering algorithm that does
not need the number of output clusters as a parameter. The HMM is then learned
through Viterbi decoding. Our HMM model is similar to (Barzilay & Lee, 2004),
but we take the novel step of using the transition matrix to guide the summarization
output, as described below.
Figure 6.2 shows sentences from three of the subtopics learned for the topic of word
sense disambiguation. In a coherent summary, subtopic 2 containing background sen-
tences should appear before subtopic 1 that contains details about a specific method.
We use the transition matrix of the learned HMM to model these subtopic transitions
in the original documents and use it to guide the summarizer output. As an example,
a partial table of transition probabilities learned for the subtopics in Figure 6.2 is
shown in Table 6.1, where start is a pseudo-state representing the beginning of the
document. The highest outgoing probability from start is to subtopic 2, which allows
the summarizer to include background information about the topic at the beginning
followed by sentences from more specific subtopics represented by subtopic 1 and
subtopic 3.
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s1
Opinion words are words that convey positive or negative
polarities.
s2
They are critical for opinion mining (Pang et al., 2002; Turney,
2002; Hu and Liu, 2004; Wilson et al., 2004; Popescu and Etzioni,
2005; Gamon et al., 2005; Ku et al., 2006; Breck et al., 2007;
Kobayashi et al., 2007; Ding et al., 2008; Titov and McDonald,
2008; Pang and Lee, 2008; Lu et al., 2009).
s3
The key difficulty in finding such words is that opinions expressed
by many of them are domain or context dependent.
s4
Several researchers have studied the problem of finding opinion
words (Liu, 2010).
s5
The approaches can be grouped into corpus-based approaches
(Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997; Wiebe, 2000; Kanayama
and Nasukawa, 2006; Qiu et al., 2009) and dictionary-based
approaches (Hu and Liu 2004; Kim and Hovy, 2004; Kamps et al.,
2004; Esuli and Sebastiani, 2005; Takamura et al., 2005;
Andreevskaia and Bergler, 2006; Dragut et al., 2010).
midc(s1) = ∅
midc(s2) = {s1}
midc(s3) = {s1, s2}
midc(s4) = ∅
midc(s5) = {s4}
Figure 6.3: A paragraph from an input paper on the topic of opinion mining along
with the midc for each sentence on the right.
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Discourse relationship Dependency rule
Coreference
Add a dependency between si and sj if they belong to
a coreference chain.
Discourse Transition
Add a dependency between si−1 and si if si contains an
explicit discourse marker.
Entity Transition
Add a dependency between si and sj if they both share
a prominent entity.
Table 6.2: Discourse rules used to create minimum independent discourse contexts
6.1.2 Discourse Model
A common problem with extractive summaries is that the sentences used from the
original input documents may not be understandable when pulled out of their original
context. To avoid such problems, we introduce the idea of Minimum Independent
Discourse Contexts (MIDC).
Definition. Given a text segment T containing n sentences (s1 · · · sn), the minimum
independent discourse context (midc) of a sentence si is defined as the minimum set
of j sentences midc(si) = (si−j · · · si) such that given midc(si), si can be interpreted
independently of the other sentences in T .
Figure 6.3 shows how this idea works in practice. Sentences s1 and s4 can be
included in a summary without requiring additional context sentences. Sentences s2,
s3 and s4 on the other hand, depend on a set of previous sentences in order to be
understandable. A summary that includes sentence s3, for example, must include
sentences s1 and s2 for it to be understood outside of its original text.
To calculate the midcs for each sentence, we use discourse rules that are triggered
by coreference dependencies, explicit discourse dependencies and entity links between
sentences. These rules are summarized in Table 6.2. Every time a discourse rule is
triggered, a dependency is added between two sentences. The midc for a sentence
si is all the sentences preceding si in the input document to which it has a depen-
dency edge. The coreference chains are found using the Stanford dependency parser
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(de Marneffe et al. , 2006) and the discourse markers are obtained from the Penn
Discourse TreeBank (Prasad et al. , 2008). The prominent entities used for creating
entity links are nouns that appear in the syntactic role of subject or object in any
sentence in the input.
6.1.3 Summarization Algorithm
We now describe how our summarization algorithm works given the output of
these two components. The pseudocode for the algorithm is presented in Figure 6.4.
The algorithm accepts a set of input documents docs and a maximum summary
length maxlen. It first learns the subtopics and their transition matrix by running
HMM on the input document set. After initializing the first subtopic to the pseudo-
subtopic start, it iteratively picks the next subtopic by using the HMM transition
matrix. Given each subtopic, it runs a salience algorithm on all the sentences of the
subtopic to find the most central sentence of the subtopic. In the current implemen-
tation, this is done using Lexrank (Erkan & Radev, 2004). Given the subtopic’s most
central sentence, it calculates the midc for this sentence and if the midc is valid, it
is added to the output summary. An midc can be invalid if it exceeds a maximum
threshold number of sentences 2 The midc is then removed from the subtopic so it will
not be picked if we visit this subtopic again. This procedure continues till we obtain
a summary of the desired length. Important subtopics in the input can get more than
one midc in the summary because the transition matrix contains high probabilities
for transitioning to these subtopics.
6.2 Experimental Setup
The main research questions that we want to answer using our experiments are:
2This constraint is added so that a highly salient sentence with a long midc does not dominate
most of the output summary.
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input : docs, maxlen
output: summary of length maxlen
summary ← ∅;
transitionMatrix ← HMM(docs);
curSubtopic ← start;
while len(summary) < maxlen do
nextSubtopic ← transitionMatrix.next(curSubtopic);
nextSent ← getMostSalient(sents(nextSubtopic)));
nextMidc ← midc(nextSent);
if valid(nextMidc) then
summary.add(nextMidc); sents(nextSubtopic).remove(nextMidc)
end
curSubtopic ← nextSubtopic;
end
return summary;
Figure 6.4: Summarization Algorithm
1. Are the summaries created using Surveyor more coherent than previous state-
of-the-art methods for survey article generation?
2. What are the individual contributions of the content model and the discourse
model?
3. How does Surveyor compare against state-of-the-art systems for coherent news
summarization applied to the survey generation problem?
For Research question 1, we compare our system with C-Lexrank (Mohammad
et al. , 2009), a state-of-the-art system for survey generation. For Research question 2,
we measure the effects of HMM and MIDC models in isolation on the quality of output
summaries. For Research question 3, we compare our system with G-Flow (Chris-
tensen et al. , 2013), a state-of-the-art system for coherent summarization of news
articles. We now describe the data used in our experiments.
We used the ACL Anthology Network (AAN) (Radev et al. , 2013) as a corpus
for our experiments and selected 15 established topics in computational linguistics
for our evaluation. The input documents used for summarization of a research topic
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Topic # Sentences
coreference resolution 397
dependency parsing 487
grammar induction 407
information extraction 495
information retrieval 560
machine translation 552
named entity recognition 383
question answering 452
semantic role labeling 466
semi supervised learning 506
sentiment analysis 613
speech recognition 445
summarization 507
topic modeling 412
word sense disambiguation 425
Table 6.3: List of topics used in our experiments.
should be research papers that describe the most relevant research in the topic. Since
the focus of this paper is on summarization, we used an oracle method for selecting
the initial set of papers for each topic. We collected at least three human-written
surveys on each topic. The bibliographies of all the surveys were processed using
Parscit (Luong et al. , 2010) and any document that appeared in the bibliography of
more than one survey was added to the initial document set Di.
An ideal survey article on the topic should describe the research represented by Di.
These sentences are actually found in papers that cite papers in Di and thus describe
their contributions. Therefore to create the final document set Df , we collect all the
papers in AAN that cite the papers in Di.
3 The citing documents are then ordered
based on the number of papers in Di that they cite and the top n documents are
added to Df . The text input for the summarization system is extracted from Df .
For our current experiments, the value of n is set to 20.
3On average, we found only 33% of the documents in Di to be in AAN. Since the citation
network for AAN contains only citations within AAN documents, we implemented a record matching
algorithm to find all the papers in AAN that cite any arbitrary document outside AAN.
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For the task of survey article generation, the most relevant text is found in the
introduction sections of Df since this is where researchers describe the prior work done
by subsets of papers in Di. Therefore, we extract the sentences in the introductions
of each of the papers in Df as the text input for our summarizer. Table 6.3 shows
the set of 15 topics and size of summarizer input for each topic.
6.3 Experiments
6.3.1 Coherence Evaluation with C-Lexrank
For coherence evaluation, we generated fixed length 2000 character summaries
using both C-Lexrank and Surveyor. Six assessors with background in computational
linguistics manually evaluated pairs of output summaries that were assigned randomly
to them. Given two summaries, the assessors were asked to mark which summary
they preferred, or mark “indifferent” if they could not choose one against the other.
Compared to C-Lexrank, the assessors preferred a summary generated by Surveyor
67% of the time and were indifferent 20% of the time.
Surveyor Indifferent C-Lexrank
67% 20% 13%
Additionally, the assessors were asked to rate each summary based on the standard
DUC quality questions 4. The DUC quality questions are a standard benchmark used
for evaluating summaries on the aspects of overall coherence, avoiding useless text,
avoiding repetitive information, avoiding bad referents and avoiding overly explicit
referents. For each of the questions, the assessors can assign a score from 1 to 5 with
higher being better.
As shown in Figure 6.5, the assessors also assigned much higher scores to sum-
maries generated by Surveyor on an average compared to C-Lexrank on all the DUC
4http://duc.nist.gov/duc2004/quality.questions.txt
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Figure 6.5: Average scores on the DUC quality questions for the different systems
along with standard error.
quality questions. On the metric of coherence, the scores for Surveyor compared to
C-Lexrank were higher by 36%. Both on the metrics of avoiding useless text and
avoiding bad referents, the scores for Surveyor were higher by about 22%.
6.3.2 Contribution of Individual Components
To compare the contribution of the content model and the discourse model, we
created two additional variants of our system. Surveyor HMM Only contains only the
HMM component, but does not use the discourse component that adds the midcs for
the output sentences. Surveyor MIDC only uses the discourse component, but instead
of relying on the HMM transition matrix to generate the subtopic flow, chooses the
subtopics based on their size, where size of a subtopic is the number of sentences as-
signed to the subtopic. It starts from the largest subtopic and goes through subtopics
in order of their size.
We asked our assessors to compare summaries output by each system with the
output of C-Lexrank as well rate summaries produced by each system on the DUC
quality questions. The results of the direct comparison is summarized below and the
average DUC ratings are reported in Table 6.5.
Even with just the HMM content model, the summaries from Surveyor HMM
Only are preferred by assessors compared to C-Lexrank. Surveyor MIDC Only does
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Surveyor HMM Only Indifferent C-Lexrank
53% 27% 20%
Surveyor MIDC Only Indifferent C-Lexrank
33% 27% 40%
not do as well, which suggests that without a coherent flow of subtopics, the addition
of midcs to the output sentences does not improve performance. This shows the
importance of the HMM content model and suggests that a summary that jumps
between subtopics in an incoherent way will not be perceived as coherent even if the
individual sentences in the summary have appropriate context. However, the scores
for both of these systems on the DUC quality questions (Figure 6.5) show that the
addition of midcs does affect the assessors’ judgement of specific summary qualities
and is an important component of the system. This explains why the combination
of both the content model and the discourse model leads to much better results than
either of them in isolation.
6.3.3 Informativeness Evaluation
We use ROUGE (Lin, 2004b) for informativeness evaluation. ROUGE is a stan-
dard evaluation metric for automatic evaluation of summaries that uses n-gram
co-occurrences between automated summaries and human generated reference sum-
maries to score the automated summaries. ROUGE has been shown to correlate well
with human evaluations (Lin, 2004a).
For ROUGE evaluation, we asked two assessors to generate 2000 character long
gold summaries using the input for each topic. We then did ROUGE evaluation of the
summaries generated using C-Lexrank and Surveyor against these gold summaries.
The average ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 scores are summarized below 5. The improve-
ment in ROUGE scores of Surveyor over C-Lexrank is statistically significant with
p < 0.05. Thus Surveyor, in addition to producing more coherent summaries, also
5ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 correspond to unigram and bigram co-occurrence analysis respectively.
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produces summaries that are more informative given the same input text.
System ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2
C-Lexrank 0.40 0.05
Surveyor 0.44 0.19
Surveyor HMM Only 0.42 0.13
Surveyor MIDC only 0.42 0.13
We also used the factoid data created as part of the work presented in Chapter V
to compute pyramid scores for each of these systems. Here are the average pyramid
scores for the methods on the 7 topics in the factoid dataset:
System Pyramid Score
C-Lexrank 0.72
Surveyor 0.68
Surveyor HMM Only 0.69
Surveyor MIDC only 0.73
In this evaluation, the Surveyor scores are slightly lower than the score for C-
Lexrank. However, the average score of 68% for Surveyor is still high and given the
high improvement in coherence, we hypothesize that this small trade-off in terms of
informativeness would be acceptable for a potential user.
Previous evaluations for survey generation systems use citing sentences as input as
opposed to sentences from the main text. There is no standard summarization eval-
uation that allows us to evaluate the informativeness of summaries generated using
two different input sources. To compare summaries created using citing sentences and
source sentences in terms of coherence, we ran C-Lexrank using both citing sentences
and introduction sentences as summarizer input and did a coherence evaluation with
our assessors. The assessors preferred summaries generated by using introductions as
source 60% of the time while preferring summaries generated by using citing sentences
as source only 27% of the time. Even though a direct comparison of informativeness
is not possible, we posit that since our summaries include background information as
part of the survey, our summaries would have to be slightly longer than those based
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on citing sentences in order to be as informative. However, results from coherence
evaluation show that using source sentences allows us to use topical and discourse in-
formation in the original papers to generate much more coherent summaries compared
to citing sentences.
6.3.4 Evaluation with G-Flow
G-Flow (Christensen et al. , 2013) is a recent state of the art system for generat-
ing coherent summaries that has been evaluated on newswire data. We compared Sur-
veyor with G-Flow by running the implementation of G-Flow obtained from the
original authors on our evaluation data. The coherence evaluation with G-Flow was
done in the same way as for C-Lexrank except the output summary length for both
systems was limited to 1000 characters. This is because the optimization procedure
implemented in G-Flow becomes intractable for output of 2000 characters 6.
In the coherence evaluation, assessors preferred Surveyor 47% of the time com-
pared to 40% of the time for G-Flow.
Surveyor Indifferent G-Flow
47% 13% 40%
Surveyor also obtains higher scores than G-Flow on the DUC quality questions.
The scores for Surveyor and G-Flow are summarized below separately because of
the difference in the output length compared to the previous evaluation. The numbers
are reported with standard error.
Quality question Surveyor G-Flow
coherence 3.53 ± 0.36 3.40 ± 0.25
avoid useless text 3.60 ± 0.36 3.47 ± 0.17
avoid repetition 4.93 ± 0.07 4.53 ± 0.19
avoid bad referents 3.93 ± 0.33 3.80 ± 0.22
avoid overly explicit referents 4.73 ± 0.12 4.47 ± 0.19
6Personal communication with Christensen et al. (2013)
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In informativeness evaluation with ROUGE, the 1000 character summaries gener-
ated by Surveyor got an average ROUGE-1 score of 0.41 compared to a score of 0.36
obtained by G-Flow. The ROUGE-2 score of Surveyor was 0.13 compared to 0.07
for G-Flow. p-values for the ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 improvements of Surveyor
over G-Flow are 0.12 and 0.11 respectively. Based on these results, Surveyor does
slightly better than G-Flow in terms of coherence evaluation while producing much
more informative summaries. This indicates that the HMM based content model
does a better job of modeling the flow of subtopics in scientific articles compared to
G-Flow which does not include such a component.
6.3.5 Introduction Sentences vs Citing Sentences
We also compared the coherence of summaries produced using introduction sen-
tences and citing sentences as input. The summaries were produced using the same
algorithm for both input sets, C-Lexrank. For each topic, an assessor was presented
summaries produced by giving the two input sets separately to C-Lexrank. The as-
sessor was asked to mark the summary they preferred and rate each summary on
the DUC quality questions. For 15 topics, this generated 15 pairs of summaries for
comparison. We found that between introduction and citing sentences, the assessors
preferred the summaries generated using the introduction sentences as input 60% of
the time, while preferring the ones generated using the citing sentences only 27% of
the time. The ratings on the DUC quality questions also show that the summaries
generated using introduction sentences obtained higher scores compared to citing sen-
tences on coherence (2.72 vs 2.60), avoiding useless text (3.20 vs 2.93), avoiding bad
referents (3.43 vs 3.40) and avoiding overly explicit referents (4.23 vs 4.13).
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6.3.6 An Upper Baseline for Coherence
Finally, we add a system RandomPaper as an upper bound on coherence. For
this method, given a topic, a random document from the input document set of the
topic is picked and its first n characters are output as the summary (where n is the
maximum summary length). The RandomPaper system is an upper bound for
coherence, since it is completely human written, but should score low on informa-
tiveness because it comes from a single paper and thus contains sentences about only
a specific sub-topic. Our assessors preferred this output 80% of the time compared
to C-Lexrank due to its high coherence. However, this system obtains a ROUGE-1
score of 0.35, the lowest among all the systems by a large margin. This shows that
this summary has high coherence but very low informativeness. This is confirmed
by the scores on the quality questions, which show that these summaries have high
score for all questions, but contain a lot of paper specific text irrelevant to the topic
in general, as indicated by the low scores for avoiding useless text (2.93).
6.4 Publications
A large part of the work presented in this chapter has been published in the
following AAAI article: Jha et al. (2015b).
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CHAPTER VII
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter provides the conclusions of this work, lists some limitations and
provides pointers for future work. This thesis has presented work towards building a
system that can automatically generate informative and readable surveys of scientific
topics. This is an important problem given the exponential increase in the number
of scientific publications in all scientific fields which is making it increasingly difficult
for researchers to stay on top of the current research.
Our goal was to explore the different components needed for an end-to-end system
that can take a query representing a scientific topic as an input (e.g question answer-
ing) and automatically generate a survey article summarizing the past research on
the topic. A system to do this successfully should be able to search and find rele-
vant papers in a given corpus, aggregate text describing those papers, and then use
content and coherence models to extract relevant text segments and arrange them
in a readable fashion to build a survey article for the topic. We set up automatic
and human evaluations for each of these components, evaluated existing methods for
building these components, and created new algorithms when previous methods fell
short. We now summarize the main contributions of this work.
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7.1 Main Contributions
7.1.1 Query Handling and Document Retrieval
There wasn’t a lot of prior work on doing query based retrieval of scientific doc-
uments, and so we had to start with standard information retrieval algorithms for
this task. We first built an evaluation dataset using surveys for seven topics in NLP
and evaluated these existing algorithms. We found that these systems faced some
problems due to the changing scientific terminology. Based on this, we proposed a
simple model called Restricted Expansion that combined pure lexical search and cita-
tion information to retrieve relevant papers for a query. This algorithm led to a four
fold improvement in both precision and recall compared to simple tf-idf search, and
a two fold improvement compared to tf-idf search sorted with citation Pagerank.
Restricted Expansion gets acceptable results, but one of the areas that need more
work is handling queries with higher granularity and detecting invalid queries. Valid
queries are those queries for which it is theoretically possible to build a survey using
the data available in our corpus. These can be coarse high level topics that are estab-
lished topics in an area such as word sense disambiguation, question answering, etc.
Our system can handle these queries successfully. A user can also submit finer topics
such as supervised methods for word sense disambiguation, question classification for
question answering, etc. These are valid queries, but our current system cannot han-
dle such queries at this time, we propose to do this in our future work. In addition,
a user can submit invalid queries for which it is unlikely to find information in our
corpus. These include topics at a lower level of granularity than our corpus itself, for
example, computer science, artificial intelligence etc. and topics that are peripheral
to the corpus such as machine learning, speech recognition etc. Detecting such topics
and graceful degradation is also part of the proposed research.
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7.1.2 Content Models
Once the relevant documents are retrieved, we need to use content models to
assign importance scores to sentences which will be part of the survey. Again, we
first evaluated existing methods for this task to understand the limitations of future
work. We created a factoid dataset with factoids extracted from surveys and tutorials
for seven topics in NLP. We then annotated 2,625 citing sentences to evaluate existing
citation based content models.
We used pyramid evaluation to compare three methods: Centroid, Lexrank and
C-Lexrank. Evaluation showed that these models did a good job retrieving infor-
mative sentences, with the best performing model, Lexrank, achieving an average
pyramid score of 0.81. However, error analysis showed that certain factoids related
to background (e.g. definitions) were consistently missing from citing sentences.
Based on this, we decided to change the problem formulation for this task where
instead of using only citing sentences, we used entire sections of papers that have a
high concentration of citing sentences but also have background sentences. For our
experiments, we used introduction sections of citing papers for the 7 NLP topics and
annotated these 3,425 new sentences with factoids. We used this data set to evaluate
Lexrank and C-Lexrank. This new formulation also allowed us to adapt a Bayesian
content model called TopicSum for the task of survey generation. Based on the new
structure of the data, we also proposed a new HITS based algorithm called HitSum
that achieved better pyramid scores compared to all the existing algorithms.
The three content modelling algorithms (C-Lexrank, TopicSum, and HitSum)
tend to capture different pieces of information from the same data. Thus, we hypoth-
esize that methods to combine these content models might lead to improvements.
We have presented some early experiments in this direction by combining Lexrank
and TopicSum using a simple linear model, but more exploration in this direction
is likely to yield more improvements.
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7.1.3 Building Readable Surveys
One of the main shortcoming of the existing work on survey generation has been
the lack of readability in generated summaries. Our evaluations on 7 topics made it
clear that even though the surveys generated by existing methods are quite informa-
tive, their usability in a real use-case scenario is quite limited given how difficult it
is to read the surveys. Therefore, in this thesis, we focused on making the surveys
readable and coherent.
A coherent and readable piece of text has two important linguistic qualities: co-
hesion and coherence. Cohesion can be loosely defined as the property of the text
“holding together”. The sentences should be linked to each other with lexical cues
so that the text reads as a combined unit without any breaks. Coherence has more
to do with the structure of the text, the information should be presented in a hier-
archical order that makes sense. We developed two components that would ensure
that our generated surveys would be both coherent and cohesive. For coherence, we
developed an HMM based model that tracks the subtopics that should be presented
in the survey and the natural order of presenting these subtopics. A discourse model
was developed to track the linguistic context of sentences in the generated summary
so that the sentences connect to each other in a more natural way. Both these compo-
nents were combined together in our summarization algorithm that produced much
more readable and coherent surveys.
We ran manual evaluation of our new summarization algorithm on 15 topics in
NLP where human assessors were asked to compare summaries generated by our
system with those generated by prior methods. Summaries generated by our system
were preferred 5 times as much as those generated by C-Lexrank, an existing state-
of-the-art survey generation system. Additionally, pyramid evaluation results showed
that our system does this without sacrificing the informativeness of the resulting
summaries too much.
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7.2 Limitations and Future Work
There are two main limitations of this work which we now describe along with
pointers to future work that might alleviate these problems.
7.2.1 Evaluation Corpus
For the experiments in this thesis, we use various topics in NLP for evaluation.
This limits the scope of the work somewhat, and a more comprehensive evaluation
across different scientific disciplines would certainly be valuable. However, there were
two strong reasons for working with the topic of NLP. First, the field of NLP has
a wonderful resource, the ACL Anthology Network (AAN), that contains manually
cleaned citation data, full text as well as metadata for all the major venues in the
field. This obviated the overhead of collecting large amounts of publications and
cleaning them up and helped us focus more on the experimental work. Secondly,
given that we are researchers in NLP, it was easier for us to do initial assessment of
the summaries generated by our system for the various topics. We suspect this would
be difficult for other topics. However, now that enough progress has been made in
terms of methods for building all the components of the pipeline, the next step would
be to create evaluation data for other scientific fields, test the methods on them, and
make any modifications needed to make the system more general. We suspect that
the methods will need only minor modifications to adapt them to a wider array of
scientific disciplines. We have collected data from some other fields that we hope to
experiment with in the future:
Pubmed Central We have a citation network of close to 500,000 articles from
Pubmed Central that are in our repository. In addition, a complete citation network
of Pubmed is available from the Open Citations Corpus 1.
1http://opencitations.wordpress.com/2011/07/01/the-citation-processing-pipeline-and-the-
open-citations-corpus/
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Figure 7.1: Screenshots of a prototype survey generation system that can be deployed
on the web.
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Arxiv Arxiv is a publicly available repository that is the main source of scholarly
exchange for researchers working high energy physics. Two Arxiv datasets are avail-
able for experimentation. Data from KDD 2003 shared task contains metadata and
citation network for papers in high energy physics till 2003. The citation network for
all papers in Arxiv is also available from related-work.net2.
DBLP This corpus contains bibliographic information for publications in computer
science. Complete metadata (but without abstracts) and citation network for papers
in DBLP is available through ArnetMiner3.
7.2.2 User Testing
We ran several experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our system. Arguably
though, laboratory experiments done in a controlled setting can only go so far and a
true test of a survey generation system like this is to be deployed in the real world
where actual users can play with it. This was beyond the scope of this thesis, but
we have made some progress in this direction. Figure 7.1 shows screenshots of a
prototype survey generation system that we have built. The system allows users to
find papers related to a NLP topic and builds a survey for the topic using the methods
presented in this thesis.
With some engineering effort, the current algorithms could be used to build a
complete system that can be deployed “in the wild”. This will allow us to gather
user data to understand how well the system is doing. Additionally, we can try to
explore ways to record user interactions with the survey generation system and use
them to build more evaluation data. For example, the system can provide users with
the ability to edit the automatically generated summary and store it for future use.
The edits done by users can be used as evaluation data for understanding what is
2http://blog.related-work.net/data/
3http://arnetminer.org/citation
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missing in the current approach and to build evaluation data.
Despite the limitations, our experimental results are encouraging and indicate
that an end-to-end system for automatically generating surveys of scientific articles is
possible given the data available in scientific papers on these topics and the current
state of NLP and machine learning research.
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